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The 36 wackiest lines from 
Donald Trump's totally 
bizarre Cabinet meeting
Chris Cillizza

Analysis by Chris Cillizza, CNN Editor-at-large

(CNN)President Donald Trump celebrated the new year with a 90+ 
minute Cabinet meeting on Wednesday -- and cameras were rolling 
the entire time.
Like much of Trump's presidency, the event felt entirely free-form -- 
as if Trump was making all of it up as he went. He seemed to support
the Russian invasion of Afghanistan in 1979, proclaimed that he 
would have made a good military general and spouted falsehoods at 
an alarming rate -- even for him.

I went through the transcript of the question-and-answer portion of 
Trump's Cabinet meeting and picked out the most, uh, noteworthy 
lines. They're below.

1. "I've heard numbers as high as $275 billion, we lose on illegal 
immigration."

Eh, not really. Also, away we go!
2. "And you know, it's not all about the rich countries, because the 
rich countries really do take advantage of us, because they pay a 
very small percentage of their military, and they cheat on trade."
So much stream of consciousness, so little time.
3. "There's some horrible things going on in the world, and we want 
to help those people."
Worth noting: Despite the CIA concluding that Saudi Prince 
Mohammed bin Salman was personally involved in the murder of 



journalist Jamal Khashoggi at a Saudi consulate in Istanbul, Trump 
has said no one can know the truth -- and even if we did know the 
truth it wouldn't be worth risking our financial relationship with Saudi
Arabia. So, there's that.
4. "When they say I'm not popular in Europe, I shouldn't be popular in 
Europe."
One of the least covered but most important aspects of the Trump 
presidency is how he, unlike every president that has come before 
him, simply does not believe in the coalition built in the aftermath of 
Word War II.
5. "I don't care about Europe."
See No. 4.
6. "I know every angle."
[nods]
7. "I could be the most popular person in Europe. I could be -- I could 
run for any office if I wanted to, but I don't want to."
So. Wait. Trump is saying he could run for any office in Europe? I am 
pretty sure that's not true....
8. "I mean, I could give you an example where I get along very well 
with India and Prime Minister (Narendra) Modi, but he's constantly 
telling me he built a library in Afghanistan, OK?"
India was, um, not pleased with this taunt.
9. "We're supposed to say 'Oh, thank you for the library.' I don't know 
who's using it in Afghanistan, but one of those things."
So, Trump believes a library in Afghanistan is pointless because it's 
in Afghanistan and, therefore, people won't use it? Got it!
10. "And you know, look, I endorsed (Mitt Romney), he thanked me 
very profusely, he was very nice."
This is a good dig by Trump -- highlighting the fact that Romney is 
speaking out against him only now that the political risks for doing so
are tiny.
11. "We've got the greatest tax cuts ever"
It's sort of hard to quantify "greatest" but Trump has repeatedly said 
that his tax cut was the largest in history. It was not.
12. "The deductible is so high, unless you get hit by a tractor you 
can't even use them, nobody's ever seen anything like it."



Do a lot of people get hit by tractors?
13. "I have great popularity in Utah"
"No state has seen President Trump's approval rating drop further 
than Utah, new poll shows"
14. "President Obama fired him and, essentially, so did I. I want 
results."
Trump is talking about former Defense Secretary James Mattis. He's 
not talking about him accurately, however. Mattis resigned in protest 
in the wake of Trump's decision to pull US troops out Syria. Trump 
didn't "essentially" fire him. At all.
15. "Russia used to be the Soviet Union, Afghanistan made it Russia 
because they went bankrupt fighting in Afghanistan -- Russia."
Looks, I've seen "Spies Like Us." I know about Russia. And the Soviet 
Union. And all that.
16. "The problem is it was a tough fight and, literally, they went 
bankrupt, they went into being called Russia again as opposed to the 
Soviet Union. You know, lot of -- a lot of these places you're reading 
about now are no longer a part of Russia because of Afghanistan."
It's impossible to overstate how little sense this makes. And how 
historically inaccurate it is.
17. "I think I would've been a good general, but who knows."
We will never know. Mostly because Trump is not now and never was 
in the military. Including during the Vietnam War when he got five 
deferments -- including one for bone spurs.

18. "We're talking about sand and death. That's what we're talking 
about."
The President of the United States offers his thoughts on Syria.
19. "Now, the Kurds, it's very interesting, Turkey doesn't like them; 
other people do."
The Kurds: Some people say they are great, some say they aren't. We
may never know!
20. "I had a meeting at the Pentagon with lots of generals -- they 
were like from a movie, better looking than Tom Cruise and stronger 
-- and I had more generals than I've ever seen."



This is so revealing. All of life is a casting call for Trump. These 
generals were good because they were good looking and strong. 
Even more than Tom Cruise!
21. "I said, this is the greatest room I've ever seen. I -- I saw more 
computer boards than, I think, that they make today."
"Computer boards."
22. "Iran is pulling people out of Syria -- they can do what they want 
there, frankly -- but they're pulling people out."
This is an interesting take on the Middle East. And one that Israel 
likely will be interested in hearing more about.
23. "We're getting out, and we're getting out smart, and we're 
winning. We're winning, OK?"
Um, OK?
24. "I never saw anything so beautiful in my life."
The birth of his child? His bride on their wedding day? Nope! He's 
talking about the House vote for $5 billion in wall funding in late 
December.
25. "Can you imagine me having that power? Wouldn't that be scary? 
Right?"
Trump is referring here to then-President Barack Obama's decision to
create the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program, 
essentially allowing children brought into the country illegally to 
remain without fear of deportation. But man oh man, that quote out 
of context is really something.
26. "Could be a long time and it could be quickly. Could be a long 
time."
What an answer to the question of how long the government might be
shut down! Could be a while. Might not be. But could be!
27. "It's a big, big house. Except for all the guys out on the lawn with 
machine guns. Nicest machine guns I've ever seen."
Even when talking about the Secret Service that protect the White 
House, Trump has to exaggerate. These weren't just machine guns. 
They were the "nicest machine guns ever."
28. "I was waving to them. I -- I never saw so many guys with machine
guns in my life."



Many people are saying it was the most -- and most beautiful -- 
machine guns ever used in one place.
29. "Secret Service and military, these are great people and they 
don't play games. They don't, like, wave. They don't even smile."
Secret Service: not big wavers. Also, anti-smiling.
30. "Look, look, when they say the wall's immoral well then you -- 
you've got to do something about the Vatican because the Vatican 
has the biggest wall of them all."
Bizarrely, this is not the first time Trump or a top aide has attacked 
the Vatican for its wall. Back in 2016, Trump aide Dan Scavino 
tweeted that the Pope was a hypocrite on immigration because 
Vatican City was surrounded by massive walls. As CNN's Daniel 
Burke wrote at the time: "Yes, the Vatican does have walls, and some
are quite large. But anyone can stroll through the Pope's front yard -- 
St. Peter's Square -- at nearly any time."
31. "Look at all of the countries that have walls and they work 100%."
OK, so, according to Trump, any country with a wall around its border
is totally and completely impenetrable to outsiders.
As in, no one has ever breached the wall. It can't be breached. 
Unless, say, one side had an ice dragon....
32. "I could have had a lot easier presidency by doing nothing."
Ahem.
33. "People see that gasoline is way down. And the reason its way 
down is because I called up some of the OPEC people."
[narrator voice] That isn't the reason.
34. "I mean, I just got rid of -- I -- I wouldn't say got -- they say they're 
retired."
An amazing and overlooked moment. Asked what would happen if 
Romney didn't get on board with him, Trump cited the retirements of 
GOP Sens. Bob Corker and Jeff Flake -- threatening that Romney 
would find himself in the same position if he kept crossing Trump. 
Little mob boss-y, no?
35. "So Jeff Flake is now selling real estate, or whatever he's doing."
I am not sure where Trump got the idea Flake is going to be selling 
real estate as his post-Senate career. To the best of my searching, 
Flake hasn't announced what he's going to do after leaving the 



Senate. Also, isn't "sell real estate" what Trump did his whole 
professional life prior to 2016?

36. "I will tell you, we have some great Republicans, and if you look 
at the way they're standing up for border security, you'd be very 
proud of them if you're a Republican, or if you're a person that loves 
our nation."
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CNN
Former US ambassador to NATO: The US is 'no longer the most important 
actor'

SHUTDOWN WATCH • 
The government has been partially shut down for

22d 13h 57m 25s 

• Most Americans blame Trump for shutdown  

SHUTDOWN WATCH • 
The government has been partially shut down for

21d 14h 36m 19s 

It's the longest shutdown ever. And Trump owns it.

SHUTDOWN WATCH • 
The government has been partially shut down for

20d 10h 52m 3s 

CNN analyst: It's like Trump's tweet was written by Putin 

MSNBC
The Beat with Ari Melber

'Art of the Deal' co-author: It’s been fraud all along

Co-author of Trump's “Art of the Deal” says that it is "an accident of 
history" that Trump is president, and as a deal maker, "he's one of the 
worst I've ever come across."
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Lawrence: Trump's 'big lie' collapsed today

On his way to the border to push for a wall, Donald Trump admitted to 
reporters that Mexico wouldn't pay '2 cents' to build the border wall. 
Lawrence looks at the end of a Trump lie.Jan. 10, 2019

HUFFPOST
PAIN: HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS MISS PAYCHECK 

TRUMP’S NEW RECORD: LONGEST SHUTDOWN. EVER. 
Trump’s Border Wall Demand Has Kept Much Of The Government Shut For
Over 3 Weeks 

WASHINGTONPOST
After Comey’s firing, FBI investigated whether Trump was trying to help 
Russia
In addition to a criminal investigation, the agency launched a 
counterintelligence inquiry after President Trump cited the ongoing 
Russia probe in his decision to fire then-FBI director James B. Comey. By 
Devlin Barrett and Ellen Nakashima

Government Shutdown: 21d 10h 55m 58s

White House eyes disaster money to help fund border wall under 
emergency plan

Trump kept details of meetings with Putin from senior officials in 
administration
There is no detailed record, even in classified files, of Trump’s face-to-
face interactions with Putin over the past two years, the officials said.

• By Greg Miller

NYTIMES
U.S.-Mexico Border
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White House Considers Diverting Aid From Disaster Relief to Build Wall

LATIMES
Americans who fought alongside the Kurds in Syria feel betrayed by 
Trump
President Trump’s decision to pull U.S. troops from Syria is viewed as a 
betrayal by American volunteers who fought alongside Kurdish militias 
there to oust Islamic State.

By David Kelly U.S. forces begin withdrawal from Syria 

Politics Yahoo View

John Brennan on shutdown: Trump "reaching into the authoritarian tool 
box" 

Daily Kos Recommended
OMG, unbelievable! 1958 TV show predicts Trump and his wall 

Ocasio-Cortez slams right wing site for publishing fake nude picture of 
her 

White manager calls police on black kids for shoplifting, but they have 
the receipts 

Texas pastor who prayed for Pulse club victims’ deaths resigns because 
he's into prostitutes 

Trump admin to moms suing for mental health counseling costs following 
family separation: nope 

Mnuchin becomes first Trump official called by Democratic House to 
answer questions about Russia 

Cambridge Analytica fined In UK, more on the way! 

100,000 signatures needed: Demand no oil drilling or testing in the Arctic 
Refuge! 
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Amid shutdown, House Democrats push forward with sensible gun safety 
legislation 

Government shutdown has 'inflicted real damage to our nation’s aviation 
system,' industry warns 

Look out, 2020 Senate Republicans—your voters do really hate this 
shutdow

Trump's PR stunt accidentally proves that his wall won't work 

Pelosi to McConnell: 'Do you take an oath to the Constitution or an oath 
to Donald Trump?' 

Maddow: Mnuchin 'complained' about briefing House leaders for whole 
hour and a half! Poor baby. 

Trump's attacks on the media make independent outlets like Daily Kos 
more important than ever. Can you chip in $1 to support our work?

FBI agents complain to Trump that shutdown undermines the bureau—
maybe that's the plan? 

Trump's advice on walls: 'If there’s a concrete wall in front of you, go 
through it.' 

Trump weighs raiding disaster relief funds from Puerto Rico and 
California to pay for his wall 

Republicans are starting to crack on the shutdown. Pile on the pressure: 
Chip in $3 to 2020 Democratic U.S. Senate nominees in key states.

Mexican shelter says boy who later died in U.S. custody had been 'in 
perfect health condition' 

Michael Cohen to testify in public before House Oversight Committee 

Elijah Cummings and Bernie Sanders take on prescription drug costs 

100,000 signatures needed to end the government shutdown!

New Michigan Democratic administration steps up government ethics, 
LGBT protections, and more 
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Here is how I intend to protect my daughter from sexual abuse and 
assault 

Denver bans conversion therapy on LGBTQ youth while CO swears in 
America's first openly gay governor

• HAHAHAHA! GoFundMe for the wall will be completely refunded to   
donors 

• Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez has four perfect words for Joe Lieberman   

• Cartoon: Presidents on border wall   

• Trump's attacks on the media make independent outlets like Daily   
Kos more important than ever. Can you chip in $1 to support our 
work?

• Cartoon: How the wall gets built   

• Trump sold $35 million in real estate in 2018—over half came from a   
deal requiring HUD approval 

• This is totally childish and I certainly don't endorse it but ... ha ha ha  
ha ha ha! 

• More House Republicans are getting cold feet about Trump's   
shutdown. Our new tracker tells you which 

• Republicans are starting to crack on the shutdown. Pile on the   
pressure: Chip in $3 to 2020 Democratic U.S. Senate nominees in 
key states.

• Trump administration official knows what women need: magic   
semen and life at home with the kids 

• Cartoon: A Calvinesque and Hobbesian look at the border wall   

• Nancy Pelosi says Treasury Secretary Mnuchin 'wasted Congress   
time' with worthless testimony 

• House again votes to reopen government, McConnell again refuses   
to break from Trump 

• Sign the petition: No border wall. Re-open the government now!  
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• New sheriff in town! House committee demands answers to the   
question I asked a year ago 

• Cultural competency in reporting: Kamala Harris, AKA's, and 'skee   
wee' 

• Real people, real consequences: U.S. air traffic controllers sue over   
mandate to work without pay 

• Stacey Abrams continues the fight for Georgia, donating tons of   
money to state Democratic lawmakers 

Scale: A Boon or Bane for Apple and Warren Buffett?

Market Realist

Berkshire lost $19B on Apple stock in last 3 months

Yahoo Finance Video

Italian Man Who Claims to Have Slept with 6,000 Women Dies Having Sex 

- Rob Fox, January 6, 2019 

Politics HuffPost

Former Trump Organization VP Spills Beans On Donald Trump's Awful 
Dealmaking Skills 

President Donald Trump may hype himself as a master dealmaker.

Daily Kos Special Coverage

Daily Kos' top stories on the news that the FBI opened up an investigation
into whether Donald Trump was working as a Russian asset against 
American interests. Visit DailyKos.com throughout the weekend for more.

• 'This is the biggest political story ever'—experts react to the Trump-  
Russia FBI investigation 

• Mueller investigation isn't only probing Trump's role as a   
conspirator, but as a closet Chekist 
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• NYT: FBI opened inquiry into whether Trump was secretly working   
for Russia 

• Trump's attacks on the media make independent outlets like Daily   
Kos more important than ever. Can you chip in $1 to support our 
work? 

• Donald Trump's latest psycho tweetstorm: The BEST REASON YET   
to invoke the 25th Amendment 

• About that Oval Office meeting with Lavrov and Kislyak... Putin   
asked / told Trump to do it 

• Rudy Giuliani declares that Trump has the right to 'correct' Russia   
investigation's final report 

• Show Republican senators you want the government shutdown to   
end without funding for Trump's wall. Contribute $3 each to their 
2020 Democratic challengers. 

• First Tweets: disinformation desperation for Individual-1... the   
"leaking machines" did it 

• Team Trump had over 100 contacts with Russian-linked officials and   
covered up every last one 

• Ex FBI countr-intel, Figliuzzi: "There is more than just the crazy   
public behavior to Trump/Russia" 

• Under counterintelligence rules, FBI could tap Trump's phones, bug   
the Oval Office

CNN

SHUTDOWN WATCH • 
The government has been partially shut down for
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https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/2AA/ni0YAA/t.2o7/A5id1t2cRM-zwFKkaJOZ_Q/h8/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDhMteRZhMShJYCQ0DJ-2B3VOcUTjn7T6A2uFcl5gUjIHgaA5c0NUOSvM-2BII-2BzMh7kH98K-2FnSKKNmm44gOn3UQmYZCO8zKpkHvYNgzqc1Wg4IxYjBeaKVf-2FSwp0ViNWHFDl4nOaJwuvvhhFFQw5NYJAhMTjPkK6oc6EdxbCT9p-2FTTw2rZPHAkKMvq7GhqFtix-2BE0Q-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/2AA/ni0YAA/t.2o7/A5id1t2cRM-zwFKkaJOZ_Q/h8/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDhMteRZhMShJYCQ0DJ-2B3VOcUTjn7T6A2uFcl5gUjIHgaA5c0NUOSvM-2BII-2BzMh7kH98K-2FnSKKNmm44gOn3UQmYZCO8zKpkHvYNgzqc1Wg4IxYjBeaKVf-2FSwp0ViNWHFDl4nOaJwuvvhhFFQw5NYJAhMTjPkK6oc6EdxbCT9p-2FTTw2rZPHAkKMvq7GhqFtix-2BE0Q-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/2AA/ni0YAA/t.2o7/A5id1t2cRM-zwFKkaJOZ_Q/h7/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDhYemWLym-2FZNTfChI1vScj31dbeo6bCgagUR0ERGvtNcawBwJhM7FI73-2FzEXsaL8ltSWNql-2FOjwRIKAobIuJXGtuTR66QnYasy6BIO4R5m5p3D5Ro7tap75altBj4sXWK75Ahtshj2vLPL6SxU6ul37WEJjHLRTqTuPjKc9ZKB4XQ-3D-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/2AA/ni0YAA/t.2o7/A5id1t2cRM-zwFKkaJOZ_Q/h7/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDhYemWLym-2FZNTfChI1vScj31dbeo6bCgagUR0ERGvtNcawBwJhM7FI73-2FzEXsaL8ltSWNql-2FOjwRIKAobIuJXGtuTR66QnYasy6BIO4R5m5p3D5Ro7tap75altBj4sXWK75Ahtshj2vLPL6SxU6ul37WEJjHLRTqTuPjKc9ZKB4XQ-3D-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/2AA/ni0YAA/t.2o7/A5id1t2cRM-zwFKkaJOZ_Q/h6/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDiAUmUlWVC677v-2FmyHMFSwctDLQ-2Bpg4jGESA-2BOKiDYeWFnv-2FmykWYdE-2B-2BZf5qhfkBNmExeEG0KR3R8-2BwFp0RdZdRFj2CyswC1P03aH-2BK2ak-2FA6KbUuvtYopNh4nIjudw39srkEn79xnsPHzcxSWKCFRan-2FdYPdQw-2Bm50VI1MkBS4g-3D-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/2AA/ni0YAA/t.2o7/A5id1t2cRM-zwFKkaJOZ_Q/h6/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDiAUmUlWVC677v-2FmyHMFSwctDLQ-2Bpg4jGESA-2BOKiDYeWFnv-2FmykWYdE-2B-2BZf5qhfkBNmExeEG0KR3R8-2BwFp0RdZdRFj2CyswC1P03aH-2BK2ak-2FA6KbUuvtYopNh4nIjudw39srkEn79xnsPHzcxSWKCFRan-2FdYPdQw-2Bm50VI1MkBS4g-3D-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/2AA/ni0YAA/t.2o7/A5id1t2cRM-zwFKkaJOZ_Q/h5/aHO21LnX1DH2iKGsTPn3bYhi39zkK-2F5KLSrcx61KPVEzHpdbCojnOu7ovowLf12rM9d2kkrgnQBHOYqmL3U-2F7n5Nio4EOXtdjmWuwhMeMPsw1qKYSDw4e5XV1WsaTNLxBMUyQcfypUF2GacNEHMtKrm6870K-2FwdiwYh9tTS0cV-2FmO-2FO7zhawJ2DMBt5pQeVvW8FRv8zui8Ljov1ryg0cdCbtsQ11ue1yZs1v3aWHa6HE8HQrVd3uT75yePR-2FhBQpqUhab6sRvC9Mdqa77HD6l-2FvqgtIK9EXxX9PL4C4wyNR6Oa9ioCHQaG75N-2F-2BO-2F10kRaR9ebJX5JBbLEPGJ030XFaRpRPycRKDzsdSrmCBAh-2Fiv21QkWNnDoTpvqPxFYzJ279yLhCMgLOuJXTKouXKZCqUlusknJSHqeZpTBRf83rgjqunE7BflzTkluX0yApiMEPLOG2GbUw-2B0ZA5bnfnig-3D-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/2AA/ni0YAA/t.2o7/A5id1t2cRM-zwFKkaJOZ_Q/h5/aHO21LnX1DH2iKGsTPn3bYhi39zkK-2F5KLSrcx61KPVEzHpdbCojnOu7ovowLf12rM9d2kkrgnQBHOYqmL3U-2F7n5Nio4EOXtdjmWuwhMeMPsw1qKYSDw4e5XV1WsaTNLxBMUyQcfypUF2GacNEHMtKrm6870K-2FwdiwYh9tTS0cV-2FmO-2FO7zhawJ2DMBt5pQeVvW8FRv8zui8Ljov1ryg0cdCbtsQ11ue1yZs1v3aWHa6HE8HQrVd3uT75yePR-2FhBQpqUhab6sRvC9Mdqa77HD6l-2FvqgtIK9EXxX9PL4C4wyNR6Oa9ioCHQaG75N-2F-2BO-2F10kRaR9ebJX5JBbLEPGJ030XFaRpRPycRKDzsdSrmCBAh-2Fiv21QkWNnDoTpvqPxFYzJ279yLhCMgLOuJXTKouXKZCqUlusknJSHqeZpTBRf83rgjqunE7BflzTkluX0yApiMEPLOG2GbUw-2B0ZA5bnfnig-3D-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/2AA/ni0YAA/t.2o7/A5id1t2cRM-zwFKkaJOZ_Q/h5/aHO21LnX1DH2iKGsTPn3bYhi39zkK-2F5KLSrcx61KPVEzHpdbCojnOu7ovowLf12rM9d2kkrgnQBHOYqmL3U-2F7n5Nio4EOXtdjmWuwhMeMPsw1qKYSDw4e5XV1WsaTNLxBMUyQcfypUF2GacNEHMtKrm6870K-2FwdiwYh9tTS0cV-2FmO-2FO7zhawJ2DMBt5pQeVvW8FRv8zui8Ljov1ryg0cdCbtsQ11ue1yZs1v3aWHa6HE8HQrVd3uT75yePR-2FhBQpqUhab6sRvC9Mdqa77HD6l-2FvqgtIK9EXxX9PL4C4wyNR6Oa9ioCHQaG75N-2F-2BO-2F10kRaR9ebJX5JBbLEPGJ030XFaRpRPycRKDzsdSrmCBAh-2Fiv21QkWNnDoTpvqPxFYzJ279yLhCMgLOuJXTKouXKZCqUlusknJSHqeZpTBRf83rgjqunE7BflzTkluX0yApiMEPLOG2GbUw-2B0ZA5bnfnig-3D-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/2AA/ni0YAA/t.2o7/A5id1t2cRM-zwFKkaJOZ_Q/h4/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDjrohH-2B2vzQhklvDAj4yChS5z0PzA3gU5FxLbcP-2B0NNZRvZD5RaZlH0dv2oAmLsnUuBpwv1fcgMcPtT4RNZ-2Fg-2FXaZa3cVTOMsZUzPP74wqyTXJOXBPChYB9M2JqFe0xVs9vO0w0PM-2BaSQgW3NLX9ojM
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/2AA/ni0YAA/t.2o7/A5id1t2cRM-zwFKkaJOZ_Q/h4/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDjrohH-2B2vzQhklvDAj4yChS5z0PzA3gU5FxLbcP-2B0NNZRvZD5RaZlH0dv2oAmLsnUuBpwv1fcgMcPtT4RNZ-2Fg-2FXaZa3cVTOMsZUzPP74wqyTXJOXBPChYB9M2JqFe0xVs9vO0w0PM-2BaSQgW3NLX9ojM
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/government-shutdown-january-2019/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/government-shutdown-january-2019/index.html


19d 11h 54m 25s 

Trump claims 'absolute right' to call emergency

Trump says he would like to reach a deal for the wall, but 'easy route' 
would be to call a national emergency

Trump: I will almost definitely declare national emergency

Trump: Democrats don't give a damn about crime

Trump claims 'obviously' Mexico isn't going to pay for a wall 

Michael Cohen will testify before Congress  Breaking News
Trump's former lawyer has agreed to testify publicly in a major first move
from House Democrats investigating the President

MSNBC
exclusive

Steel prototype border wall can be cut through with household saw 

Department of Homeland Security testing of the steel slat border wall 
prototype proves that it could be cut through with a saw. A photo 
exclusively obtained by NBC News shows the results of the test.

Trump in '04: 'If there’s a concrete wall in front of you, go through it.'
HUFFPOST
ANOTHER SHUTDOWN CASUALTY: FOOD SAFETY 

WASHINGTONPOST

Government Shutdown: 19d 12h 3m 41s

Trump’s dealmaking tactics fall short in standoff over border wall

Raging and weakened,Trump is losing control of events  By G.Sargent

NYTIMES
The President And The Border

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/10/us/politics/trump-wall-texas-border.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/greg-sargent/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/01/10/raging-weakened-trump-is-running-out-options/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/hes-a-gut-politician-trumps-go-to-negotiating-tactics-not-working-in-shutdown-standoff/2019/01/09/c7bb5ff2-142b-11e9-b6ad-9cfd62dbb0a8_story.html
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/fda-food-inspections-government-shutdown_us_5c36ad59e4b05cb31c3f402a
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/in-04-trump-said-to-go-through-concrete-walls-1423255619674
https://www.msnbc.com/stephanie-ruhle/watch/dhs-testing-of-steel-slat-border-wall-prototype-proved-it-could-be-cut-through-1423316547991
https://www.msnbc.com/stephanie-ruhle
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/10/politics/michael-cohen-testify-congress/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/10/politics/michael-cohen-testify-congress/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/10/politics/michael-cohen-testify-congress/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/10/politics/trump-mexico-pay-wall/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/01/10/donald-trump-texas-democrats-dont-care-about-crime-sot-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/10/politics/trump-southern-border-visit/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/government-shutdown-january-2019/h_30bcd46a2979effb2be1f9491c95f9d2
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/government-shutdown-january-2019/h_30bcd46a2979effb2be1f9491c95f9d2
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/government-shutdown-january-2019/h_30bcd46a2979effb2be1f9491c95f9d2


Heading to Border, Trump Suggests He May Declare Emergency to Fund 
Wall

LATIMES
Trump vows he’ll ‘definitely’ declare national emergency if Congress 
doesn’t OK wall money

SHUTDOWN DOOMSDAY SCENARIO 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/doomsday-scenario-here-s-what-happens-if-shutdown-drags-n955946
https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-trump-border-visit-20190110-story.html#nt=oft-Single%20Chain~Flex%20Feature~hp-daily-chain~trump-748a~~1~yes-art~curated~curatedpage
https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-trump-border-visit-20190110-story.html#nt=oft-Single%20Chain~Flex%20Feature~hp-daily-chain~trump-748a~~1~yes-art~curated~curatedpage
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/10/us/politics/trump-wall-texas-border.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/10/us/politics/trump-wall-texas-border.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage


Daily Kos Recommended

• Fox News' Shep Smith comes through with immediate fact-check of Trump's lie-a-thon   

• Twitter reacts to Donald Trump's fear-mongering address to the nation   

• Trump's personal Alamo has Mulvaney eyeing the exits, Jared to save the day   

• Trump's attacks on the media make independent outlets like Daily Kos more important than ever.   
Can you chip in $1 to support our work?

• White 'nationalist' Stephen Miller wrote the hate speech that Trump gave tonight   

• North Carolina Republican sets off fire alarm while fleeing questions about elections fraud   

• The networks were suckered by the 'national emergency' threat   

• Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez torches Trump's racist immigration policies on Maddow   

• Show Republican senators you want the government shutdown to end without funding for Trump's   
wall. Contribute $3 each to their 2020 Democratic challengers.

• SCOTUS rejects petition of the mystery company owned by a foreign country   

• This is what election fraud looks like   

• Virginia GOP increasingly doomed as Supreme Court rejects effort to block fairer state House map   

• Democratic rep who faced racist Republican attack ads frames his old rap lyrics in new office   

• Sign the petition: No border wall. Re-open the government now!  

• Trump all but told reporters his speech and border trip weren't news. Networks still ran the   
speech. 

• Democratic leaders respond to Trump's 'immigration crisis' speech   

• Trump's Homeland Security chief drums up fake immigration crisis, ignoring the real one she   
created 

• Trump holding onto threat of emergency declaration, or ... anything but actually making a deal   

• Nobody knows what the administration's new Syria policy is, including the White House itself  

Daily Kos Campaigns

• Sign the petition to Congress: Cancel Puerto Rico's mountainous debt   

• Sign the petition: Support a Green New Deal   

• Sign the petition to Donald Trump: Show us your tax returns. Seriously.   

• Sign the petition: Denounce Republicans who "don't care" if Trump broke the law   

• Sign the petition: Investigate Sean Hannity for obstruction of justice   

• Sign the petition: Congress must pass same-day voter registration   

• Sign the petition: Undo Trump's disastrous tariff on solar power   

https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/0wA/ni0YAA/t.2o5/5pznPeIKQ46VWzSE-IiG9w/h7/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDLyJIR6P0z3dXCheFiG1HT5GLKSTOSQJncE9qI3jtsX0p67r-2FuDrJy1BKcTcuPRWAM0CCFtXv3SGoJ8RpYPyr6q1cVn4XPcjAM0zwB4xZQRz2bnaYUr8w1jrurMjqSiNbcoYlbdNWNnZFzYkNqIeNBFx34pyFO-2BaYoMRKu2uz1pxJkWUnSCggCbv7q0TvlY2ZL33q7KrGkSp1m9-2FepxP3SAUpFjp90Ozl9u8SxtcaDcGKt8bCtjWTjupiksCXRyYXeeRlRJVxjAs7JBkXHBJJPrLfhiQS0j4B7cldbNHfVvIdOENr1LEsEB8w-2F7jntunnjFSnEmNpgmG52ApYmB3KqIBkxcDDcrZ4-2F30AXxsuwQH3MTc-2F0t4jUTRztvS0S30PJxIuy7lN6oVgeQ0OUIhD9E8SKaS3xDjAt662t4TJEFBRZOglDydgo1VoB0WkIKpqxHtTDBf1qF6ldn0Ya1NNtAeherm-2BcPaHvCiA5x-2FHWG7
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/0wA/ni0YAA/t.2o5/5pznPeIKQ46VWzSE-IiG9w/h6/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDLyJIR6P0z3dXCheFiG1HT6Z4T3Tx6T0-2BgHd-2Fawb3IS9giE5JJn3AigQeuWcNDq0jYtoCDsyLhY-2FW3drJ7Tfehe95yys1iR3iXEYEm51CnEO6vQMJqmtN-2BVzcRc3ZgTaa9VVNQ7OXWGNkeskDZYP9qApuZJeekUN5sdvQyZveEJWFMPfEi7-2FdwhVSaBsYjLJPB4ReTpvwtMOkWrv5TC9E3lGsNznyJzx-2Fcl5sLmJrk-2FNNQm-2Bm0IUBgoSpc1n3flKprxDW1m-2F0gvsoddiQRHemCc5SzXlFrqxGoL4gu-2FGyLp58805Rlxml3vRXTKNxpIgqNViaO-2Bw4xtBMNJ-2BnwkSbV3orZNbDv6sEjr042JHPJMmThHxTNbWA9Q9ctASQLhiXB3mRtFwnusJG0bRJjmf4anQK2V7gUj1wtnXMyGKtdriQDACF5dS0eedQeIEcvqLNDB48hozeaF3IEWoowI1vfHIQcUYqK3lrLg-2BxR7LYZhc
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/0wA/ni0YAA/t.2o5/5pznPeIKQ46VWzSE-IiG9w/h5/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDLyJIR6P0z3dXCheFiG1HT5GLKSTOSQJncE9qI3jtsX00BL614KXSS79lbQ53MFL-2ByCVVCbfptkh8CBRCi3AqYC7fqgb0ORdYgGmOAUJyM6YOYA-2B1sMoYO62GJt1OX2VMcW-2FU0PyrQpbUeaKyorO2Ro60njES1R-2F4odwh-2Fb9MQo8n41PZd33D2HKbhaGSzyaUoBkhZsLBN5yByPQeaWpZ-2F2N-2Bq-2FLyFhNtC52GcjWZlsCrWcZHJuXApPMK3X0f60TZm3qblXF8MeEBo7Okh-2BCfg0uaOaw8puuybBKzoFxF1WhP9K4hQc7k7P9lh2yrY-2B89RZ0FBSI-2FNPa9rAK7ITnTBXWHRb6bD-2Bqj2sGOiqgFQznolJkidislrW0XFJ2L29n4NLXzIqxbeHstXoOQWr3KCzkueVzDwIZC53HYwRDe8pNFNzYgTOwiCzfe12wl1S04yR1IblTWts62IjGt72WIbn9lfZkPvB6bOUGaq-2F4tZk6
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/0wA/ni0YAA/t.2o5/5pznPeIKQ46VWzSE-IiG9w/h4/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDLyJIR6P0z3dXCheFiG1HT5GLKSTOSQJncE9qI3jtsX0lkaXxd0LID4-2BqAH-2F8uFlCV3-2Bv-2FdxYCDsNC5BF8u7XW1X2nIrRfd-2FUsr-2FiTt-2FQPguVFbvenF5XU374yf3u4b4KB3tN9O-2Bgzt-2Bh2cq-2B-2B4qc33TF8nu9SgqNKHSfBFIf7-2FFPNMFl1WjACf9m3maLzaJPJpPw5EcXkpwytEYnLEKyndZJViqkZ8TSpMemF-2BybH4KKSfCQG56Ek-2BdS84HtNJC9SWyX9xdRkp4DpqVUVl6I1hYboZUGC41m4ZldpvWHPokqoWYaXhn4R4Nndn0YC5CClujE9AwRfJNFJQRsaXbTR5MLz3hFN7C3vg0-2FhXuCNV4b08YWJAEuNQQIzNnYej9-2BFH5GMUHs-2B0unUo6t50-2B510-2B-2F2vX1J1tE1-2FcHvMGRl-2FIgp-2FVLg8CbdgDa4ZZpfaLgyEziiihvOcA3hBwYsrHu6vOZDMshw0gZYn6Ijg55bxEVBlD1x6YQC-2BnQJrHFrswgQ-3D-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/0wA/ni0YAA/t.2o5/5pznPeIKQ46VWzSE-IiG9w/h3/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDLyJIR6P0z3dXCheFiG1HT5GLKSTOSQJncE9qI3jtsX00BL614KXSS79lbQ53MFL-2By9TcX7ye0WFxCtWOPFcHq4Iu6ZH2V4-2Bdn8ab6j21ICXtHHR2RAluPdpeVjoTotjVNoqJVtqLktxwkBzp-2B8-2BeL-2Ft9UnCQkUA2YNHe-2FcjmlAOSkUMqtnLD4IBo1IMMy99U06LGZdTPQp-2BF-2B-2FLMEPA3J-2BlY6r-2F3zuG-2FoBi5NsIIBA-2B86BrxneVN1wB1Kz-2FVbv1wZooJSkqR2dkfUuhZMqPy-2Ff-2B2XqOuof-2BAdgAeEiScYKscP-2BvP1QeIKS9SkhQqG4xAEmESQqwYDDZVK45TF9lB0vSwlUk62I6ob23yZVxEfizGqcsiisCKpOszRxTgTq-2FD4yFRIxNmpYiXVzv4Q6CEhJqiAKalthiGsYf2cZIh-2Fl5ml1vXqZxRJihhgoE-2BdXDWH6addHIrf7FLtEuXvc7PCGvziWL2pykPAHRNVJGGrQJfLM5LFNj-2BQVLOThrEUQTpg-3D-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/0wA/ni0YAA/t.2o5/5pznPeIKQ46VWzSE-IiG9w/h2/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDLyJIR6P0z3dXCheFiG1HT5GLKSTOSQJncE9qI3jtsX05KoYASp063kuKGpoP9DlYG-2FvIfwqseqye-2FPY0zmJ8zE11YjV84z1oHkFjOnmt3ZCba5Znw69lxO44ZPWmzKcu-2FfcLC-2FkuMiIJU-2Bveu4m-2BE7uDjmHwQUJAWtVs7W6tKnufs8NeC331y1XD5YdIJDRNxsdpnf-2B6EX7Se2yVLEyaOuZdalVj9NBWcEod22AEQilrfZE7AAskcXM-2FY4CoR1hKJvlpXXP-2Bu8IlFmj2MMPav7aLXIf-2FPDOL-2B-2FOyTWEjeK3EcNKtQ1K-2BXRqNjnnE8i45uDolWSVXPwKpPZbelkmaNW6DuMH7aaGMhRDxu38R0vC52bikiO9-2BYVJIWpZ31a7FECHQShr1SONudMnWVbFu78Xm8ACJhxuVqz82oYAj77mniz2o38QcdFo7VppQvbpS4894ZPheDNbEbMXBzFcw1A-3D
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• Sign the petition: We need Medicare for all   

• Sign the petition to the Department of Homeland Security: Seeking asylum is a legal right   

• Sign if you agree: No punishments for NFL players who kneel during the anthem   

• Sign the petition: Restore Florida voting rights immediately.   

• Sign the petition: Presidents cannot pardon themseves, family or staff   

• Sign the petition: Elect the president by national popular vote   

• Sign the petition to ICE & Border Patrol: Stop using violence against families seeking asylum   

• Sign the petition: Washington D.C. statehood now. No more taxation without representation.   

• Sign the petition: Food Stamp cuts are the real national emergency, and it's Donald Trump's fault   

• Sign the petition to Mitch McConnell: End the shutdown now!   

• Sign and send the petition to Republicans: End the shutdown   

• Sign the petition: Suspend Jared Kushner's security clearance. Again.   

• Sign the petition to the Department of Health and Human Services: We need more insurance   
coverage for abortion, not less!

Daily Kos Recommended

• Trump got his shutdown wish. Why doesn't he look more proud? Maybe because of this?   

• Cosmic disappointment Trump Jr. tweets positive business article—from when Obama was   
President 

• Level-headed Senator Tester asks basic, and important, questions about 'wall'   

• Trump's attacks on the media make independent outlets like Daily Kos more important than ever.   
Can you chip in $1 to support our work?

• Trump Jr. calls immigrants animals, likens border wall to one needed at a zoo   

• The Associated Press pipes up with a 'both sides' Trump take so dumb it may redefine the genre   

• Pelosi said it, president 'bye bye' thinks people should go ask their father for money   

• Trump: Also we need a wall because border crossers have, um, faster cars than we do   

• Republicans are starting to crack on the shutdown. Pile on the pressure: Chip in $3 to 2020   
Democratic U.S. Senate nominees in key states.

• Hawaii is wonderful. Tulsi Gabbard, not so much.   

• Red flag department, Trump's AG nominee couldn't be bothered to meet with Amy Klobuchar, other   
Dems 

• Website pays out more than $250,000 to gamblers who said Trump would lie his face off   

• Also revealed as one of Manafort Lies to Mueller: the Ukrainian Peace Plan   

• 100,000 signatures needed: Demand no oil drilling or testing in the Arctic Refuge!   

• The humanitarian crisis at the border is not what Trump would have you believe   
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• Ocasio-Cortez: Migrant families seeking hope 'are acting more in the American tradition' than   
Trump 

• Coast Guard support program suggests employees hold garage sales and babysit to pay for   
shutdown 

• These maps show when each state legislative chamber is up for election   

• United Nations grants refugee status to Rahaf Mohammed Alqunun, Saudi teen who fled her family  

JANUARY 9, 2019  CNN

Why the latest Manafort news is a very big deal  Analysis

A redaction error led to a key revelation in the Mueller probe, and it's not 
one that should be taken lightly

Rosenstein plans to leave Justice Department soon

Analysis: Manafort filing hints at collusion

Santorum: Nobody wanted to work for Trump 

Taxpayers will pay for wall, White House aide acknowledges

MSNBC Brian Williams
John Brennan: Mueller probably knows three times as much as we do

HUFFPOST W.H. FEELS SHUTDOWN HEAT — FROM *REPUBLICANS* 

WASHINGTONPOST
Government shutdown: 18d 13h 10m 34s
Trump goes to Congress as GOP faces unity test over border wall money  

NYTIMES The Shutdown
Trump to Meet G.O.P. Senators as Party Unity on Shutdown Frays

LATIMES
Some GOP lawmakers eye emergency declaration by Trump as way out of
government shutdown
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So, "loves our nation" = supports shutting down the government to secure
$5 billion to build a border wall. This feels like a good place to end.
Trump: I'm prepared for shutdown to last years  In a meeting with top   
Democrats, the President said he could extend the shutdown 'to the 
election' in 2020

JANUARY 8, 2019

CNN

The President describes a national threat on the US border. His speech 
was often at odds with the facts

Cracks emerging among Senate GOP as Murkowski calls for end to 
shutdown

Billionaire has plan for post-impeachment America

Daily Kos Recommended 

Jimmy Carter dismisses Donald Trump's wall lies with short and sweet 
statement 

Trump's speech to be 8 minutes long, Democrats demand equal time 

Cartoon: Smokey's shutdown survival guide 

The Christian right could be irrelevant by 2024. Exvangelicals are 
working to ensure it 

California's new governor starts with a bang: Proposes major ACA 
improvements and single payer ACA waiver 

ExxonMobil takes another big hit as SCOTUS says Massachusetts AG has 
power to pursue oil giant 

Republicans are starting to crack on the shutdown. Pile on the pressure: 
Chip in $3 to 2020 Democratic U.S. Senate nominees in key states.

Here we go again: Media already previewing awful 2020 campaign 
coverage 
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Tennessee governor grants clemency to sex-trafficking victim sentenced 
to life in prison at age 16 

Tornillo prison camp for migrant children set to shut down by month's end

Who is Rahaf Mohammed Alqunun? The Saudi woman seeking asylum 
with the world watching 

100,000 signatures needed: Demand no oil drilling or testing in the Arctic 
Refuge! 

States that spend more on libraries, parks, and highways have happier 
Americans says new study 

In Montana, Native American students face persistent racial 
discrimination and it's killing them 

Food stamp funding could run out, causing widespread hunger, if 
shutdown continues through February
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CNN
Opinion: This is presidential malpractice

Democrats block Middle East bill in the Senate over shutdown

Exclusive: TSA official warns of shutdown impact on security at 
California airport

Pilot: Shutdown adding new risk to air travel

Tapper debunks Trump's 'wall of lies'

MSNBC
Deadline White House
New Russia revelations surrounding Trump Tower meeting attendees
President Trump's former campaign chairman Paul Manafort shared 
campaign polling data with a Russian associate linked to Russian 
intelligence services —and lied about it.
How can Trump sell the border wall using an argument built on lies?

HUFFPOST
TONIGHT: LOOK OUT FOR TRUMP’S LIES 
PENCE STRUGGLES TO DEFEND TRUMP BORDER WALL LIE 
Pence Tried To Defend Trump’s Lie That Past Presidents Supported A 
Border Wall  By Marina Fang 

WASHINGTONPOST

Time since shutdown began: 17d 20h 23m 13s

Trump expected to make a case for border wall in address

NYTIMES
What to Watch For in Trump’s Immigration National Address

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/08/us/politics/donald-trump-address-speech.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
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In a speech at 9 p.m. Eastern time, President Trump will make the case for a 
border wall with Mexico, an issue that has forced a partial government 
shutdown.
His record of falsehoods, misstatements and exaggerations on the topic will 
likely be challenged as never before. Here are some of issues he faces.

We will fact-check the president in real time. Follow our coverage here.

LATIMES
Supreme Court refuses to shield mystery foreign company from Mueller's 
investigation

The reality on the border differs widely from Trump's ‘crisis’ description 

JANUARY 7, 2019
CNN
The greatest trick Trump ever pulled Analysis

Trump was asked if he could relate to those not being paid because of 
the shutdown. His response was telling. 

Breaking Trump to visit border amid shutdown, wall fight

Live Updates The shutdown isn't ending anytime soon

Sciutto fact-checks White House's border claim

Analysis: After boxing himself in, Trump escalates shutdown crisis

Don Lemon refutes Trump's wall claim with video

Opinion: The economic injustice behind the TSA 'blue flu'

Partial government shutdown has gone on for

16d 13h 37m 43s 

MSNBC
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Morning Joe

Morning Joe fact checks Trump's lies as shutdown enters third week

HUFFPOST

Kansas Lawmaker Says She Left Republican Party To Join ‘Wave Of 
Common Sense’ 
By Hayley Miller 

WASHINGTONPOST

Time since shutdown began: 16d 14h 14m 11s
Trump to visit U.S.-Mexico border amid shutdown stalemate
The visit comes amid the continuing partial government shutdown and 
President Trump’s insistence that any funding bill to reopen federal 
agencies include $5.7 billion for his border wall.   By Felicia Sonmez and 
Josh Dawsey
The Fix: Democrats seek other ways to say, ‘No border wall’
The Fix: Mulvaney squirms his way through Trump’s claim that other 
presidents want a border wall

‘No different from my original statements’: Trump denies changes to Syria
exit plan 
The president said the military would leave at “a proper pace,” a change 
from his promise of a swift departure for the more than 2,000 U.S. troops 
stationed in Syria.   By Missy Ryan

The Daily 202: Trump’s rashness is on display with Syria announcements

NYTIMES
the shutdown and the border
Trump Wants Prime Time Address on Shutdown and Will Visit Border
President Trump wants to address the nation about the government 
shutdown on Tuesday night, hoping to persuade Americans of the need 
for a border wall.
He also plans to travel to the border on Thursday, which would be the 
20th day of the shutdown if an agreement is not reached in the 
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meantime.
At Weekend Meetings on Shutdown, Two Prayers but Little Progress

LATIMES
Newsom will vow to ‘seize this moment,’ swipe at Trump in today’s 
inaugural address
California Atty. Gen. Xavier Becerra begins new term promising to fight 
Trump policies

YAHOO
FAMOUS INVESTOR WARNS STOCKS COULD LOSE ANOTHER 40%

By Michael Carr, Editor, Peak Velocity Trader

Ray Dalio is a great investor.

According to CNBC, his Bridgewater Associates provided the largest 
cumulative net profit for a hedge fund firm ever. He has made at least 
$49.7 billion for his investors.

His opinion is worth listening to. Right now, he believes we face tough 
times. 

Dalio is a market historian and an economist. He says the debt cycle 
explains financial market performance. This cycle follows a pattern:

1.There's healthy debt growth. 
2.This goes too far, and we see a bubble. 
3.The bubble bursts. 
4.An economic contraction, or recession, follows. 
5.Sometimes the contraction ends, and we return to healthy growth. 
6.Other times, to restore growth, central banks push interest rates to 

zero. 

As Dalio explains: “Because you hit zero interest rates, monetary policy 
can't be the same. And they inevitably print money to buy financial 
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assets, pushing those financial assets up in value. And that is what we've
been through.”

History shows this sixth stage rarely happens. The first time was from 
1929 to 1933. The second time was in 2008. 

Both times, central banks propped up the economy a little. They also 
supercharged financial assets.

Dalio says: “The period that we are now in looks a lot like 1937.”

This is not good news for investors …

Half of investment-grade bonds are only one step away from junk status

Stock-market investors, it’s time to hear the ugly truth

Freshly inaugurated California governor Gavin Newsom calls Trump White
House corrupt and incompetent 

JANUARY 6, 2019
CNN 
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➢ Trump again floats 'national emergency' idea to secure funds   
for wall

➢ Schiff: Trump's emergency tactic a non-starter  

➢ Opinion: Trump's worst nightmare?  

➢ Ocasio-Cortez blasts GOP 'hypocrisy'  

➢ Ocasio-Cortez not alone on dance floor  

➢ Trump says he's 'in no hurry' to name permanent Cabinet   
replacements 

➢ Fareed's take: The world according to Trump  

➢ Schiff plans to make interview transcripts 'fully available' to   
Mueller

MSNBC 
David Gura   Who will blink first to end the shutdown? Negotiations 
continue to end the partial government shutdown, with the White House 
refusing to budge from its $5.7 billion budget for the wall. Guest host 
Joshua Johnson and a panel of guests discuss.

HUFFPOST

MULVANEY: SHUTDOWN LIKELY TO ‘DRAG ON A LOT LONGER’ 

SHUTDOWN STALEMATE THREATENS FOOD AID FOR *MILLIONS* 
Millions Could Lose Food Assistance If Government Shutdown Continues 
By Arthur Delaney 

JUMPING SHIP 
Record-Breaking Number Of Americans Want To Get Out Of U.S. Forever  
By Amy Russo 

WASHINGTONPOST
Trump’s ‘emergency powers’ threat reveals the GOP’s dismal state  By 
Jennifer Rubin

NYTIMES
Trump Says ‘Not Much Headway’ in Talks as Shutdown Enters Third Week
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Negotiations between Vice President Mike Pence and congressional 
aides from both parties yielded little progress on Saturday.

Another meeting was scheduled for Sunday, though there was little hope 
of any breakthrough.

LATIMES
No shutdown end in sight as Trump again suggests invoking emergency 
powers to build border wall
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Daily Kos Recommended
Plan is bubbling up among Senate Democrats for breaking Trump, 
McConnell on shutdown 

White House lawyers are now discussing whether not having a stupid 
wall is a national emergency 

Trump claims 'some' former presidents support his wall, but Joe Biden 
can't think of a single one 

Daily Kos straw poll: Who's your pick for 2020?

Torture apologist Liz Cheney weighs in on somebody else saying a swear 
word 

Social worker who duct-taped shoes surprises friends by leaving $11 
million to children's charities 

Daily Kos is resisting Trump every single day. Can you chip in $1 to 
support independent, progressive media?

'Fear. It's just plain, flat-out fear.' Trump's shutdown sends federal 
workers to food pantries 

Ocasio-Cortez stands up to critics of Rep. Tlaib’s impeachment f-bomb: 'I 
got your back' 

Trump's 'concession': He wants even more money, but wall can be steel 
instead of concrete 

Show Republican senators you want the government shutdown to end 
without funding for Trump's wall. Contribute $3 each to their 2020 
Democratic challengers.

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez says there's 'no question' Trump is a racist. 
Only Republicans are shocked 

Thanks to Trump's war on DACA, Rhodes scholar may not be able to 
come back to the only home he knows 

Muslim youth pick up litter in national parks to clean up Trump's 
government shutdown mess
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Daily Kos Staff Picks
➢

Daily Kos staff looks back at some of their favorite posts from the 
past week.

➢ House Democrats have plan to end shutdown, Republicans accept   
all the blame for continuing it 

➢ Joe Biden might be your favorite wisecracking uncle, but he's not   
your Democratic savior for 2020 

➢ A very strange special election for the number two post in America's  
biggest city is about to unfold 

➢ Trump's attacks on the media make independent, progressive   
outlets like Daily Kos more important than ever. Can you chip in $1 
to support our work? 

➢ Kentucky Republicans wonder if unpopular governor will pull plug on  
re-election bid 

➢ Rep. Jeffries draws standing ovation with impassioned intro—'Nancy  
Pelosi is just getting started!' 

➢ What's left for Robert Mueller in 2019? Donald Trump.   

➢ Sign the petition: No border wall. Re-open the government now!   

➢ Trump's year of ignominy: His top five worst moments of 2018   

➢ Leaked 'comedy' audio reveals Louis C.K. mocking Parkland   
shooting survivors, queer youth, and more 

➢ As student debt skyrockets, 61 college presidents make seven-  
figure salaries. Wait, what? 

➢ Sign the petition: Remove discriminatory barriers that hold students   
back and end period poverty now. 

➢ Repeated errors cost hundreds of people their homes—now Wells   
Fargo wants to buy their silence 
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➢ 'We’re here for them': Chef's restaurants still feeding federal   
workers affected by Trump shutdown' 

➢ History is made as Congress finally begins to look like America   

➢ This Week in Statehouse Action: Auld Lang Sine Die edition   

➢ Local elected officials are an underappreciated front in the   
resistance 

➢ Daily Kos Elections presents our comprehensive guide to the 116th   
Congress, complete with many maps

➢ Romney's criticism of Trump has caused the GOP to lose what's left   
of their G#*&!D#! minds 

➢ Trump's attacks on the media make independent outlets like Daily   
Kos more important than ever. Can you chip in $1 to support our 
work?

➢ Another Trump attorney raided by the FBI, Chicago Ald. Ed Burke   
charged in attempted extortion case 

➢ The first election 2019 is ON TUESDAY and winning it is the first   
step to flip the Virginia state Senate. Give $3 to support Jennifer 
Boysko

➢ A telling response from the whitehouse.gov contact page   

➢ Meet The Press learns to call 'Bullshit!'   

➢ Kathy Griffin has the best response to Ocasio-Cortez DanceGate   

➢ Apparently, Trump was just as incoherent on The Apprentice   

➢ Kellyanne Conway's husband torches Trump on Twitter. Again.   

➢ Homeland Security secretary issues nasty, peeved statement after   
death of second child in US custody 

➢ Trump approved extra $129M to help House investigate Hillary. Now   
Pelosi has it. 

➢ Terminally ill Harry Reid minces no words about himself nor Donald   
Trump 
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➢ Trump has literally trashed Washington, D.C., the nation   

➢ Mark Harris, Repub who fraudulently "won" in NC District 9, will not   
go to Congress 

➢ Horrific video shows white man attacking black female McDonald's   
employee over a straw 

➢ Add your name: Tell Republicans to do their jobs and end the   
shutdown NOW

➢ Mattis leaves a chilling farewell letter to DOD employees   

➢ Pelosi mocks Trump over his Wall, Steel Slats, or 'beaded curtain or   
something' 
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https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/EwE/ni0YAA/t.2o1/HjV1F1QgQL2wwrAvdahcbg/h15/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDhmmsMqVnosepRbdvWLZ4m5DJRyev9BlC6P0RbJ8373u7cmCqwYvDFgJKuN1TeBcEIySOsit1viEpUlocujq9OwyYPLxFoVt6sTLRBlrKAgXV-2FBR3L2XRaSjrkhP8SRIJOt7lcwTwRslgw28OP1BPiK381EMH-2Fiu780nlmVDfRQ7Q-3D-3D
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Politics HuffPost Fox News' Chris Wallace Shreds Sarah Huckabee 
Sanders Over Border Terror Claims WH press secretary Sarah Huckabee 
Sanders on Sunday continued to push

U.S. Yahoo View

Defense Department's Chief Of Staff Has Resigned 

Kevin Sweeney's announcement comes just weeks after Defense 
Secretary Jim Mattis announced his retirement.

Pentagon Chief of Staff Kevin Sweeney Resigns
Fortune

Chief Of Staff To Defense Secretary Resigns 5 Days After Departure of 
James Mattis HuffPost

Politics HuffPost Trump Calls Those Who Don't Support His Wall 
'Criminals' President Donald Trump insisted again in a tweet Saturday 
that there is

Trump shut down government to break promise that Mexico pays for wall:
Top Dem ABC News Videos

Trump Renews Threat to Declare Emergency Over Border Wall Bloomberg

GOOGLENEWS

US Economy Is ‘Complete Facade,’ Says Economist Who Claims 
Recession Is Near The US economy will likely enter a recession in 2019, 
claims David Rosenberg, the chief economist at Canadian investment 
firm Gluskin Sheff. CCN  “The market is behaving as it did during the 
worst collapse for the market since 1929 and/or the worst recession 
since the Great Depression,” Rosenberg wrote at Business Insider. “The 
Fed is over-reached.”

To paraphrase Warren Buffet: ‘If this isn’t a bear market, then what is it?’

https://www.ccn.com/tag/warren-buffett/
https://www.businessinsider.com/us-economy-exposed-as-complete-facade-david-rosenberg-2019-1
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiXmh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmNjbi5jb20vdXMtZWNvbm9teS1pcy1jb21wbGV0ZS1mYWNhZGUtc2F5cy1lY29ub21pc3Qtd2hvLWNsYWltcy1yZWNlc3Npb24taXMtbmVhci_SAaYBaHR0cHM6Ly93d3ctY2NuLWNvbS5jZG4uYW1wcHJvamVjdC5vcmcvdi9zL3d3dy5jY24uY29tL3VzLWVjb25vbXktaXMtY29tcGxldGUtZmFjYWRlLXNheXMtZWNvbm9taXN0LXdoby1jbGFpbXMtcmVjZXNzaW9uLWlzLW5lYXIvYW1wLz9hbXBfanNfdj0wLjEjd2Vidmlldz0xJmNhcD1zd2lwZQ
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiXmh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmNjbi5jb20vdXMtZWNvbm9teS1pcy1jb21wbGV0ZS1mYWNhZGUtc2F5cy1lY29ub21pc3Qtd2hvLWNsYWltcy1yZWNlc3Npb24taXMtbmVhci_SAaYBaHR0cHM6Ly93d3ctY2NuLWNvbS5jZG4uYW1wcHJvamVjdC5vcmcvdi9zL3d3dy5jY24uY29tL3VzLWVjb25vbXktaXMtY29tcGxldGUtZmFjYWRlLXNheXMtZWNvbm9taXN0LXdoby1jbGFpbXMtcmVjZXNzaW9uLWlzLW5lYXIvYW1wLz9hbXBfanNfdj0wLjEjd2Vidmlldz0xJmNhcD1zd2lwZQ
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/trump-renews-threat-declare-emergency-175847210.html
https://news.yahoo.com/house-armed-services-chair-negotiations-124947304.html
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-those-don-apos-003238660.html
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-calls-those-don-apos-003238660.html
https://news.yahoo.com/chief-staff-defense-secretary-resigns-071605380.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/pentagon-chief-staff-kevin-sweeney-154656881.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/defense-department-apos-chief-staff-175800734.html
https://news.yahoo.com/fox-news-apos-chris-wallace-184340199.html
https://news.yahoo.com/fox-news-apos-chris-wallace-184340199.html


DRUDGEREPORT
SHUTDOWN: WEEK 3...
Third longest -- with no end in sight...
Pence negotiates with Dem AIDES...
MULVANEY: Trump offering to shift from wall to fence...
Signals some compromise...
President inclined to declare national emergency...
NBC: Inmates eat steak; Prison workers go unpaid...
Airport security screeners calling in sick...
Millions face food stamps cut... 

CNN
JANUARY 5, 2019
Trump wants to call it a 'strike,' not a shutdown

In a profanity-laced outburst, the President told lawmakers he won't back
down on his $5.6B demand for a wall, sources say

Pay raises frozen for Pence, Cabinet members

MSNBC 
Rachel Maddow
Trump admin corruption facing new accountability from Democrats

Rachel Maddow
Trump White House indifference to legality invites corruption

HUFFPOST
JUMPING SHIP 
Record-Breaking Number Of Americans Want To Get Out Of U.S. Forever 
By Amy Russo 

‘NOBODY KNOWS MORE’ 
MSNBC Trolls Trump With His Most Ridiculous Boasts By Lee Moran 
Check out Trump’s repeated claims to know “more than anyone” about 
pretty much everything in the world ― including drone technology, 
campaign finance, the military, the courts, social media, trade, banking, 
money, the economy and “the system” 

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/author/lee-moran
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/donald-trump-supercut-expert-msnbc_us_5c307381e4b073352833067e
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/donald-trump-supercut-expert-msnbc_us_5c307381e4b073352833067e
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/author/amy-russo
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/americans-want-to-leave_us_5c302e4fe4b0d75a9830d1cc
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/americans-want-to-leave_us_5c302e4fe4b0d75a9830d1cc
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/trump-white-house-indifference-to-legality-invites-corruption-1420409923822
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/trump-admin-corruption-facing-new-accountability-from-democrats-1420414531831
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/05/politics/opm-freezes-mike-pence-pay-raise/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/04/politics/trump-calling-shutdown-strike/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/04/politics/trump-calling-shutdown-strike/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/04/politics/trump-calling-shutdown-strike/index.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/government-shutdown-affect-snap-food-stamps-wic-millions-could-face-severe-cuts-in-2019-funding-usda/
https://www.pennlive.com/news/2019/01/airport-security-screeners-calling-in-sick-amid-the-government-shutdown.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/hard-digest-inmates-eat-holiday-steak-during-shutdown-while-prison-n954971
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/05/politics/trump-national-emergency-border-wall-shutdown/index.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-shutdown/white-house-signals-some-compromise-in-ending-u-s-government-shutdown-idUSKCN1P00E5
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/01/05/trump-border-wall-government-shutdown-1082567
http://news.trust.org/item/20190105174108-evdce
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2019/01/06/government-shutdown-2019-negotiations-continue-white-house-congress/2491460002/
https://apnews.com/daeca16b369242ec83ed18ad0752e02b


WASHINGTONPOST
Pence holds White House meeting, but an end to shutdown seems 
unlikely  The meeting was to include congressional aides, not the 
lawmakers whose sign-off would be needed for any deal. And Vice 
President Pence did not have President Trump’s blessing to float new or 
specific numbers, according to two Trump aides.

NYTIMES

The Border Wall: How a Potent Symbol Is Now Boxing Trump In

• What started out as a memory trick for an undisciplined candidate   
has become the central priority of the Trump presidency.

• Now, President Trump’s fixation with a border wall — the material   
embodiment of his keep-them-out immigration agenda — has run 
headlong into the new realities of divided government.

LATIMES
Trump and Democrats meet again on shutdown but remain far apart on 
his border wall demand  The president and top Democrats each put the 
burden on the other to end the stalemate, now two weeks old. By Eli 
Stokols and Jennifer Haberkorn 

GOOGLENEWS

https://www.latimes.com/la-bio-jennifer-haberkorn-staff.html#nt=byline
https://www.latimes.com/la-bio-eli-stokols-staff.html#nt=byline
https://www.latimes.com/la-bio-eli-stokols-staff.html#nt=byline
https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-shutdown-showdown-20190104-story.html#nt=oft-Single%20Chain~Flex%20Feature~hp-daily-chain~shutdown-9a~~1~yes-art~curated~curatedpage
https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-shutdown-showdown-20190104-story.html#nt=oft-Single%20Chain~Flex%20Feature~hp-daily-chain~shutdown-9a~~1~yes-art~curated~curatedpage
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/05/us/politics/donald-trump-border-wall.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/05/us/politics/donald-trump-border-wall.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/05/us/politics/donald-trump-border-wall.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/05/us/politics/donald-trump-border-wall.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/05/us/politics/donald-trump-border-wall.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/05/us/politics/donald-trump-border-wall.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/pence-and-white-house-officials-meet-with-congressional-aides-in-effort-to-end-shutdown/2019/01/05/7840bf4a-10fb-11e9-84fc-d58c33d6c8c7_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/pence-and-white-house-officials-meet-with-congressional-aides-in-effort-to-end-shutdown/2019/01/05/7840bf4a-10fb-11e9-84fc-d58c33d6c8c7_story.html


Turkey seeks 'major' US military assistance in Syria: WSJ News report 
comes as Turkey plans to spearhead the fight against ISIL in Syria amid 
expected withdrawal of US troops. Aljazeera.com
John Bolton to meet with Turks to discuss announced U.S. withdrawal 
from Syria Turkey has a list of 'concerns and expectations' it will present 
to the national security adviser. The Washington Post
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https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMI7UlAowt9F0?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEJh-EonqAOkZGdUyH5PcckcqGAgEKg8IACoHCAowjtSUCjC30XQwn6G5AQ
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEJh-EonqAOkZGdUyH5PcckcqGAgEKg8IACoHCAowjtSUCjC30XQwn6G5AQ
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMibGh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmFsamF6ZWVyYS5jb20vbmV3cy8yMDE5LzAxL3R1cmtleS1zZWVrcy1tYWpvci1taWxpdGFyeS1hc3Npc3RhbmNlLXN5cmlhLXdzai0xOTAxMDUxMDUwMzIzNTEuaHRtbNIBugFodHRwczovL3d3dy1hbGphemVlcmEtY29tLmNkbi5hbXBwcm9qZWN0Lm9yZy92L3Mvd3d3LmFsamF6ZWVyYS5jb20vYW1wL25ld3MvMjAxOS8wMS90dXJrZXktc2Vla3MtbWFqb3ItbWlsaXRhcnktYXNzaXN0YW5jZS1zeXJpYS13c2otMTkwMTA1MTA1MDMyMzUxLmh0bWw_YW1wX2pzX3Y9MC4xI3dlYnZpZXc9MSZjYXA9c3dpcGU


Politics HuffPost Record-Breaking Number Of Americans Want To Get Out
Of U.S. Forever President Donald Trump may have staked his campaign 
on making America great

U.S. Refinery29 New Year, Same Old Shady Dealings: Ivanka May Have 
Violated Conflict-Of-Interest Law Ivanka's schedule has not been made 
public, so each week, we will do our best to cover the public events and 
forums she attends, the meetings she has with lawmakers and 
government officials, and her social media presence. • Ivanka posted a 
happy birthday wish to her brother Don Jr. with a very '90s #tbt photo. 
Ivanka is preparing to launch a global women's economic development 
initiative in 2019, according to USA Today.

Politics Bloomberg
Powell Says He Wouldn't Resign at Trump's Request Trump has 
repeatedly criticized the Federal Reserve interest rate increases under 
Powell and last month privately discussed firing Powell following the 
central bank’s most recent rate hike. Powell, speaking Friday at an 
American Economic Association meeting in Atlanta, deflected a 

Politics Fortune  Trump Tweets That Democrats Want to Impeach Him For
Being 'Too Successful'  [ yeah, that’s precisely what hitler would have 
said to such a suggestion ]

Politics HuffPost  Record-Breaking Number Of Americans Want To Get 
Out Of U.S. Forever 

Politics Yahoo View Report: Legal jeopardy halting Trump Org. expansion 
plans  Former US attorney Joyce Vance, Rev. Al Sharpton, WaPo’s Jackie 
Alemany and Philip Bump and MSNBC contributor Charlie Sykes on report
detailing the toll investigations surrounding Trump are taking on his 
family run businesses

https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/report-legal-jeopardy-halting-trump-150619560.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/report-legal-jeopardy-halting-trump-150619560.html
https://news.yahoo.com/record-breaking-number-americans-want-074047451.html
https://news.yahoo.com/record-breaking-number-americans-want-074047451.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/trump-tweets-democrats-want-impeach-191959054.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/trump-tweets-democrats-want-impeach-191959054.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/kudlow-says-trump-meeting-powell-145851657.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/ivanka-kicks-off-women-apos-013900478.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/ivanka-kicks-off-women-apos-013900478.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/record-breaking-number-americans-want-074047451.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/record-breaking-number-americans-want-074047451.html


JANUARY 4, 2019

Trump and leaders face off over shutdown

Speaker Pelosi and Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer speak after 
discussing a border wall and shutdown with Trump

Some Republicans tell McConnell to cave

Pence and top political aides set to get raises during the shutdown and 
federal pay freeze

Trump tries to build case for wall ahead of shutdown meeting

Nancy Pelosi quotes Reagan, calls out GOP for not clapping 

Federal worker's message for Trump, Congress

Partial government shutdown has gone on for   

13d 13h 44m 5s 

https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/03/politics/shutdown-by-the-numbers/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/01/03/federal-employee-rebecca-maclean-government-shutdown-impact-sot-vpx-nr.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/01/03/nancy-pelosi-reagan-quote-dreamers-gop-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/04/politics/shutdown-donald-trump-nancy-pelosi/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/04/politics/mike-pence-pay-raise-shutdown/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/04/politics/mike-pence-pay-raise-shutdown/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/government-shutdown-january-2019/h_6286fa3824d2824f008795e1d41c4f72
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/government-shutdown-january-2019/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/government-shutdown-january-2019/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/government-shutdown-january-2019/index.html


Hundreds of TSA screeners calling out sick
The federal employees are required to work without paychecks through 
the partial government shutdown

Trump says he could keep shutdown going for months or years

CNN reporter presses Trump: Why isn't Mexico paying?

MSNBC

Hallie Jackson

Brennan: I'm hoping republicans realize Trump is 
unfit for office

Rachel Maddow

Maddow: Trump curiously well versed in specific Russian talking points

Rachel Maddow reviews instances when Donald Trump parroted Russian 
narratives on international affairs in a way that seems oddly out of 
character from Trump's typical presentation of how he understands the 
world.

HUFFPOST
Mike Pence Says Trump Won’t Budge: ‘No Wall, No Deal’

WASHINGTONPOST
Trump says he is considering declaring national emergency to build 
border wall
President Trump amplified his rhetoric about border wall funding after a 
White House meeting that Democratic leaders characterized as lengthy 
and contentious. Earlier, the White House scrambled to unify Republicans
who showed impatience with the partial government shutdown.   By 
Seung Min Kim, Erica Werner and Josh Dawsey
The Fix: Here are all the ways the government shutdown could end 
Analysis: The inflated numbers being used to argue for a border wall

Pence and top Trump appointees to get raises as federal workers go 
without pay during shutdown

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/01/04/while-federal-workers-go-without-pay-senior-trump-administration-officials-are-poised-get-raises/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/01/04/while-federal-workers-go-without-pay-senior-trump-administration-officials-are-poised-get-raises/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/01/04/administration-is-using-heavily-inflated-numbers-argue-border-wall/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/01/04/here-are-all-ways-government-shutdown-could-end/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/josh-dawsey/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/erica-werner/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/seung-min-kim/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/pence-urges-gop-lawmakers-to-stand-with-trump-in-shutdown-fight/2019/01/04/99519d06-103f-11e9-84fc-d58c33d6c8c7_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/pence-urges-gop-lawmakers-to-stand-with-trump-in-shutdown-fight/2019/01/04/99519d06-103f-11e9-84fc-d58c33d6c8c7_story.html
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/mike-pence-no-wall-no-deal_us_5c2ef07be4b05c88b707c233
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/trump-curiously-well-versed-in-specific-russian-talking-points-1419581507654
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show
https://www.msnbc.com/hallie-jackson/watch/former-cia-director-john-brennan-hopes-republicans-realize-trump-is-unfit-for-office-1419923523965
https://www.msnbc.com/hallie-jackson/watch/former-cia-director-john-brennan-hopes-republicans-realize-trump-is-unfit-for-office-1419923523965
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc-live-hallie-jackson
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/01/04/donald-trump-kaitlan-collins-steel-concrete-wall-sot-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/04/politics/shutdown-donald-trump-nancy-pelosi/index.html
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Vice President Pence and hundreds of senior political appointees are 
about to receive raises of about $10,000 beginning Saturday, according 
to documents and people with knowledge of the matter. By Peter 
Whoriskey and Lisa Rein

Analysis
This shutdown is already one of the longest ever. Here’s how others 
ended.

NYTIMES

U.S. Government  Trump Threatens Shutdown Lasting ‘Months or Even 
Years,’ Schumer Says

• President Trump and congressional leaders failed again to break a   
deadlock that has kept the government partially shut down for two 
weeks.

• The top Senate Democrat said Mr. Trump threatened to keep   
agencies closed for “months or even years.”

LATIMES

While federal workers go without pay, senior Trump administration 
officials poised to get $10,000 raises

MARKETWATCH

BREAKING Democrats, Trump fail to strike deal to re-open government

{HASN’T ANYONE LOOKED AT THE MASSIVE UNSUSTAINABLE INCREASE
IN THE DEBT (TRILLIONS) TO OBFUSCATE/HIDE THE ECONOMIC 
WEAKNESS/ FAILURE AS EVIDENCED BY THE SO-CALLED BELLWETHERS 
… WHAT TYPICAL, TOTAL TRUMPIAN-AMERICAN FRAUD/BULL S**T!}

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/democrats-trump-fail-to-strike-deal-to-re-open-government-2019-01-04?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.latimes.com/la-na-pol-shut-down-trump-raises-20190104-story.html#nt=oft-Single%20Chain~Flex%20Feature~hp-daily-chain~raises-10a~~1~yes-art~curated~curatedpage
https://www.latimes.com/la-na-pol-shut-down-trump-raises-20190104-story.html#nt=oft-Single%20Chain~Flex%20Feature~hp-daily-chain~raises-10a~~1~yes-art~curated~curatedpage
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/04/us/politics/democrats-trump-meeting-government-shutdown.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/04/us/politics/democrats-trump-meeting-government-shutdown.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/04/us/politics/democrats-trump-meeting-government-shutdown.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/04/us/politics/democrats-trump-meeting-government-shutdown.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/04/us/politics/democrats-trump-meeting-government-shutdown.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/politics/longest-shutdowns-history/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/politics/longest-shutdowns-history/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/lisa-rein/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/peter-whoriskey/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/peter-whoriskey/


US NATIONAL DEBT RISES $2 TRILLION UNDER TRUMP

By Lydia DePillis, CNN Business

US national debt reaches a new high under Trump - cnn.com

https  ://www.  cnn  .com/.../  trump  -us-  national  -  debt  /index.html    
1 day ago · The US national debt stood at $21.974 trillion at the end of 
2018, more than $2 trillion higher than when President Donald Trump 
took office, according to numbers released Thursday by the Treasury ... 

National debt jumps $1.2 trillion in fiscal year 2018

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/national-debt... 
In addition to the $1.2 trillion increase in the national debt in the last 
fiscal year, it took a little more than six months for the debt to rise from 
$20 trillion to $21 trillion. 

Under Trump's watch, national debt tops $21 trillion for ...

When Mr. Trump took office on Jan. 20, 2017, the national debt was $19.9
trillion, according to U.S. Treasury data. Since then, the GOP-led 
Congress has passed a $1.5 trillion tax cut bill and a ... 

Donald Trump adds $1 trillion to national debt in 14 months ...

Trump goes silent on national debt while racking up $1 trillion in 14 
months ... that will add at least $2.4 trillion to the debt in the next ... 
staggering $3 trillion if interest rates rise back ... 

DAILY KOS RECOMMENDED
• Another Trump attorney raided by the FBI, Chicago Ald. Ed Burke   

charged in attempted extortion case 

• Kathy Griffin has the best response to Ocasio-Cortez DanceGate   

• Photo of Pelosi swearing in: BRILLIANT!   

• Trump's attacks on the media make independent outlets like Daily   

• Racists meltdown after newly elected Congresswoman swears oath   

on Thomas Jefferson's copy of Koran 

https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/HQE/ni0YAA/t.2nz/k0Sp_BOUQDadsRAEsE5HvA/h5/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDh90R0nOTN7-2BGfmtyUcbxzfmJh2cywqqS2zR6TrT1RtQSzONARh2K-2BwEn62DM5-2B588HPUH4roLARHEOh1Km1Rg9GF90cCXzl6vdBHdW5HaU229k98w0FFHkQMBzqG-2FhLkD-2BVWZtKvPH6t7oRhzRUtdkU5MibwfTnRLjij-2F-2Bp3aOnz4Lj95PnQa-2FT8dSQq6ibbQ-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/HQE/ni0YAA/t.2nz/k0Sp_BOUQDadsRAEsE5HvA/h5/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDh90R0nOTN7-2BGfmtyUcbxzfmJh2cywqqS2zR6TrT1RtQSzONARh2K-2BwEn62DM5-2B588HPUH4roLARHEOh1Km1Rg9GF90cCXzl6vdBHdW5HaU229k98w0FFHkQMBzqG-2FhLkD-2BVWZtKvPH6t7oRhzRUtdkU5MibwfTnRLjij-2F-2Bp3aOnz4Lj95PnQa-2FT8dSQq6ibbQ-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/HQE/ni0YAA/t.2nz/k0Sp_BOUQDadsRAEsE5HvA/h4/aHO21LnX1DH2iKGsTPn3bYhi39zkK-2F5KLSrcx61KPVEzHpdbCojnOu7ovowLf12rzUIuCB8GO7VEVJ-2FSGK4qbkAOwIdhDbQ-2BoIy9pV4g-2FLg09zcdhhRR1b-2FIXMF6ENS5S8Jnx3MHbWkBA7XS1uPNkUXLerc3ckpUHrTXdCg0ge-2BDoQ-2BTciiWlWT57iR6jDTaJEgCRi0JSE2k-2BmgSmL8mFXYOEsmsZx-2FYY-2BX-2BpiR2-2FvpZaM-2BWztLnsDr7TYTi2AC8Y5s-2Fu8hLkQ60Ms1kWmluRIDEn8-2F-2FJDGYnktgQEtehiVGB6w8OIA1Jxp4C5pCC5tDQifHuGNI3wN239fEOozsRXizRia7CDOKDeqSLc-2BtXoZSiXKKYHudifF5zDSelRMKj5SVY51x6lnIq-2FK5p4MSCLid2c0lP5o8P-2FDJ8pdMQDFIM8CaohNov2Tkbw1DH2QBAJW7pZBdn-2FJ0Z8Iy-2BkTdGAUxfTkxKA7zphAF48vFeIU-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/HQE/ni0YAA/t.2nz/k0Sp_BOUQDadsRAEsE5HvA/h3/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDgm-2Fads6wZO1kzD1lLI4lSSvszdhjoohA-2F-2B0IiikzgRpc3L-2FUkmOU7yoDwn0V-2BXeVJ9g1cWhy207zvnsB7eTFxT
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/HQE/ni0YAA/t.2nz/k0Sp_BOUQDadsRAEsE5HvA/h2/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDiBHHUoYlAZfm9k-2FEE-2BtRwCxEkZ4GBVejzBASDs-2F-2BD9usblwKF2b-2BooAWwUwGroNl7AHYbn-2FS0SulbjUxZZqPSXzudaVmKuq-2FJBPGZmx9fI0y2mxO6SUZMJ7rV5ypspDLLHYNaMJ-2BESuTg0LahIsgOp
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/HQE/ni0YAA/t.2nz/k0Sp_BOUQDadsRAEsE5HvA/h1/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDgm-2Fads6wZO1kzD1lLI4lSSH-2Bs-2BMBUJD6bLM-2F3xZmqbfoVVJfQr2SjmDSabBflAhmqkSk015N0h6JZexIRq7ZTOYuJ5VrVuExXB2cPyQxiVW7p4fm5XrejId60QH7MEsBHdDCyot3SYO-2BanD9ZQgHNMZ-2Fas-2BFczxtBe-2FAo0PWWRu-2BG4Bm-2BHpEkgc6UYTo1XWN0-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/HQE/ni0YAA/t.2nz/k0Sp_BOUQDadsRAEsE5HvA/h1/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDgm-2Fads6wZO1kzD1lLI4lSSH-2Bs-2BMBUJD6bLM-2F3xZmqbfoVVJfQr2SjmDSabBflAhmqkSk015N0h6JZexIRq7ZTOYuJ5VrVuExXB2cPyQxiVW7p4fm5XrejId60QH7MEsBHdDCyot3SYO-2BanD9ZQgHNMZ-2Fas-2BFczxtBe-2FAo0PWWRu-2BG4Bm-2BHpEkgc6UYTo1XWN0-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/HQE/ni0YAA/t.2nz/k0Sp_BOUQDadsRAEsE5HvA/h0/zR1J7iRW-2BzS6i1Q9SLTfwascd9sudwItRJbp-2F-2Fnt8CO6L6MdSOu5Zjb2dlsm-2FzENiILFzHlnDhJtK7-2Bv-2FcOJZag4gQbFJuLU5PPodjRhFf3L5XUceU0p-2F4STe5jxjXLwjdxabJftwRaO4KDDiv-2FJGJEiO5m0zo2tDVHBllwSpgMpD5jnDqUahtxJ5TJ8Lvo-2FSsc6xQdustKWRIE4uusGlxTgwNCXbkZcisiCypVh8EC-2BCR1pk1-2BbcnaDwhvairbsWDhNaBRri86v3swYI2l91UjDoDgIlo4k4mQkINOj6EYsOxXSaiTX0kgPDDmECL5hqK1hGGO1IE7sTx0HNgHE-2FQ68QT87QwJmYN-2B1JmWz92MRjm-2FytcEH02Zd1gfzw4ot-2BgB7B5BLJXSiq-2BFBzHuG3VOyK-2FAINLY2KohhLiNqgLqz8fYlk7pa0LFsLE08bRqS0phhQkNFZferI6yWExDg2g-3D-3D
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/mar/15/donald-trump-adds-1-trillion-national-debt-14-mont/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/under-donald-trump-national-debt-tops-21-trillion-for-first-time-ever/
https://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=AwrgDugI7C9cYRwAVFhXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTEyb25yNW9xBGNvbG8DZ3ExBHBvcwMyBHZ0aWQDQjU4NTlfMQRzZWMDc3I-/RV=2/RE=1546673289/RO=10/RU=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.washingtonexaminer.com%2Fnews%2Fnational-debt-jumps-1-2-trillion-in-fiscal-year-2018/RK=2/RS=2K2ePYw3QvLxad5r3WTKzTOYMPI-
https://www.cnn.com/.../trump-us-national-debt/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/.../trump-us-national-debt/index.html
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• Trump tells Schumer he can't work with Democrats to reopen   

government because 'I would look foolish' 

• First openly bisexual senator takes oath with hand on law book as   

Mike Pence looks on in horror 

• Sign the petition: No border wall. Re-open the government now!   

• Trump moves to restrict access to HIV, Depression, and Cancer   

medications for people on Medicare D 

• First crack in the shutdown (besides the one in Trump's head) R-Sen   

calls for CR to open gov't NOW. 

• Video of Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez dancing in college shocks AOC-  

obsessed right wing—and nobody else 

• Sign the petition urging Congress to pass the landmark bill that will   

severely undermine Citizens United. 

• New Wisconsin Gov. Tony Evers (D) plans to ignore lame-duck power   

grab, tells Republicans: Sue me 

• House Democrats to scrap rule Republicans used to target   

nonpartisan budget analysis 

• Democrats to seek 10 years of tax returns for presidential nominees  

in sweeping legislation 

• House Democrats hand the Senate a way out of this mess, but Mitch  

McConnell won't let them take it 

• Rachel Maddow and former Amb. to Russia McFaul discuss Trump's   

use of Kremlin talking points. 

• A few members of The Resistance walk into a hair salon (personal   
story)

YAHOONEWS Yahoo NewsPolitics Yahoo View

https://news.yahoo.com/trump-impeach-president-successful-145330283.html
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Nancy Pelosi bombshell: Trump can be indicted in office 

Democrats take power in the House and will now lead the investigating, 
issuing of subpoenas and scrutinizing of the Trump administration. Nancy
Pelosi in her first day of House Speakership says the indictment of a 
sitting President is an open possibility.

'Impeach the motherf-----': Newly elected Democratic congresswoman 
vows to come for Donald Trump 

Rashida Tlaib Won't Back Down on Her Trump Criticism
The Cut

Trump: How do you impeach a president as successful as me?

New Year, Same Old Shady Dealings: Ivanka May Have Violated Conflict-
Of-Interest Law
U.S. Refinery29   Ivanka's schedule has not been made public, so each 
week, we will do our best to cover the public events and forums she 
attends, the meetings she has with lawmakers and government officials, 
and her social media presence. Ivanka is preparing to launch a global 
women's economic development initiative in2019,according toUSA Today.

Politics HuffPost

Trump Threatens To Continue Government Shutdown For 'Months Or Even
Years' 

Continuing negotiations over the government shutdown and funding for 
his wall

Democrats approve new budget plan to end shutdown - without funds for 
wall
The Telegraph

Politics HuffPost  Trump Says Country Wants Border Wall, But That's Not 
What Polls Say 

President Donald Trump insisted again Thursday that there's "so much 
support"

https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-says-country-wants-border-033117679.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-says-country-wants-border-033117679.html
https://news.yahoo.com/democrats-approve-budget-plan-end-082436585.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/schumer-trump-threatened-continue-government-192105591.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/schumer-trump-threatened-continue-government-192105591.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/ivanka-kicks-off-women-apos-013900478.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/ivanka-kicks-off-women-apos-013900478.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/rashida-tlaib-won-t-back-180838940.html
https://news.yahoo.com/impeach-motherf-er-newly-elected-175347830.html
https://news.yahoo.com/impeach-motherf-er-newly-elected-175347830.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/nancy-pelosi-bombshell-trump-indicted-164409970.html


Huntington To Assist Federal Employees During Government Shutdown

PR Newswire Is the partial government shutdown impacting US cyber 
security?

BusinessCNBC 'We are in a sick market,' warns veteran trader Art Cashin

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/f0cb469f-1898-3658-b19a-c27b0f153d9f/'we-are-in-a-sick-market%2C'.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/huntington-assist-federal-employees-during-183300035.html


DRUDGEREPORT

TRUMP: I can build wall WITHOUT Congress... 

'Military version' of eminent domain... 

Considers declaring national emergency... 

Shutdown Could Last 'Years'... 

TSA screeners call out sick... 

New Dem bill requires 10 years of presidential tax returns... 

{HASN’T ANYONE LOOKED AT THE MASSIVE UNSUSTAINABLE INCREASE
IN THE DEBT (TRILLIONS) TO OBFUSCATE/HIDE THE ECONOMIC 
WEAKNESS/ FAILURE AS EVIDENCED BY THE SO-CALLED BELLWETHERS 
… WHAT TYPICAL, TOTAL TRUMPIAN-AMERICAN FRAUD/BULL S**T!}

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/democrats-aim-presidential-tax-returns-conflicts-interest-ethics/story?id=60143819
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/04/politics/shutdown-tsa-screening/index.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/01/04/trump-threatened-to-keep-the-government-closed-for-months-or-even-years-schumer-says.html
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/trump-declaring-national-emergency-secure-wall-funding-sources/story?id=60164759
https://nypost.com/2019/01/04/trump-i-could-declare-a-national-emergency-to-get-border-wall/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6558117/Pence-suggests-DACA-table-theres-no-wall-no-deal-Dems-made.html


US NATIONAL DEBT RISES $2 TRILLION UNDER TRUMP

By Lydia DePillis, CNN Business

US national debt reaches a new high under Trump - cnn.com

https  ://www.  cnn  .com/.../  trump  -us-  national  -  debt  /index.html    
1 day ago · The US national debt stood at $21.974 trillion at the end of 
2018, more than $2 trillion higher than when President Donald Trump 
took office, according to numbers released Thursday by the Treasury ... 

National debt jumps $1.2 trillion in fiscal year 2018

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/national-debt... 
In addition to the $1.2 trillion increase in the national debt in the last 
fiscal year, it took a little more than six months for the debt to rise from 
$20 trillion to $21 trillion. 

Under Trump's watch, national debt tops $21 trillion for ...

When Mr. Trump took office on Jan. 20, 2017, the national debt was $19.9
trillion, according to U.S. Treasury data. Since then, the GOP-led 
Congress has passed a $1.5 trillion tax cut bill and a ... 

Donald Trump adds $1 trillion to national debt in 14 months ...

Trump goes silent on national debt while racking up $1 trillion in 14 
months ... that will add at least $2.4 trillion to the debt in the next ... 
staggering $3 trillion if interest rates rise back ... 

JANUARY 3, 2019
CNN
Updated 1:17 PM ET, Thu January 3, 2019
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Trump cabinet meeting 1/02.
Trump: I wish Romney would be a team player
Government shutdown stalemate continues
Trump cabinet meeting 1/02.
Trump blasts Mattis: What's he done for me?
Trump wall tweet Brianna Keilar debunks crn vpx_00000000.jpg

https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/mar/15/donald-trump-adds-1-trillion-national-debt-14-mont/
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CNN's Brianna Keilar debunks Trump's tweet
putin trump cancelan reunion g20 brk rec_00000208.jpg
Ex-CIA official: Putin took shot across Trump's bow
Browder: 'Hell to pay' if Russia holds American
Alexandra Pelosi - 8A David Chalian - 8:45A
Pelosi's daughter: 'She'll cut your head off'
US President Donald Trump listens during a signing ceremony for the 
Agriculture Improvement Act of 2018 on December 20, 2019 in 
Washington, DC. (Photo by Brendan Smialowski / AFP) (Photo credit 
should read BRENDAN SMIALOWSKI/AFP/Getty Images)
These Dems will make life harder for Trump
trump cabinet meeting thumb 1 vpx
Now Playing
Trump's comment leaves CNN panel dismayed
With some enthusiastic assistance from her grandchildren, House 
Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi of California smiles as she casts her 
vote for herself to be speaker of the House on the first day of the 116th 
Congress, at the Capitol in Washington, Thursday, Jan. 3, 2019. (AP/J. 
Scott Applewhite)
Nancy Pelosi officially elected House speaker
House Speaker designate Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) talks to journalists 
following a meeting with U.S. President Donald Trump, Homeland 
Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen and fellow members of Congress 
about border security at the White House January 02, 2019 in 
Washington, DC. (Chip Somodevilla/Getty Images)
Pelosi: Possible to indict president in office
national parks government shutdown health safety tsr watt 
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Parks getting gross and dangerous due to shutdown
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Burnett: Trump backstabbing his vice president
mitt romney tapper lead
Romney lists his concerns with Trump
Trump Cabinet Meeting 1/02.
Trump: Government will be shutdown as long as it takes
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Romney lists his concerns with Trump
Trump Cabinet Meeting 1/02.
Trump: Government will be shutdown as long as it takes
chuck schumer 1.2.19
Schumer: GOP using shutdown as hostage

MSNBC

Trump cabinet even swampier after New Year's transition

HUFFPOST
THE FEMALE POLITICIANS READY TO CHALLENGE TRUMP 
Trump’s Sexist Playbook Won’t Work Against All These Powerful Women 
By Emily Peck 

‘HE’S DRUNK TWEETING AGAIN’ 
Rudy Giuliani Roasted Over Bonkers Late-Night Twitter Rant About Witches 
By Lee Moran 

WASHINGTONPOST
Defying veto threat, House approves bills to reopen agencies and deny 
wall funding
Democrats passed measures denying money for President Trump’s border
wall while funding federal agencies that have been closed since Dec. 22. 
But Trump has promised a veto and Senate Majority Leader Mitch 
McConnell has said his chamber will only take up spending legislation 
that the president supports.

• By Erica Werner, Damian Paletta and Seung Min Kim
116th Congress
Pelosi reclaims House speaker’s gavel as spending fight simmers 
By the end of the day, Rep. Nancy Pelosi and the Democratic-controlled 
House plan to push through legislation to reopen the federal government. 
But the measure has been declared dead on arrival in the GOP-led 
Senate.

• By Felicia Sonmez and John Wagner
• 16 minutes ago

The Fix: Pelosi says Trump is not immune from indictment. Some legal 
experts agree.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/01/03/nancy-pelosi-says-trump-is-not-immune-indictment-some-legal-experts-agree/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/01/03/nancy-pelosi-says-trump-is-not-immune-indictment-some-legal-experts-agree/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/john-wagner/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/felicia-sonmez/
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/seung-min-kim/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/damian-paletta
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Nancy Pelosi Elected Speaker as Democrats Take 
Control of House

• Representative Nancy Pelosi, the only woman to hold the post of speaker   
of the House, reclaimed the gavel that she lost in 2011.

• Her election came on Day 13 of a government shutdown, and her handling   
of an increasingly combative President Trump will likely define the 116th 
Congress.

Ms. Pelosi posed for pictures with her family on the Speaker’s balcony before 
the start of the 116th Congress. Erin Schaff for The New York Times

Latest Updates on the New Congress
Scenes from the Capitol and a look at Congress’s “transformative” freshman 
class. Also, Ms. Pelosi’s remarks in an interview about indicting or impeaching 
President Trump.

LATIMES
Nancy Pelosi regains the House speaker’s gavel as Democrats confront 
Trump over partial shutdown 
 

The freshman class of House Democrats is already making waves
They are far younger and more diverse than their predecessors. They’ve 
also shown a willingness to buck party and cast aside time-honored 
Washington precedents.

By Jennifer Haberkorn 

• • Editorial: Cheers to the unprecedented number of women taking 
political office today 

https://www.latimes.com/opinion/editorials/la-ed-women-congress-historic-20190103-story.html#nt=oft-Single%20Chain~Flex%20Feature~hp-centerpiece-chain~freshmen-313a~~2~no-art~curated~curatedpage
https://www.latimes.com/opinion/editorials/la-ed-women-congress-historic-20190103-story.html#nt=oft-Single%20Chain~Flex%20Feature~hp-centerpiece-chain~freshmen-313a~~2~no-art~curated~curatedpage
https://www.latimes.com/la-bio-jennifer-haberkorn-staff.html#nt=byline
https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-congress-freshmen-20190103-story.html#nt=oft-Single%20Chain~Flex%20Feature~hp-centerpiece-chain~freshmen-313a~~1~yes-art~curated~curatedpage
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California’s Rep. Brad Sherman to introduce impeachment measure
By Jennifer Haberkorn 

• Op-Ed: 2019 will be the worst year of Donald Trump’s life 

YAHOONEWS

Nancy Pelosi says President Trump could be 
indicted
During an appearance on NBC's "Today," newly re-elected House Speaker 
Nancy Pelosi remarked on the possibility of special counsel Robert 
Mueller indicting the president

     BusinessBarrons.com   Dow Drops 660 Points Because the Market Has
Bigger Problems Than Just Apple If only we could just blame (AAPL) 
(AAPL) for the Dow Jones Industrial Average's 600-point tumble. The S&P 
500 has dropped 2.5% to 2447.89, while the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
has slumped 660.02 points, or 2.8%, to 22,686.22. The Nasdaq Composite has 
tumbled 3% to 6463.50

Politics The Root
Donald Trump Engages in a Little More Revisionist History, aka Lying 
Donald Trump is the epitome of a jilted lover-if said jilted lover had the 
skin tone of a mandarin, a stupid toupee and nonexistent intelligence

Entertainment Meredith Videos

Trump debuted a Game of Thrones-inspired poster of himself in a 
meeting, and it's insane even for him 

As in, the president of the United States brought a Game of Thrones-
inspired poster to a cabinet meeting and prominently displayed it on the 
table in front of him. The poster featured a photo of himself and the 
words “Sanctions Are Coming.”

Trump still using fake Game of Thrones poster that HBO scolded him 
about
Entertainment Weekly

https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/trump-still-using-fake-game-202521583.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/trump-debuted-game-thrones-inspired-220847851.html
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Trump Brought a Game of Thrones Meme to His First Cabinet Meeting of 
2019
Time

Business CCN

Dow Downturn Shows Economy is 'Going into a Recession': Gluskin Sheff 
Strategist 

The Dow Jones Industrial Average and other major stock market indices 
have posted steep declines during the second trading day of 2019, 
extending a downturn that saw them post their worst December returns 
since 2008. According to the top economist at Canadian wealth 
management firm Gluskin Sheff, these losses may have only been the 
beginning.

Economy heading for significant slowdown, economist says
CNBC Videos  

https://www.coasttocoastam.com   Founder and Director of the Trends 
Research Institute, Gerald Celente, talked about emerging trends for 
2019, and what he sees on the horizon for the US. Though the stock 
market may temporarily boost back up, this year will see a global 
slowdown, a veritable "Economic 9/11," he declared. Banking and finance
stocks have already been hard hit, such as Deutsche, Citigroup, Morgan 
Stanley, and Goldman Sachs losing significant value, and home sales and 
prices are also down in many markets.

{HASN’T ANYONE LOOKED AT THE MASSIVE UNSUSTAINABLE INCREASE
IN THE DEBT (TRILLIONS) TO OBFUSCATE/HIDE THE ECONOMIC 
WEAKNESS/ FAILURE AS EVIDENCED BY THE SO-CALLED BELLWETHERS 
… WHAT TYPICAL, TOTAL TRUMPIAN-AMERICAN FRAUD/BULL S**T!}
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US NATIONAL DEBT RISES $2 TRILLION UNDER TRUMP

By Lydia DePillis, CNN Business

US national debt reaches a new high under Trump - cnn.com

https  ://www.  cnn  .com/.../  trump  -us-  national  -  debt  /index.html    
1 day ago · The US national debt stood at $21.974 trillion at the end of 
2018, more than $2 trillion higher than when President Donald Trump 
took office, according to numbers released Thursday by the Treasury ... 

National debt jumps $1.2 trillion in fiscal year 2018

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/national-debt... 
In addition to the $1.2 trillion increase in the national debt in the last 
fiscal year, it took a little more than six months for the debt to rise from 
$20 trillion to $21 trillion. 

Under Trump's watch, national debt tops $21 trillion for ...

When Mr. Trump took office on Jan. 20, 2017, the national debt was $19.9
trillion, according to U.S. Treasury data. Since then, the GOP-led 
Congress has passed a $1.5 trillion tax cut bill and a ... 

Donald Trump adds $1 trillion to national debt in 14 months ...

Trump goes silent on national debt while racking up $1 trillion in 14 
months ... that will add at least $2.4 trillion to the debt in the next ... 
staggering $3 trillion if interest rates rise back ... 
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Citi cuts S&P 500 target by 8 percent
CNBC Videos

Citi, BMO Slash S&P 500 Forecasts After Worst Year in Decade
Bloomberg

Daily Kos Recommended

• Terminally ill Harry Reid minces no words about himself nor Donald   
Trump 

• Horrific video shows white man attacking black female McDonald's   
employee over a straw 

• Individual-1's unhingery on full display in nonsense 'cabinet meeting'  

• Trump's attacks on the media make independent outlets like Daily   
Kos more important than ever. Can you chip in $1 to support our 
work?

• Trump praises Washington Examiner story about his   
'accomplishments' ... written by his White House 

• In Alabama, the GOP reluctantly invested in preschool education.   
Here's the incredible result 

• Goodbye, Paul Ryan: He leaves office with a 12% favorability rating   

• Horrific footage shows staffers shoving and dragging detained   
migrant children 

• We can flip the Virginia state Senate from red to blue, and that   
starts with a special election happening NEXT WEEK. Chip in $3 to 
Dem Jennifer Boysko today.

• Trump's shutdown: Navajo Nation residents trapped in their homes   
as federal snowplows stop running 

• Republicans cheer as new president leads Brazil into an era of   
racism, sexism, and violent homophobia 
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• 'Burn in hell': Hate crimes target North Carolina teen for interracial   
dating 

• Repeated errors cost hundreds of people their homes—now Wells   
Fargo wants to buy their silence 

• 100,000 citizen co-sponsors needed: Pass the landmark bill to   
COMPLETELY UNDERCUT the Citizens United ruling!

• 'We're here for them': Chef's restaurants still feeding federal workers  
affected by Trump shutdown 

• Coal finishes 2018 at its lowest level since 1979, while Trump gives   
coal owners golden parachutes 

• These church groups are fighting back against gunmakers—with   
their money 

• U.S. agents kick off new year by again teargassing people, including  
children, at border 

• A new day—and a new Congress—is here, and Democrats are   
officially taking the House!

Daily Kos Liberation League

The Daily Kos Liberation League features highly recommended posts 
about racial justice, gender equality, and LGBTQ rights. 

• Grandma gives trans Raggedy Andy doll back to grandson for   
Christmas, warms hearts on Twitter

• Fake LGBTQ youth hotline set up by Russian election trolls  

• Leaked 'comedy' audio reveals Louis C.K. mocking Parkland   
shooting survivors, queer youth, and more

• Daily Kos is resisting Trump's anti-immigrant and racist policies   
everyday. Can you chip in $3 to support strong justice-focused 
media?

• Nearly 70 former judges want courthouses declared off-limits to ICE   
arrests
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https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/_wA/ni0YAA/t.2ny/ixXsc12IQM-DI9QUw-gU8g/h15/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDhFAPxT-2BmsyxGVy7wnQuxIHWE52yMnQqRAS4wubiLgBZdim37B22M5LEMGI4frb6MP3OSskHBanlfbG-2Bys-2FTyWyeIrQHryk2c6D5jRnFtdD7rhQJw7wqr5g1kBRjybeHuUP5AtvMjnKonPWCqFx6-2FWVJAQ5lr-2FsQfVWFionQMHnmkAobJGFUfjYC3txz9n-2Fvo8-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/_wA/ni0YAA/t.2ny/ixXsc12IQM-DI9QUw-gU8g/h14/ub5weTBeYLmY391WO2O49lRGG4c2ENEMfKT10tjZmC72YfopYu6Udlh6moXp-2Bvk3
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/_wA/ni0YAA/t.2ny/ixXsc12IQM-DI9QUw-gU8g/h14/ub5weTBeYLmY391WO2O49lRGG4c2ENEMfKT10tjZmC72YfopYu6Udlh6moXp-2Bvk3
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/_wA/ni0YAA/t.2ny/ixXsc12IQM-DI9QUw-gU8g/h13/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDhFAPxT-2BmsyxGVy7wnQuxIHMwoqE8KD7m-2BVfxPUSSyKil5gmnOjn7htM7HRd7k9-2BhmgoNle15RVz-2Fc1Ahfe-2BXoUlspwJQQRZjqO5jyuZK3goVccYj-2B3rUMFIPeJWFzq-2FuhU-2F8DRrTBCfDpOmvIEiYOeUyLDaAk1Ixw-2FshHDaxaF1FTdOyz7cPN1M6IrbfENhxM-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/_wA/ni0YAA/t.2ny/ixXsc12IQM-DI9QUw-gU8g/h13/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDhFAPxT-2BmsyxGVy7wnQuxIHMwoqE8KD7m-2BVfxPUSSyKil5gmnOjn7htM7HRd7k9-2BhmgoNle15RVz-2Fc1Ahfe-2BXoUlspwJQQRZjqO5jyuZK3goVccYj-2B3rUMFIPeJWFzq-2FuhU-2F8DRrTBCfDpOmvIEiYOeUyLDaAk1Ixw-2FshHDaxaF1FTdOyz7cPN1M6IrbfENhxM-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/_wA/ni0YAA/t.2ny/ixXsc12IQM-DI9QUw-gU8g/h12/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDgKGFeWQ3fqX-2FWDKIHVQfgewZhv6gJMrXy5dJU-2FsmA-2FN55uoNiFIo28nGGTKwZj7pjk8fKAQpLDhfz5GmFlE0he2-2BbtUrIKh6zxQ-2FWdBwCOOgRzup3heYW3Dqdzq2mTUEQTQIC-2FX1kic8VAKU5mqP28
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/_wA/ni0YAA/t.2ny/ixXsc12IQM-DI9QUw-gU8g/h12/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDgKGFeWQ3fqX-2FWDKIHVQfgewZhv6gJMrXy5dJU-2FsmA-2FN55uoNiFIo28nGGTKwZj7pjk8fKAQpLDhfz5GmFlE0he2-2BbtUrIKh6zxQ-2FWdBwCOOgRzup3heYW3Dqdzq2mTUEQTQIC-2FX1kic8VAKU5mqP28


• Incoming House Democrats break barriers, including the first black   
woman to serve as floor director

• Coal miners are dying from disease—and deregulation  

• Not even an argument: The death penalty is unfair  

• In response to #MeToo, AAPI women form a movement to strengthen  
their social and political power

• Sign the petition: Tell Republicans stop holding our government   
hostage for a racist border wall. End the shutdown NOW!

• Here's how 2018 ballot measures turned out on health care, criminal  
justice, climate, and more

• Stacey Abrams ran an inspiring campaign. Here's what it meant to   
some members of the Daily Kos staff

• Make a New Year's resolution not to forget Puerto Rico. Take action!  

APPLE BLAMES CHINA
STOCK PLUNGES 10%
US ISSUES TRAVEL WARNING 

 

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/traveladvisories/china-travel-advisory.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/01/03/apple-stock-falls-after-cutting-q1-guidance-on-weak-iphone-sales.html
http://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/apple-entering-dark-chapter-iphone-sales-are-slowing-n954221
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/5wA/ni0YAA/t.2ny/JvlZj6VJTa2Et9lQFMV7Ew/h13/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDgun8zsMOxjoNbYN3Vhrvz2qMnU3ud1kM7ltBjQimLMQJOe2gHG68tD5xGew1TLhVcfsua-2Bt6zaqZnCcYCXMdhU30nU8T3znbGoGeM6Y9SV9f7UqXaCLxFRLrrobBJAqUIQP0sAjzuWO8Z8rmM2yqt3
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/5wA/ni0YAA/t.2ny/JvlZj6VJTa2Et9lQFMV7Ew/h12/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDiOEIr3gOhRzLbYh9ndLRkdTu-2BKKkEtevV-2FaFNA1KIvIJKy9rNhhqFvcDndOgwxdZ3fhYzDX2GL7CY1ZtKu3k4DbAgRA2Ey8AfsW6N0PWIgixb9aTQkLQzkoKf6KUPyKCUwZTklqDfQHVfjjtSKi3STmyRPWim3mY3bkPad-2BcF-2BqvTMCHB0yqGuexPnExSXh8Y-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/5wA/ni0YAA/t.2ny/JvlZj6VJTa2Et9lQFMV7Ew/h12/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDiOEIr3gOhRzLbYh9ndLRkdTu-2BKKkEtevV-2FaFNA1KIvIJKy9rNhhqFvcDndOgwxdZ3fhYzDX2GL7CY1ZtKu3k4DbAgRA2Ey8AfsW6N0PWIgixb9aTQkLQzkoKf6KUPyKCUwZTklqDfQHVfjjtSKi3STmyRPWim3mY3bkPad-2BcF-2BqvTMCHB0yqGuexPnExSXh8Y-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/5wA/ni0YAA/t.2ny/JvlZj6VJTa2Et9lQFMV7Ew/h11/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDgJpkPGKJjENzMXbKTttlRSjOTJCDHmvyWUmFKeYc1tywLnCHJqgwK0vh0Vl13Qp1H5r-2F-2Fio-2FnzUHGLdWMksKpP-2FA7SvXW09GQS-2Fb-2FZ6u2FyXvCvO1Gb4I-2Bkg3sUDlrUgUy66fealRzjfwlUnt-2FRVmqTt9jCLUw3VygrX6ZBp6zZg-3D-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/5wA/ni0YAA/t.2ny/JvlZj6VJTa2Et9lQFMV7Ew/h11/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDgJpkPGKJjENzMXbKTttlRSjOTJCDHmvyWUmFKeYc1tywLnCHJqgwK0vh0Vl13Qp1H5r-2F-2Fio-2FnzUHGLdWMksKpP-2FA7SvXW09GQS-2Fb-2FZ6u2FyXvCvO1Gb4I-2Bkg3sUDlrUgUy66fealRzjfwlUnt-2FRVmqTt9jCLUw3VygrX6ZBp6zZg-3D-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/5wA/ni0YAA/t.2ny/JvlZj6VJTa2Et9lQFMV7Ew/h10/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDLyJIR6P0z3dXCheFiG1HT7YIBDmLrZ9Nw-2B43fjMXDy06C9tIE19sMEGqCEs8uoUYyjxf9vRofI-2BVsRz-2B6c1xUsWxp0IkOPR2Q1hHMmel-2F-2B-2ByvPeghro1jdSMRQLeMrp4jPt5vIUeWKD0u8Hsmg5kpFvzQ185quWwyTgqzmfOqnOGPUtnGOug41rUOuFa8zGaQyRI-2B7ervB-2FKF6bCaCZGZAsjGO0VGMbGQDCSXw-2FNJRCbSBZc-2Fp88mzoXTdVRMC2ILqK8-2FFSO7ol8upigLPHbCohWCVl8bAf37LBdUm1t49VYOPFcEOu8uKOi8JNSDC81ttS7amSSprcj8wuwaa3980gwYgKqSVsy5WUlTwVIOfnaYT1j7-2BOp2vu65Y9wJ5I-2BW3a0e3rzHgsi6zdQ7nwircUpZn4wCGuBnbuYEe4bI6FTbh6c-2BKv5KqiUHd4njCEEnJ-2FisJ7hoW6xbl7sVQRhvZL5eX7dmcv9ABAICwCw3f0VJKymNYoxLlhfS2yVN0hAcvoGy-2FrGoRl-2Bt7bqy5Hn5LBYgemaMYihvaWEi7CEJxz
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/5wA/ni0YAA/t.2ny/JvlZj6VJTa2Et9lQFMV7Ew/h10/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDLyJIR6P0z3dXCheFiG1HT7YIBDmLrZ9Nw-2B43fjMXDy06C9tIE19sMEGqCEs8uoUYyjxf9vRofI-2BVsRz-2B6c1xUsWxp0IkOPR2Q1hHMmel-2F-2B-2ByvPeghro1jdSMRQLeMrp4jPt5vIUeWKD0u8Hsmg5kpFvzQ185quWwyTgqzmfOqnOGPUtnGOug41rUOuFa8zGaQyRI-2B7ervB-2FKF6bCaCZGZAsjGO0VGMbGQDCSXw-2FNJRCbSBZc-2Fp88mzoXTdVRMC2ILqK8-2FFSO7ol8upigLPHbCohWCVl8bAf37LBdUm1t49VYOPFcEOu8uKOi8JNSDC81ttS7amSSprcj8wuwaa3980gwYgKqSVsy5WUlTwVIOfnaYT1j7-2BOp2vu65Y9wJ5I-2BW3a0e3rzHgsi6zdQ7nwircUpZn4wCGuBnbuYEe4bI6FTbh6c-2BKv5KqiUHd4njCEEnJ-2FisJ7hoW6xbl7sVQRhvZL5eX7dmcv9ABAICwCw3f0VJKymNYoxLlhfS2yVN0hAcvoGy-2FrGoRl-2Bt7bqy5Hn5LBYgemaMYihvaWEi7CEJxz
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/5wA/ni0YAA/t.2ny/JvlZj6VJTa2Et9lQFMV7Ew/h9/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDgmHgAp9CijtRShKBjUME0yRdn5b2sZ9Zx-2BvO0qCjlSpEhH1tjBAuYE5BUeupMWjhaHq-2BWHovnMLn2PpgCeDsuR6qKiZ4zqUnNjTM-2FimxXKTdSwQN93QA2uGvZmkN-2Fcfb-2F3cfAFhHonCUBMx-2FI3yRswjYXUTIma1fNkG9pAP-2BsOdgdA0wkxryMzUy-2FjWzdQ6qU-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/5wA/ni0YAA/t.2ny/JvlZj6VJTa2Et9lQFMV7Ew/h9/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDgmHgAp9CijtRShKBjUME0yRdn5b2sZ9Zx-2BvO0qCjlSpEhH1tjBAuYE5BUeupMWjhaHq-2BWHovnMLn2PpgCeDsuR6qKiZ4zqUnNjTM-2FimxXKTdSwQN93QA2uGvZmkN-2Fcfb-2F3cfAFhHonCUBMx-2FI3yRswjYXUTIma1fNkG9pAP-2BsOdgdA0wkxryMzUy-2FjWzdQ6qU-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/5wA/ni0YAA/t.2ny/JvlZj6VJTa2Et9lQFMV7Ew/h8/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDiHrPDmjYl0gXz3lr4Y0HAnESfcHbcdcB4LXLXGAkxy4FlhCmFX-2B4-2B9CEblhZKWajcLNarQNXlkTQ6B0E3nDvyou4wa7qi5EiqcmsglRUdh0wTq5xDO-2FMwxn14PP8H5E7c-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/5wA/ni0YAA/t.2ny/JvlZj6VJTa2Et9lQFMV7Ew/h7/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDhZDSQ1-2Bl0qF6lfggWP6-2F02bG-2BQZCTcm1LA-2BwF2cr2EckXWocPAv61fTGmoii9fR630JNg5adHwosi-2BONo0I9A615E0gGkoQ31JZyXsxxLBN0D4XmSpHdp6TxwoVEJaXcM-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/5wA/ni0YAA/t.2ny/JvlZj6VJTa2Et9lQFMV7Ew/h6/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDhkc6ugSFqmGn2X0bVJYzPqhhhQWEQRJyaIYs6phAvvOE0xNrG3yAI8nO365uY1Dlkfzpe3ZxsHrLTDhkz0aXTKzQgXopJA-2FSdnq6dIhGSF4uBQ-2FP8ZFaYA6hcsTmvnNRXVOb8sF-2FeAjcQOrvxuio92nrgSTk6qAG67pibGO-2FQ66sC7UMvI5IuiGOxUUSGjhVI-3D
https://u1584542.ct.sendgrid.net/mpss/c/5wA/ni0YAA/t.2ny/JvlZj6VJTa2Et9lQFMV7Ew/h6/hmw-2BiWr6mXc1DHGFh-2BJUDApAnrfKrcE76BTm0hrRJDhkc6ugSFqmGn2X0bVJYzPqhhhQWEQRJyaIYs6phAvvOE0xNrG3yAI8nO365uY1Dlkfzpe3ZxsHrLTDhkz0aXTKzQgXopJA-2FSdnq6dIhGSF4uBQ-2FP8ZFaYA6hcsTmvnNRXVOb8sF-2FeAjcQOrvxuio92nrgSTk6qAG67pibGO-2FQ66sC7UMvI5IuiGOxUUSGjhVI-3D
https://www.drudgereport.com/




JANUARY 2, 2019
CNN Trump: Shutdown could last a 'long time'

The President insisted he wouldn't accept anything less 
than $2.5 billion for his long-promised border wall

• CNN's Brianna Keilar debunks Trump's tweet  

• Trump and congressional leaders set for showdown  

• What a government shutdown means for you  

• Shutdown and overflowing toilets force Joshua Tree to   
close 

• Banks move to help federal workers hit by shutdown  

• Partial government shutdown has   
gone on for 11d 15h 19m 3s 

https://www.cnn.com/2018/12/22/politics/gallery/government-shutdown-december-2018/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2018/12/22/politics/gallery/government-shutdown-december-2018/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/02/politics/banks-workers-help-shutdown/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/01/us/government-shutdown-national-parks-toilets-services/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/01/us/government-shutdown-national-parks-toilets-services/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2017/12/12/government-shutdown-ets-orig-vstan.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/02/politics/donald-trump-shutdown-congress-meeting/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/01/02/trump-wall-tweet-brianna-keilar-debunks-crn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/government-shutdown-january-2019/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/government-shutdown-january-2019/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/government-shutdown-january-2019/index.html


• The President made his first appearance in the White   
House briefing room -- but it wasn't a press briefing

• CNN's Brianna Keilar calls out Trump's 'stunt' in briefing   
room   Brianna Keilar: Trump's appearance was a stunt 
The Lead CNN's Brianna Keilar called President Donald 
Trump's appearance in the White House briefing room a 
"stunt" after the White House alerted the press that there 
would be a briefing and the president didn't take any 
questions from reporters.

Why this wasn't a press briefing

Democrats pass bills to reopen government
• Breaking News

• The President issued a veto threat against any Democratic  
plan ahead of the House vote

• IRS hit by shutdown, creating taxpayer headaches   

• Anderson Cooper tries to decipher Trump's Instagram post  

• Analysis: We already know how this shutdown will end  

• A tossed letter and an interruption: Signs a shutdown deal   
is near

• Federal worker's message for Trump, Congress  

• From weddings to beer, these are the surprising impacts   
of the government shutdown 

• Pence: 'No wall, no deal' to end partial government   
shutdown

•

https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/03/politics/pence-no-wall-no-deal-fox/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/03/politics/pence-no-wall-no-deal-fox/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/03/us/government-shutdown-impacts-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/03/us/government-shutdown-impacts-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/01/03/federal-employee-rebecca-maclean-government-shutdown-impact-sot-vpx-nr.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/03/politics/trump-kim-letter-shutdown/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/03/politics/trump-kim-letter-shutdown/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/03/politics/shutdown-when-how-will-it-end/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/01/04/donald-trump-wall-is-coming-instagram-cooper-ridiculist-ac360-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/03/business/treasury-irs-shutdown-refund/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/03/politics/house-votes-shutdown-wall-spending-bills/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/03/politics/house-votes-shutdown-wall-spending-bills/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/03/politics/house-votes-shutdown-wall-spending-bills/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/first-white-house-press-briefing-2019/h_f652a999147c5aa16caa59ab333d78a2
http://www.cnn.com/profiles/brianna-keilar-profile
https://www.cnn.com/shows/the-lead
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/01/03/donald-trump-press-this-was-a-stunt-keilar-sot-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/01/03/donald-trump-press-this-was-a-stunt-keilar-sot-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/03/politics/trump-press-not-briefing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/03/politics/trump-press-not-briefing/index.html


• Today in politics

Trump fires back at Romney over scathing article

• Trump sounds-off on Romney in meeting  

• Opinion: The problem with Mitt Romney  

• Analysis: Does Mitt Romney's op-ed matter?  

• Analysis: How the Trump era is driving some   
Republican families apart

• Pelosi's daughter: She'll cut your head off  

• Trump says he 'essentially' fired Mattis (who actually   
resigned in protest)

• Democrats to ask for 10 years of presidential tax   
returns in new bill

Supreme Court teed up to act on mystery Mueller-related grand jury case

MSNBC

Trump cabinet even swampier after New Year's transition

Government Shutdown

Mika: Trump digs himself, GOP into a very big hole
Mika Brzezinski sets the stage for the new year as the Democrats are set to 
take over the House and John Kelly is set to leave his post and the president is 
set to host a meeting on border security with congressional leaders.

HUFFPOST
REID TORCHES TRUMP 
Harry Reid: Trump Is ‘The Worst President We’ve Ever Had’ By Marina Fang 
TWO WEEKS DOWN — AND NO END IN SIGHT 
DEMS TIPTOE OUT OF THE GATE ON TAX RETURNS 
‘HE’S DRUNK TWEETING AGAIN’ 
Rudy Giuliani Roasted Over Bonkers Late-Night Twitter Rant About Witches 

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/rudy-giuliani-witch-hunt-tweet-reaction_us_5c2db62be4b0407e90881303
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/rudy-giuliani-witch-hunt-tweet-reaction_us_5c2db62be4b0407e90881303
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-tax-returns-house-democrats_us_5c2e39ebe4b08aaf7a971c36
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/shutdown-democrats-house-majority_us_5c2d1756e4b05c88b7054fb3
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/author/marina-fang
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/harry-reid-donald-trump_us_5c2cbb9ee4b05c88b7046d4e
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/harry-reid-donald-trump_us_5c2cbb9ee4b05c88b7046d4e
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/mika-trump-digs-himself-gop-into-a-very-big-hole-1417558083749
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/trump-cabinet-even-swampier-after-new-year-s-transition-1418532931715
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/02/politics/supreme-court-mueller-related-grand-jury/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/02/politics/trump-tax-returns-democrats/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/02/politics/trump-tax-returns-democrats/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/02/politics/trump-mattis-resignation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/02/politics/trump-mattis-resignation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/01/02/alexandra-pelosi-nancy-pelosi-daughter-cut-head-off-trump-meeting-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/02/politics/trump-family-romney/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/02/politics/trump-family-romney/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/02/politics/mitt-romney-donald-trump-2020/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/02/opinions/the-problem-with-mitt-romney-zelizer/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/01/02/trump-cabinet-meeting-mitt-romney-team-player-sot-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/02/politics/donald-trump-mitt-romney-oped/index.html


By Lee Moran 
POLITICS 
House Democrats Started Investigating Trump This Morning 
By Paul Blumenthal 
They plan to get answers on the conflicts of interest and corruption 
plaguing the Trump administration. 

Daily Kos Recommended

• Romney's criticism of Trump has caused the GOP to lose what's left   
of their G#*&!D#! minds 

• Trump has literally trashed Washington, D.C., the nation   

• As the Mueller heat rises Trump starts to flail and meltdown, he may  
soon fully evaporate 

• Trump's attacks on the media make independent outlets like Daily   
Kos more important than ever. Can you chip in $1 to support our 
work?

• Nancy Pelosi is under pressure to fix Republican damage by giving   
Republicans more power 

• That wall around Obama's home Trump used to argue for his BIG   
WALL? It doesn't exist 

• Joe Biden might be your favorite wisecracking uncle, but he's not   
your Democratic savior for 2020 

• Build a blue wave in 2019: Support Democrat Jennifer Boysko by   
giving $3 today

• Federal workers sue over being forced to work without pay during   
Trump's shutdown 

• Elizabeth Warren slams the Fox News 'echo chamber' of 'fear and   
hate' in presidential campaign video 

• Mitt Romney pretends he has an anti-Trump spine two years after   
groveling for a cabinet job 
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• 100,000 signatures needed: Demand no oil drilling or testing in the   
Arctic Refuge!

• Leaked 'comedy' audio reveals Louis C.K. mocking Parkland   
shooting survivors, queer youth, and more 

• What's left for Robert Mueller in 2019? Donald Trump.   

• What else did Trump shut down? The tool employers use to check   
new employees' citizenship! 

• Nielsen and Kelly can never wash their hands of their family   
separation policy

JANUARY 1, 2019
CNN Kim Jong Un warns US in New Year's address

The leader of North Korea says he may need to pursue 'a new way' if
US tests his country's patience

• Manchester police launch terror investigation into NYE stabbing  

Russia's 'invulnerable' nuclear missile ready to deploy, Putin says

https://www.cnn.com/2018/12/27/europe/russia-hypersonic-missile-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2018/12/31/europe/manchester-stabbing/index.html
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• Putin may have obtained key bargaining chip against US  

• Analysis: The calendar says 2019, but it's already 2020  

• Opinion: What really makes the Trump presidency scary  

• Trump freezes federal workers' pay in 2019  

• Trump ends 2018 with a Fox News interview — his 41st since   
inauguration

• Federal employees prepare for a long shutdown   

• Trump's year of chaos in 2018 promises yet another  

• Trump's biggest whoppers of 2018  

MSNBC

Holiday Shutdown

House Dems announce plan to vote on ending shutdown this week

The move, which lacks support from Senate Republicans and President 
Donald Trump, is unlikely to be successful.

Politics HuffPost

Retired Gen. David Petraeus Suggests He Would Reject Offer To Serve 
Under Trump 

Don't expect retired Army Gen. David Petraeus to replace Gen. Jim Mattis as

Retired Gen. David Petraeus Says He Wouldn't Serve in the Trump 
Administration
Time
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'Hold fast, alongside our allies': Read Jim Mattis' farewell letter as he leaves 
Pentagon
USA TODAY

Politics Meredith Videos

Retired Gen. Petraeus Puts Rumors To Rest About Serving in Trump 
Administration 
Retired Gen. David Petraeus said he would not come out of retirement to 
replace his friend Jim Mattis as President Trump’s Secretary of Defense. Time's
Mercer Morrison has the story.

Politics Rolling Stone

John Kelly Confirms He Was Lying All Along: The White House Is in Chaos

Politics HuffPost

Trump Contradicts Himself On Border Wall In Tweets 11 Minutes 
Apart During President Donald Trump's frenzy of tweets Monday, he 
appeared to freak out as usual …..

Politics HuffPost 
Donald Trump Ends 2018 With At Least A Dozen Ongoing Scandals 

DECEMBER 31, 20182018 was the worst year for US stocks in a decade 
Breaking News
The Dow had its worst December since the Great Depression and the 
worst Christmas Eve ever

• This chip maker was the best stock of 2018  

• ...while these two companies were the worst  

• Dow closes 2018 with wild roller coaster ride  

• Driving the market: Fear and greed index  

• How populism will cause a crisis in markets in 2019  
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Dems' plan to end shutdown a nonstarter for GOP

• Graham: No deal without a wall

WASHINGTONPOST
Don’t blame the rats abandoning the USS Trump

• By Dana Milbank

Trump turned the White House into a madhouse
• By Richard Cohen

Trump asks for meeting with lawmakers ahead of new Congress’s start
The president invited congressional leaders to the White House for a 
briefing on border security as the partial government shutdown hit its 
11th day. 
Trump used the first day of 2019 to insult a retired U.S. commander in 
Afghanistan as a dumb loudmouth, sing the praises of an ultranationalist 
former aide and tell America to “ENJOY THE RIDE.”

• By Anne Gearan and Erica Werner

Mitt Romney: The president shapes the public character of the nation. 
Trump’s character falls short. 

Trump’s flop on North Korea: Pompeo and GOP cheerleaders are 
unmasked

• By Jennifer Rubin

The Washington Post
Opinions
The 10 worst things Trump did in 2018

President Trump stops to answer journalists’ questions on the White 
House lawn on Nov. 20. (Jabin Botsford/The Washington Post)
By Marc A. Thiessen Columnist January 2 at 3:41 PM

Here are the 10 worst:

10. His comment about “sh--hole” countries blew up negotiations for a 
deal that would have given Trump his border wall. Nearly a year ago, the 
president made a bold offer to Democrats — putting not just legal status 
but also a path to citizenship for nearly 1.8 million young illegal 
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immigrants on the table. Then his abhorrent comment undermined 
Democrats who were serious about cutting a deal and gave those who 
were not a pretext to walk away.

9. His offensive tweets continued to undermine his presidency. Calling 
former White House aide Omarosa Manigault Newman “a dog” and 
Stormy Daniels “Horseface” — among countless offensive tweets — is not
just unpresidential, it drives away potential supporters who like his 
policies but then are reminded how much they don’t like Trump.

8. His misuse of power turned critics into martyrs. Revoking former CIA 
director John Brennan’s security clearance and CNN White House 
correspondent Jim Acosta’s White House press pass turned partisan 
critics who were embarrassing themselves into victims — and gave them 
an even greater platform from which to attack him.

7. He drove away suburban voters and caused the GOP to lose control of 
the House. That’s because the president has sought to energize his base 
in ways that drive those voters away. If he wants to win reelection, 
Trump needs to bring suburban Republican voters back into the GOP fold.

6. His graceless handling of Sen. John McCain’s funeral was a new low. 
Trump didn’t like McCain, but when you’re the president, sometimes you 
must honor people you didn’t like. McCain was an American hero. Trump’s
inability to muster a kind or generous word reflected poorly on the 
president.

5. His handling of Jamal Khashoggi’s murder harmed America’s moral 
standing. Trump is right that a permanent breach with Saudi Arabia is not
acceptable, because there is no other country in the Middle East that can
serve as a counterweight to Iran. But it was unseemly to declare that 
“It’s all about ‘America First’ ” and “We’re not going to give up hundreds of
billions of dollars in orders.”

4. His news conference with Vladimir Putin in Helsinki was an 
embarrassment. His meeting with the Russian president came on the 
heels of Russia’s attempted assassination of a dissident on British soil 
using banned chemical weapons and the indictment of 12 Russians for 
2016 election meddling. Instead of condemning these actions, Trump 
publicly sided with Putin over his own intelligence community.



3. His policy to separate migrant children from their families at the 
southern border was an avoidable tragedy. There is nothing wrong with a 
zero-tolerance policy for illegal crossings. But his administration’s failure 
to anticipate and prepare for how to deal with migrant families was gross
negligence — a symptom of the chaos that is undermining his presidency.

2. His planned withdrawal of U.S. forces from Afghanistan is a gift to the 
Taliban and al-Qaeda. In 2017, my Top 10 Best list praised Trump for 
reversing President Barack Obama’s disastrous withdrawal, which he 
said “would create a vacuum for terrorists.” But in December, Trump 
ordered the military to start planning the withdrawal of roughly 7,000 
troops — about half the number of U.S. forces in Afghanistan. The news 
came just as U.S. officials were holding talks with the Taliban whose No. 
1 demand is . . . the withdrawal of U.S. forces. Hardly the “art of the deal.”

1. His pullout of all U.S. troops in Syria will take America’s boot off of the 
terrorists’ necks. Trump’s claim that “we have defeated ISIS in Syria” is 
as bad as Obama’s dismissing them as the “J.V.” squad. The Islamic State
still has up to 30,000 fighters in Iraq and Syria and about $400 million in 
their coffers. The Islamic State is not defeated, and not one member of 
Trump’s national security team agrees with his decision to withdraw. If 
he lets the Islamic State off the mat like Obama did in Iraq in 2011, our 
nation will pay a terrible price.

...Trump’s approval rating at year’s end is just 39 percent — because most
Americans don’t follow politics with the sound off.

Trump claims there’s a 10-foot wall around the Obamas’ D.C. home. He is 
wrong   (trump caught lying again)  .   

Democrats’ shutdown strategy ushers in new era of divided rule — and a 
dare to Trump
The House Democrats’ plan to pass measures to reopen nearly all of the 
government will force President Trump and Senate Republicans to take 
their deal or prolong the shutdown. 

• By Erica Werner and Seung Min Kim
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• Ala. congressman: Pelosi, Schumer have ‘blood on their hands’ by   
not funding border wall

‘They’re not asking permission to do things’: Democrats brace for robust 
freshman class
Days before the start of the new Congress, the Democratic freshman 
class is unified, but tensions have emerged that could test Rep. Nancy 
Pelosi’s leadership.

• By Elise Viebeck and Paul Kane

Family of American arrested in Russia on spy charges fears for his safety:
‘His innocence is undoubted’Paul Whelan, a 48-year-old retired U.S. 
Marine, was detained last week in Moscow by Russia’s domestic security 
services. Relatives said Whelan was visiting for a friend's wedding; 
Russian authorities said he was on a "spy mission."

• By Amie Ferris-Rotman

House Democrats’ plan to reopen government would deny wall funds
A stopgap spending bill would continue existing border funding without giving 
President Trump the wall money he wants, while other legislation would reopen
agencies closed in the partial shutdown. Democrats will try to pass the bills 
when they take control of the House on Thursday.

• By Erica Werner and Seung Min Kim

Trump disputes John Kelly’s comments over concrete wall

Democrats must wage war against Trump’s lies. Here’s what they can do.
By Greg Sargent

NEWYORKTIMES

Opinion Paul Krugman The Trump Tax Cut: Even Worse Than You’ve 
Heard
Skeptical reporting has still been too favorable.

U.S GOVERNMENT
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Trump Spurns Deals to End Shutdown Before 
Meeting With Democrats

• President Trump rejected a deal that his vice president floated last month   
to stave off a funding lapse.

• He also declined suggestions from Republicans reviving a compromise on   
immigration ahead of a meeting with Democrats on Wednesday.

COULTER: Trump 'Will Fold'... 

washington

Democrats Have a Plan to End the Shutdown. Will Trump Negotiate?

• The proposal, which will come up for a vote on Thursday, severs   
homeland security funding from other spending measures that enjoy 
bipartisan support.

• Democrats are essentially daring President Trump to keep a big   
chunk of the government shuttered over his demand for a border 
wall.

washington

Democrats Plan Bill With No Wall Funding, Testing 
Trump’s Will on Shutdown

• The spending measures, which include funding through the end of the   
fiscal year, are expected to pass the House.

• But the Senate is still controlled by Republicans, who have indicated they   
would not vote on a bill that does not have the president’s support.

U.S. Politics
Elizabeth Warren Announces She Is Running for President

• Senator Warren, a Massachusetts Democrat, said she was forming a   
presidential exploratory committee, which allows her to raise money and 
hire staff before a formal kickoff.

• She’s the first major candidate in what is likely to be a long and crowded   
primary marked by ideological and generational divisions in the party.
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LATIMES
John F. Kelly says his tenure as Trump's chief of staff is best measured by what
the president did not do 

2018 year to forget for stock strategists,who missed by 400 points

Wall Street strategists' perennial optimism about U.S. equities got 
bushwhacked by the worst fourth quarter in a decade.

House Democrats plan to vote Thursday to reopen government — with no 
border wall money
The bills will not provide any money for President Trump’s border wall, meaning
the government shutdown that began before Christmas is likely to continue. By 
Sarah D. Wire 

HUFFPOST
BUSINESS 
U.S. Stocks Suffer Worst Year Since 2008 Financial Crisis 

Shutdown nightmare: Park bathrooms overflowing with human waste, 
vandals causing damage, fighting over campsites

WASHINGTON — Some of the West's iconic national parks are beginning 
to partially close as they deal with overflowing restrooms and vandals on 
the 10th day ...

NBCNews.com

DECEMBER 30, 2018

Trump won't budge on border fun  ding  

The President is telling officials he won't sign a bill with only   $1.3   
billion allotted for border security

• Trump freezes federal workers' pay in 2019  

• Partial government shutdown has gone on for     8d 16h 6m 56s 
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• Lindsey Graham: There will never be a deal without wall  

• Federal employees prepare for a long shutdown   

Videos show shelter staff dragging migrant children

Criminal charges could be filed over footage from the nation's largest 
operator of migrant children shelters

1. 8-year-old Guatemalan boy dies in US custody on   
Christmas Eve

1. Opinion: Trump used dead children as political pawns  

1. Doctors say Sanders isn't telling the truth  

Retired general hits Trump as immoral and dishonest

Fact Checker
Analysis
A year of unprecedented deception: Trump averaged 15 false claims a 
day in 2018
He made nearly three times as many false or misleading claims in 2018 
than during his first year as president.

• By Glenn Kessler

• Fact Checker’s ongoing database of the false or misleading claims   
made by Trump 

MSNBC msnbc
John Kelly talks to the L.A. Times about his tough time in the Trump 
White House

HUFFPOST
MCCHRYSTAL WOULD PASS ON OFFER FROM ‘SHADY’ TRUMP 
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WASHINGTONPOST
Federal government shutdown enters second week with no resolution in 
sight

Republican officials try to pin blame on Democrats, but they are not 
budging as GOP debates what exactly constitutes a border "wall."

• By Mike DeBonis
The Fix
Analysis
John Kelly paints yet another dim portrait of Trump

In an exit interview with the Los Angeles Times, the departing White 
House chief of staff echoes what other top Trump administration officials
have said publicly and privately: President Trump is someone who needs 
containing.

• By Aaron Blake

Fact Checker: Trump’s year of unprecedented deception
Former U.S. commander calls Trump dishonest and immoral

NYTIMES
A death in Gaza

A Day, a Life: When a Medic Was Killed in Gaza, Was 
It an Accident?

• When an Israeli soldier killed Rouzan al-Najjar, Palestinians called her an   
innocent martyr and Israel portrayed her as a threat.

Kelly Says Idea of Concrete Wall Was Abandoned 
Long Ago
The departing White House chief of staff’s comments come as a partial 
government shutdown caused by a fight over a border barrier drags into a 
second week.
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Deciphering the Patterns in Trump’s Falsehoods
We review how President Trump bent the truth this year by repeating and 
inflating falsehoods, shifting his statements, embellishing or omitting details, 
and offering misleading attacks. 

Politics

LATIMES
John F. Kelly says his tenure as Trump's chief of staff is best measured 
by what the president did not do
By Molly O'Toole 

With no end in sight to the shutdown, Republicans continue to try to 
maneuver around Trump
One-quarter of the government is shut down, and about 800,000 federal 
workers are either working without pay or on furlough. 

By Laura King 

Almost nothing paid off for investors in 2018, as the bull market headed 
to the slaughterhouse
By Jim Puzzanghera 

DECEMBER 29, 2018
CNN Report: Manafort pressured by Russians to pay back debt while 
Trump's campaign chair

Doctors say Sanders isn't telling the truth

See a visualization of President Trump's multiplying false claims

11 countries will move forward with a huge trade deal- without the US

Trump issues order freezing federal workers' pay in 2019

The move comes as 800K federal employees expect to begin the new 
year out of work or working without pay

• Partial government shutdown has gone on for   7d 16h 30m 59s 
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• Departing senators sound the alarm  

YAHOO Congress Is Still Pulling $174,000 Salaries During the Government
Shutdown

Lawyer: Investigators gathered evidence of undocumented immigrants 
who say they worked at Trump club
The interest by the FBI and New Jersey officials indicates they may be 
launching a probe into the hiring practices at the president’s club.

• By Emily Wax-Thibodeaux

Politics Yahoo View

Business GOBankingRates

Warren Buffett Measures Success With This Four-Letter Word  { S**T }

Anyone can use this piece of Warren Buffet advice.

MSNBC

The Last Word

Trump approval at record low as country blames him 
for shutdown

HUFFPOST

Trump Blocks Federal Workers’ Pay Hike While They’re Out Of A Job

ENVIRONMENT 
College Wrestler Leaps Into Icy Lake To Rescue Cat 
By Hilary Hanson 
Darden Schurg admits the move was dangerous, but said, "I felt it was only 
right." 

NYTIMES

Mr. Trump has a well-documented problem telling the truth. These are the
patterns in his falsehoods.

YAHOONEWS
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WorldThe National Interest China’s New Submarine-Launched Nuclear Missile 
Can Hit the U.S. 

With just an estimated 300 nuclear warheads compared to the approximately 
7,000 fielded by both the U.S. and Russia, China’s nuclear arsenal is 
comparatively small. But even a few Chinese H-bombs could wreak tremendous 
damage to the United States.

Politics Rolling Stone

Taxpayers Are Subsidizing Mar-a-Lago’s New Year’s Eve Party 
Despite Trump’s Shutdown 
The pres. doesn't care about the 800,000 workers who won't receive paychecks
during gov’t shutdown

DECEMBER 28, 2018
Politics HuffPost

Don Lemon Says Trump's 2013 Call For Obama To Be 'Fired' Over 
Shutdown Is 'Priceless' 

Politics Rolling Stone

Cell Phone Records Show Michael Cohen Was Near Prague When 
Alleged Meeting with Russia Took Place 

Politics Yahoo Lifestyle

Ilhan Omar slams Trump for possibly revealing top secret military 
information: 'He literally can't get anything right' 
Rep.-elect Ilhan Omar took to Twitter to call out the commander in chief: “He 
literally can’t get anything right, can he?

Ex-general criticizes Trump troop visit turned 'rally'
A former top U.S. military commander criticized President Trump, saying that 
his Iraqi air base visit improperly used U.S. troops for partisan purposes. 

'We didn't need a political rally'» 

Politics Yahoo View

Trump's wall demands clash with campaign rhetoric 
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CNN

Explosion lights up New York sky in shades of blue

BREAKING

Multiple fires erupted after 'transformers tripped offline' in Queens, 
power company says

The oldest man in the US dies

HUFFPOST

TRUMP’S PLAN:
THERE IS NO PLAN 

GOOGLENEWS

Trump Got The Shutdown He Wanted But Doesn't Seem To Have A Plan To
End It

With virtually no talks going on, House and Senate Republicans seem 
content to let the shutdown carry into next year, when Democrats take 
control of the ...HuffPost

Trump now claims most furloughed workers 'are Democrats'

President Donald Trump fired off the tweet early Thursday morning as 
the government shutdown entered its sixth day. NBC News

Here's why Trump really hates Fed rate hikes
Every time the Federal Reserve raises interest rates, it costs President Trump 
money, Yahoo Finance's Rick Newman writes. 

What every quarter-point increase costs» 

Politics Gizmodo
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Russia Tests New Hypersonic Missile System Under Direct Orders From 
President Putin 

Russia tested a new hypersonic glide missile system today under direct 
orders from President Vladimir Putin, according to reports from Russian 
state media. The new system, called the Avangard, utilizes an 
intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) a 
http://albertpeia.com/russiadvancedmissile.gif 

CNN A social media post highlights a new vulnerability that could put the 
Secret Service on edge

• Trump misleads about military pay raises again  

• Don Lemon calls out Trump lying to troops' faces  

• Iraqi politicians, lawmakers denounce Trump visit, troop   
presence

• Analyst: Trump confused Iraq trip with rally  

MSNBC 

Troop pay raises, and the top 10 Trump fibs of 2018

HUFFPOST

MSNBC Beats Fox News In Key Ratings For First Time In 17 Years 
 
Trump Brags To Troops About A Fictional Giant Pay Raise He Got Them 
COASTTOCOASTAM
Economy & Current Events Commentary

First-hour guest, former ABC investigative correspondent Greg Hunter offered 
commentary on the economy and current events. The two biggest problems in 
the world, he suggested, are enormous debt and enormous fraud. Globally, the 
debt has increased by 100 trillion since the 2008 crisis, he pointed out, while 
fraud is off-the-charts in the economy, Internet metrics are often faked, and $21
trillion disappeared or is unaccountable from the US government coffers. He 
also warned that Deutsche Bank stock is falling and if the bank fails it could 
have cascading effects on the general economy. 

http://www.USAWatchdog.com/
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-lies-military-pay-raise-iraq_us_5c2441a0e4b0407e907fbc2b
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Fact check
Kremlin Ignores Evidence in Calling US Meddling Reports 'Unfounded'

Polygraph.info

Will 2018 See the First Christmas Full Moon Since 1977?

Snopes.com

Donald Trump claims Russia is 'not happy' US troops are leaving Syria. That 
isn't true [ Duh! ]

PolitiFact

Schiff: Trump endangering ‘rule of law’ [ Ya think … Double Duh! ]
President Donald Trump is jeopardizing “the rule of law” by discussing his legal 
situation with acting Attorney General Matthew Whitaker, Rep. Adam Schiff … 
POLITICO 

Business CNBC

We are now in a Bear Market - here's what that means 
Bear markets are defined by a 20 percent decline or more from a recent high 
but they're also marked by overall pessimism on Wall Street.

Dow, stocks end sharply lower on Christmas Eve after weekend of Washington, 
D.C., turmoil

USA TODAY

What to Do Now If You're Losing Sleep Over the Stock Market

Kiplinger

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/now-apos-losing-sleep-over-154114965.html
https://news.yahoo.com/dow-stocks-open-sharply-lower-145840718.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/now-bear-market-apos-means-180900089.html
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Anak Krakatau volcano erupts before and after tsunami – video
The sound of explosions can be heard in dramatic video filmed the day before 
to a deadly tsunami which struck parts of Indonesia.

The Guardian

Tsunami kills at least 222 in Indonesia, sweeps band off stage after volcano 
eruption

A tsunami struck Indonesia virtually without warning, killing at least 222 
people, sweeping away members of a pop band performing on a beach. 
Hundreds of ...

Fox News

Politics MarketWatch

Trump Today: President blames Democrats for shutdown, Fed for 
Wall Street selloff and unwilling ‘allies’ for Syria pullout 
President Trump on Monday kept trying to pin blame for a government 
shutdown on Democrats, said the only problem with the economy is the 
Federal Reserve and continued to defend his much-criticized military 
pullout in Syria. Playing the blame game President Donald Trump 

Trump is incompetent, impulsive and amoral. Heaven help us all.

• By Eugene Robinson

Wonder how the Trump administration would handle a financial crisis? 
Well, now we know.

• By Catherine Rampell

Politics FOX News Videos

https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/catherine-rampell/
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Democrats have 'no incentive whatsoever' to negotiate deal before 
the end of the year 
Former White House deputy chief of staff to President George W. Bush Karl 
Rove breaks down the political fallout from the partial government shutdown.

Top Trump aide says government shutdown may go into New Year

Reuters

Government shutdown threatens federal workers' holiday plans

Yahoo View

BusinessCNBC

We are now in a bear market - here's what that means 
A “bear market” is when stocks see a 20 percent decline or more from a recent 
high - but they’re also marked by overall pessimism on Wall Street. Since World 
War II, bear markets have lasted 13 months on average, and stock markets tend
to lose 30.4 percent of their value. During those conditions it usually takes 
stocks an average 22 months to recover, according to analysis from Goldman 
Sachs and CNBC.

Business CNBC

'The worst is yet to come': Experts say a global bear market is just 
getting started 
In the U.S., the Nasdaq Composite closed in a bear market on Friday. Globally, 
Germany's DAX and China's Shanghai Composite have also entered bear 
territory.

Politics HuffPost
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Lindsey Graham Doubles Down On Wall Funding: 'We're Not Going To Give
In' 

Turning up the heat on day one of the federal government shutdown, Sen.

Trump spends Christmas Eve shutdown 'all alone,' tweeting his 
frustrations
Yahoo News

Trump Sees Winning Hand as Critics See Presidency Spiraling Down
Bloomberg

Trump spends Christmas Eve tweeting about grievances

TRUMP 
CHRISTMAS CHAOS 

Trump Pins Syria Hopes On Turkish Leader Close To Putin And Wary Of 
U.S. Allies 

XMAS EVE STOCK PLUNGE 
U.S. Stocks Fall Sharply Ahead Of Christmas Holiday 
By ALEX VEIGA, AP

‘  ALL ALONE...’   

Twitter Users Brutally Mock Trump For Self-Pitying ‘Poor Me’ Tweet 
By David Moye 

Bloomberg Rips ‘Senselessly Chaotic’ Trump, 
Demands GOP ‘Start Showing Some Spine’

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/michael-bloomberg-trump_us_5c20aac0e4b05c88b6fabd4f
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DECEMBER 27, 2018
WASHINGTONPOST
Time since shutdown began:
5d 16h 9m 10s
Shutdown likely to extend into 2019 as Congress punts until Democrats take 
over House
With lawmakers still at an impasse over President Trump’s demand for billions 
of dollars for a border wall, House members were told they would not be 
expected back for votes this week, and the Senate was expected to follow suit, 
handing the job of reopening the government to House Democrats in January.

• By Erica Werner, Paul Kane and Felicia Sonmez

NYTIMES 
Politics  Trump Unites the Left and the Right Against His Plans in Syria and   
Afghanistan

• The withdrawal of troops from both conflicts will force the U.S. to rethink   
military commitments that are no longer effective.

• But the way President Trump made his decisions short-circuited the   
debate over the future of America’s wars, our correspondent writes in a 
news analysis.

LATIMES
Trump, visiting troops in Iraq, makes false claims about raising military 
pay The president also stated — incorrectly — that he had authorized the 
first military pay increase in a decade.

By Eli Stokols 

CNN
The House and Senate has adjourned until next week, ensuring the partial 
shutdown will almost certainly continue into 2019

1. No signs of a deal to end partial government shutdown  
1. Partial government shutdown has gone on for

https://www.cnn.com/2018/12/26/politics/no-signs-of-shutdown-deal/index.html
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5d 18h 19m 47s 

1. GOP lawmaker: Dems are misreading Trump if they think   
he'll compromise on wall

1. GOP lawmaker: It could be a long shutdown  

1. Feinstein requests Senate hearing after 2 migrant children   
die in US custody

1. Judge denies DOJ request to delay deadlines in asylum   
case

DRUDGEREPORT
STOCKS WILD 

CONFIDENCE FALLS 

GOOGLENEWS

Headlines

US shutdown impasse over Trump's wall drags on
A partial US government shutdown is likely to continue into next week amid an 
impasse over funding for President Trump's proposed Mexico border wall.

BBC News

Trump: ‘Most of the people not getting paid’ in shutdown are Democrats | 
TheHill

President Trump early Thursday resumed his feud with Democrats on Capitol 
Hill over funding for a border wall, claiming that most of the hundreds of 
thousands ...
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The Hill

Shutdown set to extend into new year after Congress punts on budget, border 
votes

Washington all but gave up Thursday on resolving the partial government 
shutdown before the New Year, as lawmakers were told not to expect votes this
week ...

The Washington Post

How Democrats can claim infrastructure, immigration as their issues | TheHill

In 2019, House Democrats should spend time legislating, and investigate 
Trump's conduct and decisions only when truly necessary.

The Hill
Opinion

Partial government shutdown: Trump’s approval rating drops to Charlottesville 
levels

Trump's fight for the border wall is tanking his approval rating.

Vox

 

DECEMBER 26, 2018
DAY 5: SHUTDOWN IMPACT GROWS 
After Christmas, The Government Shutdown Is Just Getting Started 
By Nomaan Merchant, AP
Politics The Root

Either Trump’s Daddy Helped Him Dodge Draft or 'Bone Spurs' is
the Medical Diagnosis for Cowardice: Report 
It is well-known that Trump suffers from the debilitating disease 
Bitchnicca-itis, which prevents him from performing such presidential 
duties as firing his staff in person or standing up to Vladimir Putin. 
Because of his illness, it took him nearly 2 years to visit US soldiers in a 
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war zone, and a recent flare-up of the ailment made him the first 
president since 2002 to not visit the troops on Christmas, NBC reports.

Daughters of late doctor claim father diagnosed Trump with bone spurs 
to help him dodge draft
AOL.com

Daughters of late podiatrist say he diagnosed Donald Trump with bone 
spurs during Vietnam War as a 'favor'
Yahoo Lifestyle
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CNN Trump says no plans for troop withdrawal in Iraq

YAHOONEWS  Politics HuffPost

Trump Brags To Troops About A Fictional Giant Pay Raise He Got Them 

Politics Associated Press

The Latest: House plans no more votes this week on shutdown 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Latest on the partial government shutdown (all times 
local):

Trump's border wall standoff keeps govt. shutdown alive
Yahoo Finance

The Shutdown Could End Tomorrow But Dealing With Trump Is Like Negotiating 
With a Criminal
The Root

How Trump's rough stretch is hitting cable news 
stars
A stretch of negative news for President Trump has coincided with a drop in 
viewers for some of his most prominent cable TV backers. 

Rivals see bigger audiences» 

CNNBreaking News
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Trump, in surprise visit to US troops, says Iraq could 
be used as a base for potential future missions in 
Syria

• Lawmaker calls Trump's comments in Iraq   
'inappropriate'

• In photos: President Trump's surprise trip  

• Trump's message on Christmas Day: 'It's a disgrace'  

• Opinion: The man who said Emperor Trump has no   
clothes

• After shock of Mattis' resignation, some see a   
different narrative 

• Trump's acting secretary of defense will step into role   
with no foreign policy, military experience

DECEMBER 25, 2018
Time since shutdown began:
3d 16h 15m 42s
Trump vows not to reopen government until wall funding is secured
The president defended his plan to build a wall along the U.S.-Mexico border 
and cast doubt about the performance of Federal Reserve Chair Jerome H. 
Powell after a sharp downturn in U.S. stock markets.

• By Philip Rucker and Lenny Bernstein

As impasse continues, workers worry about paying the bills  The Debrief: An   
isolated Trump unleashes a storm of Yuletide gloom
Economic growth is slowing around the world, feeding a financial sell-off
Political turmoil in nations with leading economies — epitomized by the 
partial shutdown of the U.S. government and street protests in France — 
is further feeding investor anxiety.

• By David J. Lynch

Time since shutdown began:
3d 23h 38m 50s
Trump vows not to reopen government until wall funding is secured
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The president defended his plan to build a border barrier and cast doubt 
about the performance of Fed Chair Jerome H. Powell after a sharp 
downturn in U.S. markets.

• By Philip Rucker and Lenny Bernstein

Migrant child, 8, dies in U.S. custody

Doctor's daughters claim ’68 Trump diagnosis was 
bogus
Bone spurs kept Donald Trump from being drafted into the Vietnam War. New 
allegations cast doubt on the veracity of that condition. 

'I know it was a favor'»

Trump’s ‘poor me’ Christmas Eve tweet draws mockery as 800,000 
federal workers go without pay
By Laura King 
• Trump tells boy that believing in Santa Claus at 7 is ‘marginal’ 

• Trump voices confidence in Mnuchin and the Fed after stock market tailspin 

 THEN CNN REPORTS: Trump again complains about Fed in downbeat 
Christmas greeting 

DECEMBER 24, 2018
WASHINGTONPOST
Markets fall 650 points at closing as Trump pins blame on the Fed
The decline marked one of the worst Christmas Eves ever for U.S. stocks. 
President Trump tried to assign sole blame for the sell-off to the Federal 
Reserve, likening the central bank to a golfer who “can’t putt.” 

• By Thomas Heath and Philip Rucker

Analysis: Google searches for ‘recession’ are the highest they’ve been since 
November 2009
Analysis
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The Trump administration tried to calm markets. It backfired.
Many economists warned that the president’s obsession with the stock market 
would be a big problem. In recent days, it’s become apparent why.

• By Heather Long
Netanyahu’s coalition dissolves Israeli parliament, will hold snap elections

The prime minister’s government was significantly weakened by the Nov. 
resignation of Defense Minister Avigdor Liberman, a key coalition partner.

• By Ruth Eglash

MARKETWATCH December 24, 2018

The stock market just booked its ugliest Christmas Eve plunge — ever

dow

21,792.20
-653.17
-2.91%

nasdaq
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-140.08
-2.21%

s&p 500

2,351.10
-65.52
-2.71%

WASHINGTONPOST
DECEMBER 23, 2018
Time since shutdown began:
1d 12h 27m 38s
‘Very possible’ shutdown could last into new year

Time since shutdown began:
0d 14h 41m 38s
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No progress on shutdown as Trump warns of ‘long stay’

A recession is c  oming. Trump is going to make the recovery worse.  

• By Catherine Rampell

Trump’s absurdity has cast a pall over the holidays — and the future

• By Kathleen Parker

No votes scheduled; shutdown likely to last through weekend
Few lawmakers were in the Capitol building Saturday, having been assured of 
24 hours notice before any vote. President Trump tweeted: “We are negotiating 
with the Democrats on desperately needed Border Security … but it could be a 
long stay.” 

• By Paul Kane and David Weigel
The Debrief
‘He takes no ownership’: Trump eschews responsibility for a shutdown he once 
craved
After vowing to “take the mantle,” the president seeks to foist blame on 
Democrats.

• By David Nakamura

Trump breaks with predecessors, rallies conservatives for shutdown

BREAKING NEWS
The government shuts down in
0d 2h 46m 56s
Shutdown assured as Congress adjourns without deal

Funding for several key government agencies to lapse at midnight
The partial shutdown comes amid an impasse between President Trump and 
Democrats over billions in funding for a wall along the U.S.-Mexico border.

• By Erica Werner, Damian Paletta and John Wagner

What happens during a shutdown: Late paychecks, closed museums and more
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A guide to the ways people across Washington and the country could be 
affected.

• By Mark Berman and Lisa Rein

DECEMBER 20, 2018

WASHINGTON POST
BREAKING NEWS
Trump won’t sign bill to avert government shutdown, House Speaker Ryan
says
President Trump will not commit to signing a bill that would avoid a 
partial government shutdown, his press secretary said, further roiling a 
debate that has split Republicans.

• By Erica Werner,, Damian Paletta and Mike DeBonis
• U.S. stocks drop deep on concerns over government shutdown  

The government shuts down in
0d 10h 12m 23s

McConnell says he supports bill with border money after meeting with Trump
President Trump and Senate Republicans met ahead of votes in the chamber on
a House measure that would keep the government open and allocate billions for
Trump's promised wall. Earlier, Trump warned of a “very long” shutdown if 
Democrats opposed the House bill. 

• By John Wagner and Damian Paletta

Analysis
Sarah Sanders said ‘all of America’ wants the wall. That’s just not true.
A recent Quinnipiac University poll found that more than half of Americans 
oppose the project.

• By Philip Bump

Mattis resigns after clash with Trump over Syria withdrawal 
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President loses defense secretary who had won widespread praise
Jim Mattis’s surprise resignation came a day after President Trump overruled 
his advisers, including Mattis, and shocked American allies by announcing the 
pullout.

• By Paul Sonne, Josh Dawsey and Missy Ryan

‘A sad day for America’: Washington fears a Trump unchecked by Mattis
Mattis’s conclusion that he could no longer work with Trump is likely to alter 
foreign policy more than any other departure. 

• By Greg Jaffe and Karoun Demirjian

• A timeline of departures  

Trump orders major military withdrawal from Afghanistan
The president has directed the Pentagon to devise a plan to withdraw nearly 
half of the 14,000 troops deployed there.

• By Dan Lamothe, Josh Dawsey, Missy Ryan and Paul Sonne
• 1 hour ago

Isolated and under pressure, Trump sets government in crisis
The president abruptly moved to try to deliver on campaign promises to build a 
border wall and bring troops home.

• By Philip Rucker, Robert Costa and Josh Dawsey

The Fix: Mattis’s resignation letter, an unmistakable repudiation, annotated

With Syria decision, Trump’s foreign policy doctrine emerges

Trump’s decision to withdraw from Syria marks a win for Putin

This time, U.S. is betraying more than just the Kurds, allies say of Syria 
decision

The Fix
Analysis
Negotiating with Trump is impossible. For Republicans.
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The president has shown time and again that he cares more about his 
supporters and his good standing with them than he does about the 
Republican Party. By Colby Itkowitz

Trump defends Syria decision amid backlash from lawmakers, fresh 
praise from Putin 
The president said it was time for others to step up against the Islamic 
State and other hostile forces.By John Wagner

‘Fox & Friends’ host rips Trump over border ‘chaos’ and ‘irresponsible’ 
Syria withdrawal
Turkey threatens to ‘bury’ Kurdish militants in Syr  ia  

CNN
The Washington nightmare before Christmas
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AnalysisTrump is stoking chaos as America enters a holiday period 
overshadowed by political pandemonium 

• Government has been partially shut down for   14h 47m 38s 
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'TWAS THE SHUTDOWN
BEFORE CHRISTMAS... 

 

Headlines - GOOGLENEWS

The Washington nightmare before 
Christmas: a government in chaos
President Donald Trump is precipitating chaos and seeking to wield 
unrestrained power as America enters a holiday period overshadowed by 
political ...

CNN
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Brett McGurk, US envoy to anti-ISIS coalition, resigns in wake of 
Trump decision to pull troops from Syria
Brett McGurk, the U.S. envoy for the global coalition to defeat Islamic State 
(ISIS), has resigned as a result of President Trump's decision to pull U.S. troops
out of ...

Fox News

• Congress searches for deal to end partial government   
shutdown

• live updates Schumer's message to Trump: Abandon the wall  

• Don Lemon stumps panel with shutdown question  

• Analysis: Trump learned nothing from the midterms  

• Trump unveils new border barrier (with spikes)  

• Smerconish: The one threat to Trump that's bigger than Mueller  

• Opinion: The Trump shutdown is fitting  

Mattis exit leaves Pentagon in state of depression | TheHill
"There's just a general fear of the unknown,” Pentagon official says.

The Hill

Government will shut down at midnight
Live Updates

With the House and Senate adjourned, there is no mechanism in 
place for a vote tonight, even if an 11th-hour deal is reached

• Partial government shutdown starts in   2h 51m 50s 
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• Live Updates Mitch McConnell and Paul Ryan have left Capitol   
Hill for the night

• How a potential government shutdown could affect holiday   
plans

• As shutdown deadline approaches, congressional negotiators   
search for a deal

• Trump tweets new border 'barrier' drawing (with spikes)  

Breaking NewsTrump says a shutdown is probably likely  Trump refuses to   
sign bill that avoids a shutdown

The Washington nightmare before Christmas: a government in chaos
President Donald Trump is precipitating chaos and seeking to wield 
unrestrained power as America enters a holiday period overshadowed by 
political ...

CNN

US envoy Brett McGurk quits over Trump Syria pullout
A top US official in the fight against the Islamic State group has quit over 
President Trump's decision to pull troops from Syria, reports say. Brett McGurk,
the US ...

BBC News

A Fitting End For Disgraceful House Republicans
One last pointless budget crisis is a fitting end for House Republicans and their 
retiring leader, Speaker Paul Ryan.

Forbes
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CNN

Trump says Mattis to leave by end of year

Breaking News

The President announces he will replace the defense secretary 
two months ahead of his planned departure

• Mulvaney says shutdown could go into 2019  
• Government has been partially shut down for 

1d 12h 16m 7s 

• Who is affected by a shutdown?  

• Corker: Trump trying to 'look like he's fighting'  

• President backs off his earlier statements that he would own   
the shutdown if border wall funding was not included just 
ahead of a Senate debate on his plan

• WATCH LIVE Trump: Chances of a shutdown are probably good  

• Lawmakers say they'll go home — even if there's a shutdown  

• Colbert jokes about lawmaker leaving town amid chaos  

• House passes spending bill with $5 billion for Trump's border   
wall

• Schumer to Trump: You will not get your wall  

• Perspectives: Trump was like background noise. Not anymore  

• Justice Ginsburg undergoes surgery  
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• Breaking News

She had two cancerous nodules removed from her left lung at a 
New York hospital, the Supreme Court says
R  BG fractured her ribs last month  

• Partial government shutdown starts in   

10h 17m 45s 
• 6 min agoSenator says he thinks a shutdown is 'probably' happening  
• 13 min agoTrump: Chances of a shutdown are 'probably very good'  
• 26 min agoThe vot  ing window will stay open as senators return to   

Washington
• 41 min agoJeff Flake votes 'no' to move bill forward  
• 58 min agoThe Senate is voting now to take up the House spending   

bill
• 1 hr 5 min agoMcConnell: GOP senators had a 'good conversation'   

with Trump
• 1 hr 11 min agoSchumer to Trump: 'You will     not get your wall'  
• 1 hr 11 min agoThe numbers behind a partial government shutdown  
• 1 hr 26 min agoGOP senator warns of ‘tyranny’ on Trump's handling   

of the shutdown
• 1 hr 41 min agoThere's only 12 hours left to fund the government  
• 1 hr 48 min agoThe Senate will be back at noon today  
• 2 hr 7 min agoChuck Schumer reminds Trump: 'You own the   

shutdown — your own words'
• 2 hr 19 min agoMueller's team will be able to work through a partial   

government shutdown
• 2 hr 32 min agoAs the shutdown looms, Trump is signing a criminal   

justice reform bill
• 2 hr 45 min agoThe Grand Canyon will stay open if there is a   

shutdown
• 2 hr 53 min agoLawmakers say they'll go home for the holidays --   

even if there's a shutdown
• 3 hr 1 min agoSome GOP senators can't get into the White House for   

their meeting with Trump
• 3 hr 4 min agoThis GOP senator won't support the nuclear option  
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• 3 hr 12 min agoTrump has invited Senate Republicans to the White   
House

• 3 hr 18 min agoThis is how things will play out in the Senate today  
• 3 hr 29 min agoTrump's tweeting about the shutdown this morning.   

Here's why it matters.
• 3 hr 31 min agoSarah Sanders reiterates Trump's call for the nuclear   

option in the Senate
• 3 hr 32 min agoThese 5 government entities would be affected by a   

partial shutdown
• 3 hr 34 min agoTrump wants Mitch McConnell to use the nuclear   

option. That's not going to happen.

Breaking Fiancé of missing Colorado mom arrested

• Videos show response after Maryland player Jordan McNair   
suffered heatstroke

• Gun form liars may go on to commit gun crimes, internal ATF   
research suggests

How the Trump-Mattis alliance crumbled
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This is how rare a Mattis-level exit is

Analysis: America's unprecedented 72 hours that could reshape
the world

Graham warns against pulling out of Afghanistan

Opinion: James Mattis' warning to America

The boyband trying to stop Brexit 

READ: Official's explanation of why Whitaker rejects ethics 
official's opinion to recuse

Haberman: Former Trump supporters 'disgusted'

British woman allegedly raped in Indian hotspot

Lawmaker calls Trump official 'liar,' storms out
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• Why the defense secretary quit  

Analysis

• Lawmakers are left shaken after Mattis quits in protest over   
Trump's policies, as the government shutdown looms and 
financial markets plunge

• Retired General: This will be a real crisis  

• Officials: Mattis was livid about Syria before meeting with   
Trump

• Military ordered to withdraw about half troops in Afghanistan  

• Opinion: James Mattis' warning to America  
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Mattis' letter is evidence of a man who had been pushed well 
past his breaking point and snapped

• Mattis quits, says his views aren't 'aligned' with Trump's  

• Jeffrey Toobin: There are no more grown-ups in the room  

• READ: James Mattis' resignation letter  

• Opinion: James Mattis' warning to America  

• US officials: Mattis was livid today about Syria before meeting   
with Trump

• New video directly debunks Trump's claim  

• Opinion: The military does not belong to Donald Trump  

House Speake  r Paul Ryan says the President won't back a   
Senate measure because it doesn't include border wall funding.
A deadline to avoid a shutdown is looming.

• Decrying 'illegals,' amputee veteran raises millions for border   
wall

• live updates Schumer: Senate Dems won't budge on the wall  

• Lindsey Graham's stern advice to Trump  

• Uncertainty mounts as Congress seeks to avoid shutdown   

• Exclusive: Trump's acting AG told he can oversee Russia probe  

• Opinion: What Whitaker said about Mueller  

• Trump's AG pick Barr told Justice Department in memo that   
firing Comey isn't obstruction

• Breaking News
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US military ordered to withdraw about half the troops in 
Afghanistan

• Retired General: This will be a real crisis  

DECEMBER 19, 2018

WASHINGTONPOST

Mattis, once one of ‘my generals,’ loses clout with T  rump  

President Trump’s move to pull all U.S. troops from Syria is a clear rebuke
of Defense Secretary Jim Mattis, who has been repeatedly overruled in 
recent months and left out of key discussions.

Push to quickly leave Syria startles allies and White House aides
President Trump made his decision after a small meeting with senior 
White House aides and the secretaries of defense and state, most of 
whom, if not all, sharply disagreed, according to people familiar with the 
issue.

Trump snubs Corker, as friends and foes alike blast withdrawal plan

U.S. plans to pull all troops from Syria, official says
The decision signals a halt to an extended American ground campaign against 
the Islamic State and upends plans across the U.S. government — articulated 
by senior officials as recently as this week — for an ongoing mission to 
stabilize areas once controlled by the militants.

• By Missy Ryan
WorldViews: Winners and losers of the Trump administration’s decision
D.C. attorney general sues Facebook, says it failed to protect the privacy of 
users
The lawsuit marks the first major effort by U.S. regulators to penalize the social
media giant for sharing data with Cambridge Analytica, a political consultancy.

• By Tony Romm, Craig Timberg and Aaron C. Davis
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Senate to pass short-term spending bill that would delay government shutdown
The measure would keep the government open through Feb. 8 but deny the 
president the money he wanted for his border wall.

• By Erica Werner, John Wagner and Damian Paletta

NYTIMES

THE ADMINISTRATION

For Trump, ‘a War Every Day,’ Waged Increasingly 
Alone

• At the midpoint of his term, President Trump has grown more sure of his   
own judgment and more isolated from anyone else’s than at any point 
since he took office.

• Tumultuous recent events have left the impression of a presidency at risk   
of spinning out of control, but Mr. Trump’s first two years may ultimately 
look calm compared to what lies ahead.

Dec. 22
President Trump has grown increasingly suspicious of many of the people 
around him, convinced that they are fools. Doug Mills/The New York Times

Trump, Angry Over Mattis’s Rebuke, Removes Him 2 
Months Early

Migrant child, 8, dies in U.S. custody

• Errant Saudi-led airstrikes have killed more than 4,600 civilians in Yemen,   
according to a monitoring group.

• In Washington, that toll has stoked debate about the pitfalls of America’s   
alliance with Saudi Arabia, which relies on U.S. support to keep its 
warplanes in the air.
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The conflict in Yemen has pushed millions to the 
brink of starvation. Our journalists documented the 
crisis in October.

Arms Sales to Saudis Leave U.S. Fingerprints on Yemen’s Carnage

Shutdown to Take Effect at Midnight as Talks Fail to 
Break Impasse

• The federal government was headed toward a partial shutdown at 12:01   
Eastern time as the House and the Senate adjourned without reaching a 
compromise on President Trump’s border wall demands.

• In the absence of a deal, the capital readied itself for how the fallout   
would affect nine federal departments and several other agencies, 
including hundreds of thousands of federal employees.

Trump Has Ordered Full Withdrawal of U.S. Troops 
From Syria, Officials Say

• President Trump, saying ISIS was largely defeated, ordered a rapid   
withdrawal of all 2,000 U.S. ground troops within 30 days, officials said.

• Top generals are against withdrawing, saying it would betray Kurdish   
allies who have fought alongside American troops there.  International   
Relations

Doctor's daughters claim ’68 Trump diagnosis was 
bogus
Bone spurs kept Donald Trump from being drafted into the Vietnam War. New 
allegations cast doubt on the veracity of that condition. 

'I know it was a favor'»
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China’s ‘Belt and Road’ Plan in Pakistan Takes a 
Military Turn
Under a program China insists is peaceful, Pakistan is working on distinctly 
defense-related projects, including a secret plan to build fighter jets.

Hacked European cables revealed a world of anxiety 
among allies about Mr. Trump.

LATIMES

In a defeat for the White House, Senate Republicans propose stopgap bill 
to avert government shutdown
The president indicated in a tweet Wednesday that he was ready to move
on, suggesting without details that the military could construct his 
desired wall.

Trump plans full withdrawal of U.S. troops from Syria, official says
The decision would include the entire force of more than 2,000 U.S. 
service members.

The government shutdown will hit home for many after Christmas with 
many federal offices shuttered
Thousands of federal buildings are to remain closed when the work week
resumes unless President Trump and members of Congress quickly break
through a budget impasse that the White House said could drag on into 
2019.

YAHOONEWS

Bloomberg denounces Trump's 'terrible presidency'
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Doctor's daughters claim ’68 Trump diagnosis was 
bogus
Bone spurs kept Donald Trump from being drafted into the Vietnam War. New 
allegations cast doubt on the veracity of that condition. 

'I know it was a favor'»

BusinessCNBC

By the numbers: Stock market collapses on Christmas Eve, heads 
for worst December ever 
The stock market is ending the year on quite the ugly note, here is where we 
stand statistically: S&P 500 closed down -2.71 percent Monday for its 7 th 
negative day in 8 and its worst day since Dec 4 th when the S&P lost -3.24 
percent Until Monday, the Dow & S&P 500's worst Christmas Eve ever was back
in 1985, when they fell 0.63% and 0.69%, respectively. S&P hit a new 52-wk low
Friday of 2,351.10, its lowest level back to Apr 2017 MTD: S&P is down -14.82% 
on pace for its worst December ever back to back-tested inception in 1928, 
with the next worst December in 1931 when the S&P lost -14.53%, and its worst
month since Oct 2008 when the S&P lost -16.94% YTD: S&P is down -12.06% in 
2018 on pac...

Politics Deadline

Michael Bloomberg Rips Trump As “Recklessly Emotional And 
Senselessly Chaotic” 
Michael Bloomberg did not hold back on his criticism of Donald Trump in a 
blistering editorial for his media company, Bloomberg News. Beginning by 
saying there are certainly reasons to be optimistic about the upcoming new 
year, "the increasingly isolated man in the Oval Office is not one of them," 
Bloomberg wrote in the op-ed published Sunday. After ticking off a list of the 
mind-bending and disturbing events of just the past week -- the resignation (and
subsequent firing)…

Twitter Users Get Creative Mocking Border Wall Design Trump Called 'Beautiful'
HuffPost
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BusinessTheStreet.com

Jim Cramer: This Is a Treacherous Bear Market 
Sobering words. I can recall only once having a week like this and walking out 
feeling like something worse looms: the week before the Crash in 1987. The 
bad news: It had to be the worst day in the world to buy.

Business MarketWatch

This brutal stock-market rout mirrors the 1987 crash in 1 important 
way 
As the Dow Jones Industrial Average confronts its ugliest December loss since 
1931, the time of the Great Depression, there is another notable way to put the 
severity of this persistent bout of losses into historical context. If current 
conditions hold, it would mark the worst average daily moves for the Dow 
(DJIA) the S&P 500 index (SPX) and the Russell 2000 index (RUT) since October
of 1987, according to Dow Jones Market Data. On Oct. 19, the Dow sank 22.6% 
in a single session, marking its steepest percentage drop ever, with trading 
during that period under pressure all month until the final crash.

Nasdaq in bear market, first of the three major U.S. indexes
Reuters

Stocks enter final full week of the year on the brink of a bear market
CNBC

 

Business Yahoo View
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Trump administration faces at least 17 separate investigations 
Wired counts at least 17 separate investigations facing the Trump 
administration. This comes as something Rudy Giuliani said is raising at lot of 
eyebrows. Philip Rucker & David Jolly discuss.

Politics Yahoo View

Trump could be under sealed indictment, analyst speculates 
Legal analyst for Fox News, Andrew Napolitano, lays out a scenario where 
President Trump could already be indicted in secret over alleged campaign 
finance violations. The panel discusses.

Politics Associated Press

Trump's coalition cracking over his policies and personality 
BLOOMFIELD HILLS, Mich. (AP) - Jill Mott doesn't like the tweets. The hard line 
on the border is too hard. And when asked whether she will vote for President 
Donald Trump a second time, she lets out a long, deep sigh. No!

CNN
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Sr. admin official: 'A mistake of colossal proportions'

Breaking News
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Resistance to Trump's move to withdraw US troops from Syria 
was strong among some in the administration

• Erin Burnett: It could not get any better for Putin today  

• Trump's Syria withdrawal hurts Netanyahu and US reputation,   
Israelis say

• GOP senators give Pence 'earful' on Syria  

• Opinion: Trump's bizarre decision on Syria  

• Analysis: Trump is leaving the fight against ISIS (and influence   
in the Middle East) to Russia and Iran

• Opinion: The walls are closing in on Trump  

• Trump orders rapid withdrawal from Syria in apparent reversal  

Today in politics

Breaking News
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Senate passes stop-gap funding bill in effort to avert 
government shutdown

• Giuliani: 'I was wrong' to say Trump hadn't signed letter  

• Analysis: How can Rudy Giuliani possibly still be Trump's   
lawyer?

• House Intelligence expected to vote Thursday on sending Roger  
Stone transcript to Mueller

• 3 Kansas legislators switch from Republican to Democrat   

• CNN commentator: Democrats just broke Trump  

• US announces new set of Russia sanctions  

• Top Dem sends 51 letters to Trump administration demanding   
information 

• CNN obtains Russia docs signed by Trump  

The Republican House Speaker announced in April that he would 
retire from Congress at the end of his term

• Trump signed letter of intent for Trump Tower Moscow project   
despite denials

• How Kushner and a Kardashian drove criminal justice reform  

• Van Jones p  raises Trump: This is history  

• GOP drafts short-term deal to stop shutdown  

• Cuomo slams the Fox News 'Trump trio'  
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Trump orders troops from Syria in apparent reversal

• US preparing for withdrawal from Syria  

• breaking Judge strikes a blow to Trump administration's latest   
limits on asylum

MSNBC

The Beat with Ari Melber

Ken Starr: A sitting president can be indicted
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Hallie Jackson

McConnell introduces short-term bill to avoid 
government shutdow  n  
Majority Leader Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-KY) introduced a bill to the floor with 
the goal of avoiding a government shutdown, but will only fund the government 
through February 2019.

Michael Moore says Trump chaos makes him 
‘frightened’ f  or the country  

Brian Williams

John Kerry: There's no secret how chaotic & corrupt
Trump is

The Last Word

Fmr. CIA Dir Brennan: We are left with Trump’s ‘Yes 
Men’

Welker: 'President Trump likes chaos, we’re certainly
in the middle of a chaotic news cycle'
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Meet the Press

Sen. Durbin: I 'privately sat down with General 
Mattis,' urged him to 'please stay'
In an exclusive interview with "Meet the Press," Sen. Dick Durbin, D-Ill., says 
that Democrats "counted on" Defense Secretary Mattis to protect the military.

• NYT Reporter: Unlikely Turkey will take over the fight against   
ISIS

• Shutdown, Syria and Stock slide: What if the president is the   
crisis?

HUFFPOST
ANOTHER CHILD DIES
IN BORDER CUSTODY 

CONGRESS WALKS! SHUTDOWN CERTAIN 
THE SHAM OF PAUL RYAN 

TRUMP SHUTDOWN
SEASON FINALE 
THE END: GOP ONE-PARTY RULE SHUTS DOWN GOVERNMENT 
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TRUMP THREAT: ‘VERY LONG SHUTDOWN’ 
Trump Tried To Argue That Dems Are Responsible For Failing To Secure A Deal 
By Lisa Mascaro, Matthew Daly and Catherine Lucey, AP
 
CORKER: ‘YOU CAN’T MAKE THIS STUFF UP’ 
GOP Senator Rips Trump’s Latest Threat As Yet Another ‘Precipitous’ Decision  
By Mary Papenfuss 

INDONESIA DEATH TOLL RISES TO 429 
Unlike Previous Tsunamis, Saturday’s Big Waves Blasted Ashore Without 
Warning 
By Niniek Karmini, AP

YES, SHE IS STILL A BELIEVER IN SANTA 
Girl’s Faith In Santa Unshaken After ‘Marginal’ Phone Call With Trump 

Happy   Birthday, GOP Tax Law. You Might Cause More Workers To Become   
Contractors. 

 
The Trump Administration Is Holding Thousands Of Migrant Kids In Mass 
Shelters 
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Ambassador’s Sudden Removal Was Totally Normal, State Department Says 

 
Trump Administration Weighing Complete Withdrawal Of Troops From Syria 

 
Trump Defends Disgraced Foundation’s ‘Great Work’ 

FREAKY FACEBOOK: GAVE OUT ACCESS TO PRIVATE MESSAGES 
Report: Facebook Allowed Companies To Access Private Info Without Users’ 
Consent 
By Dominique Mosbergen 
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Congress set for ANOTHER 'short-term' bill to avoid govt shutdown......
Paul Ryan Leaves Behind Ballooning Debt... 

WALL STALL

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/columnists/the-wall-is-now-steel-slats-and-trump-has-screwed-his-supporters
https://www.bloombergquint.com/politics/paul-ryan-s-legacy-of-debt
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-congress-budget/congress-to-push-stop-gap-funding-bill-with-no-border-wall-money-idUSKBN1OI1ST
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Stocks Face Obstacle No Matter What the Fed Does 
The Fed model, which was reportedly used by former Fed Chairman Alan 
Greenspan but never officially endorsed by the central bank, compares the 
average earnings yield of the companies in the S&P 500, which is the inverse of
the price-to-earnings ratio, to the yield on 10-year U.S. Treasury bonds. The 
problem with the Fed model is that stocks, because they are generally riskier 
investments than bonds, have consistently yielded more than Treasuries since 
the early 2000s.

GOOGLENEWS

Headlines
More Headlines

Trump tweets image of proposed border wall: ‘totally effective while
at the same time beautiful!’
In the midst of a contentious fight with Democrats over a possible partial 
government shutdown and funding for border security, President Trump on 
Friday ...

Fox News
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/funding-government-without-border-wall-051126337.html
https://www.drudgereport.com/


Trump warns shutdown could last 'very long time,' urges McConnell to go 
'nuclear' and end filibuster

President Donald Trump on Friday said the chances of a partial government 
shutdown were "very good" after meeting with Senate Republicans at the White
...

NBC News
today

Government headed for partial shutdown at midnight, as lawmakers leave 
Capitol without deal

A partial shutdown of the federal government appears inevitable, as lawmakers
left the Capitol Friday without a deal to fund the government by midnight's ...

Fox News
one hour ago

Trump’s shutdown stunt is an act of needless stupidity

Trump's gamesmanship is born of politics, not principle.

The Washington Post
one hour ago
Opinion

McConnell 'distressed' over news of Mattis's 
resignation
The Senate majority leader says that what most disturbs him is that the 
defense secretary will be leaving early next year due to "sharp differences with
the president." 

Greenspan Says He 'Never Saw Anything Remotely Close' to the Current 
Political System
Bloomberg

Business Reuters
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Wall Street hits fresh lows on economic worries 
Wall Street stocks fell in volatile trading on Friday, with the Nasdaq on pace to 
confirm it is in a bear market, as concerns of slowing economic growth led 
investors to flee stocks in high-valuation sectors such as technology and 
communication services. The tech-heavy Nasdaq sank to a 15-month low, 
falling as much as 21.5 percent from its Aug. 29 high. The Dow Industrials fell 
to the lowest level since October 2017.

Factbox: Past Nasdaq bear markets lasted long and cut deep
Reuters
Nasdaq confirms bear market; Wall St. slides on economic concerns
Reuters

Politics HuffPost Opinion 

House Republicans Keep Giving James Comey Chances To Call Donald Trump A 
Liar A little more than a week after former FBI Director James Comey spent six

Politics USA TODAY Opinion

Trump Foundation dissolves, but Trump abuses and pursuit of 
personal gain live on 
Donald Trump ran his campaign and is now running the White House the same 
way he ran his foundation: abusing the public interest, enriching himself.

CORKER UNLOADS: TRUMP’S
‘MADE UP’ SHUTDOWN 

TOP STORIES
 
Mattis’ Departure Accelerated As Trump Names Defense Secretary’s 
Replacement 
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Dr. C. George Boeree
Shippensburg University

‘...The antisocial disorder used to be called the sociopath, 
and before that, the psychopath. The change in name simply reflects 
the fact that the public tends to associate the disorder only with the 
most extreme and dramatic cases, such as serial killers. But in fact, 
people with little sense of empathy or guilt live all around us and we 
hardly notice them until they affect us personally. If they have a 



decent level of intelligence, they fully recognize that certain acts are 
illegal or looked down upon by others, and, since that only makes 
trouble for themselves, they avoid those things. In other words, most 
antisocials are rational. I believe that, in addition to the violent 
criminals that may be obviously antisocial, there are also many highly 
successful antisocials who, in fact, owe their success to the very fact 
that they don't really care how they get wealth and power, only that 
they do actually get it. I have strong suspicions about some of those 
corporate executives who blithely steal from their employees and 
stockholders and calmly lie about it when caught. I also suspect that 
some of our politicians are sociopaths, especially those that seem to 
be able to ignore the suffering of the less fortunate while filling their 
pockets and the pockets of their friends with money, or those who 
have no qualms about declaring wars that kill and maim thousands of 
our own young men and women, as well as hundreds of thousands of 
innocent men, women, and children of the so-called enemy...’
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Flynn’s sentencing delayed; judge tells ex-Trump adviser, ‘Arguably, you sold 
your country out’
Before the surprising delay, the judge rebuked Michael Flynn, President Trump's
former national security adviser, saying that he tried to undermine his own 
country.

• By Spencer S. Hsu, Matt Zapotosky and Carol D. Leonnig

Flynn’s transformation from storied officer to heated partisan
Shutdown still possible after Democrats reject new GOP offer on immigration, 
border funding
The two sides remain at impasse as hundreds of thousands of federal workers 
await word on whether they will be sent home without pay just before 
Christmas.

• By Erica Werner, Damian Paletta and Seung Min Kim

Trump wants to find stray funds for the border wall. But there’s a barrier to that.
The president's new approach sets up more budget and political battles, as it’s 
very difficult to legally redirect taxpayer money without Congress’s approval.

• By Damian Paletta

The Fix: Yes, Sarah Sanders, you are asking taxpayers to pay for the wall 
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Trump to dissolve his charity amid allegations that he used it for personal and 
political benefit

The agreement with the New York attorney general comes amid an ongoing 
lawsuit against the Donald J. Trump Foundation, President Trump and his three 
eldest children.

• By David A. Fahrenthold

https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/david-a-fahrenthold/
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• Video: Trump shuts down foundation amid allegations of illegal conduct  
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Stocks Extend Their Slide as Trump Renews Attack on Fed

• With stocks falling sharply again on Monday, President Trump took   
another swipe at the Federal Reserve, writing on Twitter that the 
“only problem our economy has is the Fed.”

• Mr. Trump’s comments undercut efforts by Treasury Secretary   
Steven Mnuchin to calm jittery investors and ease concerns that the
president might move to fire Jerome H. Powell, the Fed chairman.

Wall Street saw more losses, with stocks on track for their worst year 
since 2008.

INVESTIGATIONS

Judge Postpones Sentencing of Michael Flynn After 
Harshly Rebuking Him

• Mr. Flynn took up the judge’s offer of delaying the sentencing until he had   
completed his cooperation agreement with federal prosecutors. 

• Judge Emmet Sullivan rebuked Mr. Flynn for lying to the F.BI. and told him,   
“Arguably, you sold your country out.”

Trump Foundation Will Close After Suit by New York 
Attorney General
The agreement by the Donald J. Trump Foundation follows a court decision that
allowed a lawsuit against the foundation to move forward.

Blaming the deep state: Officials accused of 
wrongdoing adopt Mr. Trump’s defense.
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In a town of unanswered questions, Paradise tries to imagine its future

In the aftermath of the Camp Fire, the city is reassessing its economy 
and learning that the first steps of reconstruction often begin with 
addressing the problems of the past. 

By Thomas Curwen 
 

Stocks slump on Christmas Eve; S&P 500 nears bear market

• • Treasury secretary's effort to calm the markets risks making a bad
situation worse 

• • Opinion: The stock sell-off prompts another desperate tweet from 
Trump 

A million California buildings face wildfire risk. ‘Extraordinary steps’ are 
needed to protect them

Skyrocketing public pensions, long injury leaves and big bills for 
taxpayers: Inside L.A.’s DROP program
By Jack Dolan 

DAILYKOS
Daily Kos Recommended

• Sarah Huckabee Sanders lashes out at James Comey from   
official government Twitter account 

• James Comey just looked into the camera and told GOP to   
'stand up and speak the truth' 

• Trump's DOJ - It's not an emolument because we say it's not an  
emolument. 
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• Republicans squash bill to pay for Vietnam vets' health care ...   
say they're worried about deficit 

• Russians attacked Mueller for investigating Trump's collusion   
and conspiracy 

• NC-09: Repubs reverse themselves, demand Harris be certified--  
and election fraud be hanged 

• Democratic senator: Trump sounds 'more like a mob boss than   
president of the United States' 

• Michael Flynn gets a 'good luck' from Trump as he heads to   
court for sentencing 

• Wisconsin lost a record number of dairy farms in 2018, and   
unsold cheese is piling up 

• Trump administration's own scientists confirm climate change   
is caused by human activity. Sign the petition to demand 
climate action now!

• Ruth Bader Ginsburg welcomes new U.S. citizens: 'We are a   
nation made strong by people like you' 

• Tennessee Republicans could be in for a crowded primary after   
veteran senator announces retirement 

• Dylann Roof supporter arrested for stockpiling weapons and   
threatening domestic terrorism 

• That helpless feeling when a healthcare provider is in the   
wrong and you can't do anything about it 

• This week in the war on workers: Union-made toys, in time for   
Christmas
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Politics The Root

Sarah Huckabee Sanders Gets Called Out For Being the Worst White
House Press Secretary Ever 
On Tuesday, Sarah Huckabee Sanders gave the White House’s first press 
briefing in three weeks. She spent about 15 minutes at the podium, didn’t really 
give any answers of substance…..

 

U.S. Yahoo Lifestyle

Syrian refugee hospitalized with concussion after high school 
beating: 'You're lucky you're from another language     because I will   
crush you' 
The Syrian teen, who is the only one in her family who speaks English, escaped 
war to be faced with harassment at school.

Politics Splinter News

Trump Is Mad About So Many Things This Morning 
Reader, it is my unfortunate duty to inform you that President Donald Trump is 
truly on one this morning. [ How ‘bout trump’s just plain mad … you know … as 
a hatter (as the saying goes) … and not just this morning ]

Politics Splinter News

Trump's Ultra-Shady 'Foundation' Is Dead 
Pour one out for the Trump Foundation, President Donald Trump’s extremely 
sketchy “charitable” organization that seemed to be of no real benefit to 
anyone whose name wasn’t actually “Trump.” Time of death: December 18, 
10:57 a.m.
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Trump reportedly agrees to dissolve foundation, signals w...

CNBC Videos

Donald Trump's charity to dissolve as New York attorney general reports 'a 
shocking pattern of illegality'

The Telegraph     

Politics HuffPost

Chris Matthews Predicts Trump Could Resign ‘In The Coming Weeks’
MSNBC's Chris Matthews said Monday that President Donald Trump could 
resign as

Judge Napolitano on Michael Flynn case: Trump is the loser
FOX News Videos

Eye Opener at 8: Michael Flynn to be sentenced today
CBS News Videos

Business Yahoo Finance
Business MarketWatch

The last key death cross is poised to engulf the stock market 
Ominous-sounding death crosses have been emerging in the stock market like 
weeds, with the latest - and arguably, the last important such cross - about to 
take hold in the Dow. The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) is on the verge 
of joining other major equity benchmarks in a 
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History shows a U.S. recession will probably happen within 24 
months 
If history is any guide, then a U.S. recession has a good chance of happening by
2020.

CNN

Trump's Flynn-sized blind spot

●   Sarah Sanders' comments about Flynn being 
'ambushed' by the FBI reiterate that the President has 
a soft spot for his former national security adviser

● BREAKING James Comey defends FBI's interview of   
Michael Flynn, transcript shows

● Judge scolds Flynn, then walks back comments  

● Flynn's sentencing postponed after judge issues   
blistering rebuke

● Sarah Sanders defends Trump's Flynn tweet   

● Opinion: The mystery of Michael Flynn  

● The no-nonsense judge overseeing Flynn's sentencing  

MSNBC 
On Christmas Eve, Trump airs more grievances

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/christmas-eve-trump-airs-more-grievances-n951596
https://www.cnn.com/2018/12/18/politics/judge-sullivan-flynn-sentencing/index.html
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Katy Tur

What Flynn's sentencing delay means for President 
Trump
NBC's Heidi Przybyla, the LA Times’ Eli Stokols, and Politico’s Jake Sherman 
discuss the political ramifications of Michael Flynn's sentencing delay with 
Katy Tur.

NBC NEWS

Sanders says FBI 'ambushed' Flynn, brands Cohen 'a 
liar'

https://www.nbcnews.com/video/sarah-sanders-says-fbi-ambushed-michael-flynn-defends-trump-calling-michael-cohen-a-liar-1401294403982
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Ali Velshi

Rubin: 'This is how Trump orgainizations work'

Morning Joe

Trump could be under sealed indictment, analyst 
speculates

HUFFPOST
XMAS EVE
STOCK PLUNGE 

OPINION 
Opinion | Donald Trump, Walled Off From Reality 

JUDGE RIPS FLYNN: ‘ARGUABLY SOLD YOUR COUNTRY OUT’ 
Judge Asks About Treason Before Delaying Sentencing For Lying To FBI 
By Ryan J. Reilly 
 
TRUMP FOUNDATION AGREES TO SHUTTER! 
Trump Foundation To Shut Down Amid Lawsuit Against The Charity 
By Nina Golgowski 

FORBES

A Fitting End For Disgraceful House 
Republicans
 
Ben Ritz Contributor 
Taxes I write about U.S. tax & budget policy from a center-left perspective. 
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Time after time, House Speaker Paul Ryan has refused to do anything 
meaningful that would rein in Donald Trump’s worst impulses.Evan Vucci / AP

This year concludes the same way it began: with a partial shutdown of the 
federal government. There is no doubt that President Donald Trump is primarily 
responsible for this shutdown – less than two weeks ago, during a nationally 
televised meeting in the Oval Office, he explicitly said so himself.

“If we don’t get what we want,” said Trump, “I will shut down the government. 
And I’ll tell you what, I am proud to shut down the government for border 
security, [Sen. Chuck Schumer]… I will take the mantle. I will be the one to shut
it down. I’m not going to blame you for it … I will take the mantle of shutting 
down.”Not a whole lot of wiggle room there: this is clearly a Trump Shutdown. 
But the president was bolstered by support from his allies in the House 
Republican Conference and their retiring leader, House Speaker Paul Ryan. 
While the Senate did its job and unanimously passed a continuing resolution 
that would have kept the government open and prevented the shutdown, Ryan 
refused to allow a vote on similar legislation, allowing the electorally-disgraced
House Republican majority to create one last pointless budget crisis on its way 
out the door.

It’s a fitting end for a group that has been a budgetary disaster since the 
moment it first took control in 2011. Less than eight months into their tenure, 
House Republicans brought the United States to the brink of defaulting on our 
national debt for the first time in history, resulting in the government’s credit 
rating being downgraded from AAA to AA+. Two years later, they shut down the 
government for 16 days after President Obama refused to let them take the 
American people’s health care hostage. And for six years, instead of addressing
the real drivers of our national debt, House Republicans forced reckless cuts to 
critical public investments that undermined the long-term health of our 
economy.

But it wasn’t until Republicans gained unified control of the U.S. House, Senate,
and presidency in 2017 that the wheels really came off the wagon. The 
shutdown that began at midnight is the third shutdown this year. At no point in 
the last four decades has the federal government shut down thrice in one year, 
nor has it shut down even once during that period when one party had unified 
control of the federal government. That both happened in 2018 is a testament 
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to the ineptitude of the Trump administration and its allies in the 115th 

Congress

This is a particularly sorry end for Speaker Ryan himself. When Ryan’s 
predecessor, former Speaker John Boehner, announced his resignation in 
September 2015, he responsibly “cleaned out the barn” for his successor by 
allowing the House to vote on a bill that prevented another shutdown over the 
objections of his conference’s most extreme members. Had Speaker Ryan – 
who, less than two weeks from retirement, similarly has nothing to lose by 
defying the far right – simply put the Senate bill up for a vote, it almost certainly
would have passed and landed on Trump’s desk. But instead, Ryan chose to aid 
and abet Trump’s latest tantrum by blocking a vote on a commonsense stopgap,
creating yet another unnecessary crisis in 2018.

Perhaps nobody should be surprised. Time after time, Speaker Ryan has refused
to do anything meaningful that would rein in Trump’s worst impulses. But it’s 
Ryan’s epic fiscal mismanagement that is particularly astonishing, given that 
he’s tried to brand himself as one of the most fiscally responsible members of 
Congress since before he became chairman of the House Budget Committee in 
2011.

As soon as Ryan became Speaker and had real power to rein in deficits, he 
instead made them substantially worse. On this day last year, a massive tax cut
spearheaded by Speaker Ryan was signed into law, which the official 
scorekeepers at the non-partisan Congressional Budget Office now estimate 
will add over $2 trillion to the national debt over the next decade. Two months 
later, Ryan presided over the passage of unpaid-for legislation that spent more 
money on domestic programs than President Obama proposed in his final 
budget while also spending more money on Defense than was requested by 
President Trump.

The result: next year’s budget deficit will now be roughly $1 trillion – nearly 
70% larger than the $596 billion deficit projected by CBO when Ryan ascended 
to the Speakership in 2015. Moreover, Speaker Ryan’s failure to tackle the 
nation’s long-term fiscal challenges means that the federal government will 
never again run an annual budget deficit of less than $1 trillion if current 
policies remain in place.

Thankfully, the American people decided they finally had enough of the GOP’s 
dismal leadership and ousted them from power in last month’s election. When 
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the 116thCongress convenes, many of its members will be replaced by several 
dozen freshmen in the Democratic Caucus who campaigned on being far more 
responsible stewards of the federal budget – surely the new majority will vote 
to reopen the government immediately if the outgoing Congress does not. But 
one thing is crystal clear: it just wouldn’t have been a proper end for the House 
GOP without throwing one last tantrum before the adults get put back in 
charge. 

https://www.nydailynews.com/opinion/ny-oped-the-midterms-point-us-toward-a-more-democratic-future-20181107-story.html
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Fact check
Kremlin Ignores Evidence in Calling US Meddling Reports 'Unfounded'

Polygraph.info

Will 2018 See the First Christmas Full Moon Since 1977?

Snopes.com

Donald Trump claims Russia is 'not happy' US troops are leaving Syria. That 
isn't true  [ Duh! ]

PolitiFact

Schiff: Trump endangering ‘rule of law’   [ Ya think … Double Duh! ]
President Donald Trump is jeopardizing “the rule of law” by discussing his legal 
situation with acting Attorney General Matthew Whitaker, Rep. Adam Schiff … 
POLITICO 

Anak Krakatau volcano erupts before and after tsunami – video

The sound of explosions can be heard in dramatic video filmed the day 
before to a deadly tsunami which struck parts of Indonesia.

The Guardian

Tsunami kills at least 222 in Indonesia, sweeps band off stage after 
volcano eruption

A tsunami struck Indonesia virtually without warning, killing at least 222 
people, sweeping away members of a pop band performing on a beach. 
Hundreds of ...

Fox News
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DRUDGEREPORT

Stocks Extend Fall Despite Mnuchin Bid to Reassure Investors... 
19-Month Low... 

https://www.bloombergquint.com/markets/asian-stocks-set-to-slip-yen-up-as-caution-reigns-markets-wrap
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Regulators Say Nothing Out of Ordinary in Markets... 
'Plunge Protection Team'...
Startles Wall St...
Toubling insider knowledge? 
Risks Making Bad Situation Worse...
PRESIDENT: Fed 'Only Problem Our Economy Has'...
BOFA: Throes of bear market; Correction deepening... 
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Daily Kos Staff Picks

Daily Kos staff looks back at some of their favorite posts from the 
past week.

• All indications are that Michael Flynn covered up something   
VERY BIG 

• Trump's big mouth comes back to bite him, shatters his   
defense for felony campaign-finance fraud 

• Women Overboard! Kansas Sen. Dinah Sykes and Rep.   
Stephanie Clayton abandon Republican ship 

• Mulvaney's plan for Trump: Have more rallies. Lots and lots of   
rallies. 

• Trump's attacks on the media make independent, progressive   
outlets like Daily Kos more important than ever. Can you chip in
$1 to support our work? 

• The Trump foundation is no more thanks to New York's attorney  
general 

• Pathetic Tucker Carlson goes all-in on the WAR ON   
CHRISTMAS! Gingerbread PEOPLE!!!! 

• Republican who took inspiration from the Taliban now whines   
about negative ads used to beat him 
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• GOP representative is only person blocking bill to address   
violence against Native American women 

• There is a special election on January 8, 2019. Winning this   
race is the first step to flip the Virginia state Senate. Give $3 to
support Jennifer Boysko

• Paul Ryan hopes to leave office unscathed and ready to run   
again someday. Let's not let that happen 

• People may not know it yet, but Iowa and New Hampshire won't  
matter in 2020 

• Oncology nurse deported last year is back home in US: 'This is   
really a dream that I never expected' 

• This PSA from the Sandy Hook families will stop you in your   
tracks—and that's the point 

• Sign and send a petition to Republicans: Do your job. End the   
shutdown. 

• It sure looks like the judge who just struck down Obamacare   
waited until after Election Day 

• Senate report on Russia's social media effort shows how   
racism drove results on both right and left 

• ‘  Every 30 seconds’: Study confirms the gendered online abuse   
that black women have long reported 

• New census data projects which states could gain or lose   
congressional seats in 2020 reapportionment 

• Cashless businesses shut out poor people. A proposed New   
York City law would ban that 

• This Week in Statehouse Action: The 12 Days of Session, Part 2  
edition 
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• Sign this petition to Congress: We want H.R. 1 reforms   
including: Independent redistricting commissions, citizen-
funded elections, closing the revolving door between 
government and corporate interests, and protecting voters 
against discrimination.

Fact check
Kremlin Ignores Evidence in Calling US Meddling Reports 'Unfounded'

Polygraph.info

Will 2018 See the First Christmas Full Moon Since 1977?

Snopes.com

Donald Trump claims Russia is 'not happy' US troops are leaving Syria. That 
isn't true [ Duh! ]

PolitiFact

Schiff: Trump endangering ‘rule of law’ [ Ya think … Double Duh! ]
President Donald Trump is jeopardizing “the rule of law” by discussing his legal 
situation with acting Attorney General Matthew Whitaker, Rep. Adam Schiff … 
POLITICO 

Business CNBC

We are now in a Bear Market - here's what that means 
Bear markets are defined by a 20 percent decline or more from a recent high 
but they're also marked by overall pessimism on Wall Street.

Dow, stocks end sharply lower on Christmas Eve after weekend of Washington, 
D.C., turmoil

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/now-bear-market-apos-means-180900089.html
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMOGZ-QowrvLgAg?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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USA TODAY

What to Do Now If You're Losing Sleep Over the Stock Market

Kiplinger

Anak Krakatau volcano erupts before and after tsunami – video
The sound of explosions can be heard in dramatic video filmed the day before 
to a deadly tsunami which struck parts of Indonesia.

The Guardian

Tsunami kills at least 222 in Indonesia, sweeps band off stage after volcano 
eruption

A tsunami struck Indonesia virtually without warning, killing at least 222 
people, sweeping away members of a pop band performing on a beach. 
Hundreds of ...

Fox News

Politics MarketWatch

Trump Today: President blames Democrats for shutdown, Fed for 
Wall Street selloff and unwilling ‘allies’ for Syria pullout 
President Trump on Monday kept trying to pin blame for a government 
shutdown on Democrats, said the only problem with the economy is the 
Federal Reserve and continued to defend his much-criticized military 
pullout in Syria. Playing the blame game President Donald Trump 

Trump is incompetent, impulsive and amoral. Heaven help us all.

• By Eugene Robinson

Wonder how the Trump administration would handle a financial crisis? 
Well, now we know.

• By Catherine Rampell

https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/catherine-rampell/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/wonder-how-the-trump-administration-would-handle-a-financial-crisis-well-now-we-know/2018/12/24/159ebec4-07bd-11e9-a3f0-71c95106d96a_story.html
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Politics FOX News Videos

Democrats have 'no incentive whatsoever' to negotiate deal before 
the end of the year 
Former White House deputy chief of staff to President George W. Bush Karl 
Rove breaks down the political fallout from the partial government shutdown.

Top Trump aide says government shutdown may go into New Year

Reuters

Government shutdown threatens federal workers' holiday plans

Yahoo View

BusinessCNBC

We are now in a bear market - here's what that means 
A “bear market” is when stocks see a 20 percent decline or more from a recent 
high - but they’re also marked by overall pessimism on Wall Street. Since World 
War II, bear markets have lasted 13 months on average, and stock markets tend
to lose 30.4 percent of their value. During those conditions it usually takes 
stocks an average 22 months to recover, according to analysis from Goldman 
Sachs and CNBC.

Business CNBC

'The worst is yet to come': Experts say a global bear market is just 
getting started 
In the U.S., the Nasdaq Composite closed in a bear market on Friday. Globally, 
Germany's DAX and China's Shanghai Composite have also entered bear 
territory.

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/apos-worst-yet-come-apos-052000306.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/apos-worst-yet-come-apos-052000306.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/b5e70479-98de-315b-840f-7bc0c822b1fc/we-are-now-in-a-bear-market-%E2%80%94.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/government-shutdown-threatens-federal-workers-050000459.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/top-trump-aide-says-government-shutdown-may-034641588--business.html
https://news.yahoo.com/karl-rove-government-shutdown-democrats-155726692.html
https://news.yahoo.com/karl-rove-government-shutdown-democrats-155726692.html


Politics HuffPost

Lin  sy  Graham Doubles Down On Wall Funding:'We're Not Going To Give In'   

Turning up the heat on day one of the federal government shutdown, Sen.

Trump spends Christmas Eve shutdown 'all alone,' tweeting his 
frustrations
Yahoo News

Trump Sees Winning Hand as Critics See Presidency Spiraling Down
Bloomberg

Trump spends Christmas Eve tweeting about grievances

TRUMP CHRISTMAS CHAOS 

Trump Pins Syria Hopes On Turkish Leader Close To Putin And Wary Of 
U.S. Allies 

XMAS EVE STOCK PLUNGE 
U.S. Stocks Fall Sharply Ahead Of Christmas Holiday 
By ALEX VEIGA, AP

‘  ALL ALONE...’   
Twitter Users Brutally Mock Trump For Self-Pitying ‘Poor Me’ Tweet 
By David Moye 

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/author/david-moye
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-poor-me-tweet_us_5c212cc3e4b05c88b6fb6306
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-poor-me-tweet_us_5c212cc3e4b05c88b6fb6306
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-poor-me-tweet_us_5c212cc3e4b05c88b6fb6306
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/us-stocks-fall-sharply-ahead-of-christmas-holiday_us_5c21258ee4b0407e907daaea
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/us-stocks-fall-sharply-ahead-of-christmas-holiday_us_5c21258ee4b0407e907daaea
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-syria-turkey-recep-tayyip-erdogan_us_5c20f17ee4b08aaf7a8b3e49
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-syria-turkey-recep-tayyip-erdogan_us_5c20f17ee4b08aaf7a8b3e49
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-border-wall-shutdown-chaos_us_5c21550fe4b08aaf7a8b9073
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-spends-christmas-eve-shutdown-alone-tweeting-frustrations-192652399.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/trump-sees-winning-hand-critics-090000953.html
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-spends-christmas-eve-shutdown-alone-tweeting-frustrations-192652399.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/lindsey-graham-doubles-down-wall-055843076.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/lindsey-graham-doubles-down-wall-055843076.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/lindsey-graham-doubles-down-wall-055843076.html


Bloomberg Rips ‘Senselessly Chaotic’ Trump, Demands GOP ‘Start 
Showing Some Spine’

Doctor's daughters claim ’68 Trump diagnosis was bogus

Bone spurs kept Donald Trump from being drafted into the Vietnam War. 
New allegations cast doubt on the veracity of that condition. 

'I know it was a favor'»

Debt Up $1.37 Trillion Since Last Year; $10,743 Per Household... 

Economic growth slowing around world... 
Summers raises chance of recession next year to 60%... 

BUST: STOCKS HEAD FOR WORST DECEMBER EVER... 

https://www.fin24.com/Markets/analysis-whiff-of-extinction-blows-in-bull-market-that-outlived-them-all-20181226
https://theweek.com/speedreads/814429/clinton-treasury-secretary-ups-chances-recession-before-2020
http://www.journalgazette.net/news/20181226/economic-growth-slowing-around-the-world
https://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/terence-p-jeffrey/merry-christmas-federal-debt-137-trillion-last-dec-25-10743-household
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/daughters-late-podiatrist-claim-diagnosed-donald-trump-bone-spurs-vietnam-war-favor-134618527.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/daughters-late-podiatrist-claim-diagnosed-donald-trump-bone-spurs-vietnam-war-favor-134618527.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/daughters-late-podiatrist-claim-diagnosed-donald-trump-bone-spurs-vietnam-war-favor-134618527.html
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/michael-bloomberg-trump_us_5c20aac0e4b05c88b6fabd4f
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/michael-bloomberg-trump_us_5c20aac0e4b05c88b6fabd4f


But there was one group on Friday celebrating the reports — the Taliban.

Senior members told NBC News the news was a clear indication they 
were on the verge of victory.

“The 17-year-long struggle and sacrifices of thousands of our people 
finally yielded fruit," said a senior Taliban commander from Afghanistan’s 
Helmand province. "We proved it to the entire world that we defeated the 
self-proclaimed world’s lone super power."























Donald Trump's malignant narcissism is
toxic: Psychologist
John Gartner | USA TODAY |

If you take President Trump’s words literally, you have no choice but to 
conclude that he is psychotic. A delusion is “a fixed false belief that is resistant
to reason or confrontation with actual fact.” Despite all evidence to the 

http://www.dictionary.com/browse/delusion


contrary, Trump asserts that his New York office was bugged by 
President Obama, and that his inauguration had the biggest crowd size in 
history. Before the election, Right Wing Watch   published   a list of 58 
conspiracies proclaimed by Trump.
Is it all for effect, to rile up his base, deflect blame and distract from his 
shortcomings, or does Trump really believe the insane things he says? It’s often
hard to know, because as Harvard psychoanalyst Lance Dodes put it, Trump 
tells two kinds of lies: the ones he tells others to scam them, and those he tells
himself. “He lies because of his sociopathic tendencies," Dodes said. "There's 
also the kind of lying he has that is in a way more serious, that he has a loose 
grip on reality." Is he crazy like a fox or just plain crazy? Not a question we 
want to be asking about our president.

Much has been written about Trump having narcissistic personality disorder. As
critics have pointed out, merely saying a leader is narcissistic is hardly 
disqualifying. But malignant narcissism is like a malignant tumor: toxic.

Psychoanalyst and Holocaust survivor Erich Fromm, who invented the diagnosis
of malignant narcissism, argues that it “lies on the borderline between sanity 
and insanity.” Otto Kernberg, a psychoanalyst specializing in borderline 
personalities, defined malignant narcissism as having four components: 
narcissism, paranoia, antisocial personality and sadism. Trump exhibits all four.
His narcissism is evident in his “grandiose sense of self-importance … without 
commensurate achievements.” From viewing cable news, he knows "more 
about ISIS than the generals” and believes that among all human beings on the 
planet, “I alone can fix it.” His "repeated lying," “disregard for and violation of 
the rights of others” (Trump University fraud and multiple sexual assault 
allegations) and “lack of remorse” meet the clinical criteria for anti-social 
personality. His bizarre conspiracy theories, false sense of victimization, and 
demonization of the press, minorities and anyone who opposes him 
are textbook paranoia. Like most sadists, Trump has been a bully since 
childhood, and his thousands of vicious tweets make him perhaps the most 
prolific cyber bully in history.

A year ago, I warned that “the idea that Trump is going to settle down and 
become presidential when he achieves power is wishful thinking.” Trump, like 
many successful people, shows biological signs of hypomania — a mild and 
more functional expression of bipolar genes that manifest in energy, 
confidence, creativity, little need for sleep, as well as arrogance, impulsivity, 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/what-is-trumps-psychological-problem_us_57576794e4b0527b29ffe3a2
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/young-donald-trump-military-school/2016/06/22/f0b3b164-317c-11e6-8758-d58e76e11b12_story.html?utm_term=.3d460210e425
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/young-donald-trump-military-school/2016/06/22/f0b3b164-317c-11e6-8758-d58e76e11b12_story.html?utm_term=.3d460210e425
http://www.health.am/psy/antisocial-personality-disorder/
http://www.health.am/psy/antisocial-personality-disorder/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20856182
https://books.google.com/books?id=kJ7K-XajW6YC&pg=PA63&lpg=PA63&dq=%E2%80%9Clies+on+the+borderline+between+sanity+and+insanity.%E2%80%9D&source=bl&ots=62xOvqUHMG&sig=fCNSCAZVaRfYfKjZ2aijcYSl_28&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwipooiqk9TTAhUpxYMKHTl-AUYQ6AEIJjAA#v=onepage&q=%E2%80%9Clies%20on%20the%20borderline%20between%20sanity%20and%20insanity.%E2%80%9D&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=kJ7K-XajW6YC&pg=PA63&lpg=PA63&dq=%E2%80%9Clies+on+the+borderline+between+sanity+and+insanity.%E2%80%9D&source=bl&ots=62xOvqUHMG&sig=fCNSCAZVaRfYfKjZ2aijcYSl_28&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwipooiqk9TTAhUpxYMKHTl-AUYQ6AEIJjAA#v=onepage&q=%E2%80%9Clies%20on%20the%20borderline%20between%20sanity%20and%20insanity.%E2%80%9D&f=false
http://www.rawstory.com/2017/02/psychiatrist-warns-trump-is-a-psychiatric-frankenstein-monster-who-is-at-war-with-imagined-enemies/
http://www.rightwingwatch.org/post/58-donald-trump-conspiracy-theories-and-counting-the-definitive-trump-conspiracy-guide/
http://www.rightwingwatch.org/post/58-donald-trump-conspiracy-theories-and-counting-the-definitive-trump-conspiracy-guide/


irritability and diminished judgment. As is often typical, when Trump has 
achieved great success, his hypomania has increased with disastrous 
consequences.
In Michael Kruse's article “1988: the Year Donald Lost his Mind,” he wrote, “His 
response to his surging celebrity” after the publication of The Art of The 
Deal “was a series of manic, ill-advised ventures” that led to bankruptcy and 
divorce.

Last year, after Trump became the Republican presidential nominee, New York 
Times columnist David Brooks noted a similar deterioration: “With each passing
week, he displays the classic symptoms of medium-grade mania in more 
disturbing forms: inflated self-esteem, sleeplessness, impulsivity, aggression 
and a compulsion to offer advice on subjects he knows nothing about.” Much 
has been said about Trump's disjointed Associated Press interview last month. 
As Brooks wrote, “Manics display something called ‘flight of ideas.’ It's a formal
thought disorder in which ideas tumble forth through a disordered chain of 
associations. One word sparks another, which sparks another …”
One symptom of hypomania is impulsivity. Seventy-two hours after Trump saw 
upsetting pictures of gassed Syrian children, he launched 59 Tomahawk 
missiles at the Assad regime. Whether Trump guessed right or wrong, sudden 
lethal moves that reverse his longstanding policy are disturbing. “Acting on 
instinct, Trump upends his own Syria policy” was the headline in The Times. Its 
analysis said the president’s advisers “were clearly uncomfortable with the 
suggestion that Mr. Trump was acting impulsively." As Ezra Klein put it, 
“A foreign policy based on Trump’s gut reactions to the images flashing before 
him on cable news” is “dangerous.”

Now Trump is ratcheting up tensions to create a crisis with North Korea.

POLICING THE USA: A look at    race, justice, media     

Vague protests are Trojan horses for liberal politics: Christian Schneider 

Some say it is unethical to dare to diagnose the president, but hundreds of 
mental health professionals have come together to found Duty To Warn. We 
believe that just as we are ethically and legally obligated to break 
confidentiality to warn a potential victim of violence, our duty to warn the 
public trumps all other considerations.

More than 53,000 people have signed our petition, aimed at mental health 
professionals, stating Trump should be removed under the 25th Amendment 

https://www.change.org/p/trump-is-mentally-ill-and-must-be-removed
http://www.dailykos.com/story/2017/4/23/1655450/-Exclusive-Dr-John-Gartner-s-speech-to-Yale-Duty-to-Warn-Conference-on-Trump-s-mental-unfitness
https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2017/04/28/women-march-science-black-lives-protests-christian-schneider-column/100988944/
http://preview.usatoday.com/policing/
http://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/4/7/15217492/trump-syria-foreign-policy
http://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/07/world/middleeast/syria-attack-trump.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2017/04/07/how-trump-made-the-decision-to-bomb-syria-tick-tock/100149920/
https://apnews.com/c810d7de280a47e88848b0ac74690c83
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/05/opinion/trumps-enablers-will-finally-have-to-take-a-stand.html?ribbon-ad-idx=2&src=trending&module=Ribbon&version=context&region=Header&action=click&contentCollection=Trending&pgtype=article
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/03/1988-the-year-donald-lost-his-mind-213721


because he is too mentally ill to competently serve. At a conference on the 
Duty To Warn last month at Yale medical school, psychiatrist Robert Jay Lifton 
warned against creeping “malignant normality.” Under a malignantly 
narcissistic leader, alternate facts, conspiracy theories, racism, science denial 
and delegitimization of the press become not only acceptable but also the new 
normal. If we do not confront this evil, it will consume us.

Duty to Warn is planning a multicity March for Sanity on Oct. 7 to “make 
America sane again.” Hope to see you there, assuming we’re all still here. 

Robin Brown Guist 

It's almost 2019, I'm old and worn out, and I still have so many unanswered 
questions!!!! I haven’t found out who let the dogs out...where’s the beef...how to 
get to Sesame Street... why Dora doesn’t just use Google Maps...Why do all 
flavors of fruit loops taste exactly the same, or how many licks does it take to 
get to the center of a tootsie pop......why eggs are packaged in a flimsy carton, 
but batteries are secured in plastic that’s tough as nails...what does the fox 
say... why “abbreviated” is such a long word; or why is there a D in ‘fridge’ but 
not in refrigerator... why lemon juice is made with artificial flavor yet dish-
washing liquid is made with real lemons... why they sterilize the needle for 
lethal injections... and, why do you have to “put your two cents in” but it’s only 
a “penny for your thoughts” where’s that extra penny going to... why does The 
Alphabet Song and Twinkle Twinkle Little Star have the same tune... why did 
you just try to sing those two previous songs... and just what exactly is 
Victoria’s secret? and where is Waldo?... Can you hear me now?...and do you 
really think I am this witty?? ... I actually got this from a friend, who stole it 
from her brother’s girlfriend’s, uncle’s cousin who lived next door to an old 
classmate’s mailman...Now it is your turn to take it from me... Copy and Paste, 
and enjoy your day.
I needed the laugh.

https://www.facebook.com/robin.guist?__tn__=%2CdC-R-R&eid=ARAyk9cx-FiAwcXG39iDZiwzuIRq1948fV4cl1IVcu3wSwkHI-3MVsQgvvmjJ68ZYjufVQXC0zV-DRTK&hc_ref=ARQHn4vGW3-UqlDNws8y0rMRqZze-9wAMcyGbS7zNYwn1aN1vdsNkk_5Xxj5cYAuGK8&fref=nf
https://www.dissentmagazine.org/article/malignant-normality-doctors




































































































{HASN’T ANYONE LOOKED AT THE MASSIVE UNSUSTAINABLE INCREASE
IN THE DEBT (TRILLIONS) TO OBFUSCATE/HIDE THE ECONOMIC 
WEAKNESS/ FAILURE AS EVIDENCED BY THE SO-CALLED BELLWETHERS 
… WHAT TYPICAL, TOTAL TRUMPIAN-AMERICAN FRAUD/BULL S**T!}



US NATIONAL DEBT RISES $2 TRILLION UNDER TRUMP

By Lydia DePillis, CNN Business

US national debt reaches a new high under Trump - cnn.com

https  ://www.  cnn  .com/.../  trump  -us-  national  -  debt  /index.html    
1 day ago · The US national debt stood at $21.974 trillion at the end of 
2018, more than $2 trillion higher than when President Donald Trump 
took office, according to numbers released Thursday by the Treasury ... 

National debt jumps $1.2 trillion in fiscal year 2018

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/national-debt... 
In addition to the $1.2 trillion increase in the national debt in the last 
fiscal year, it took a little more than six months for the debt to rise from 
$20 trillion to $21 trillion. 

Under Trump's watch, national debt tops $21 trillion for ...

When Mr. Trump took office on Jan. 20, 2017, the national debt was $19.9
trillion, according to U.S. Treasury data. Since then, the GOP-led 
Congress has passed a $1.5 trillion tax cut bill and a ... 

Donald Trump adds $1 trillion to national debt in 14 months ...

Trump goes silent on national debt while racking up $1 trillion in 14 
months ... that will add at least $2.4 trillion to the debt in the next ... 
staggering $3 trillion if interest rates rise back ... 

https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/mar/15/donald-trump-adds-1-trillion-national-debt-14-mont/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/under-donald-trump-national-debt-tops-21-trillion-for-first-time-ever/
https://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=AwrgDugI7C9cYRwAVFhXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTEyb25yNW9xBGNvbG8DZ3ExBHBvcwMyBHZ0aWQDQjU4NTlfMQRzZWMDc3I-/RV=2/RE=1546673289/RO=10/RU=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.washingtonexaminer.com%2Fnews%2Fnational-debt-jumps-1-2-trillion-in-fiscal-year-2018/RK=2/RS=2K2ePYw3QvLxad5r3WTKzTOYMPI-
https://www.cnn.com/.../trump-us-national-debt/index.html
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